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I would like to welcome you most warmly to the second Berlin
Security Conference in 2021. Following the tremendously
successful digital conference in May, which we were able to
stage with our partner country the Czech Republic, we are
delighted to be holding a “conference-in-person”, which –
while observing all precautionary measures - is finally taking
place with people attending the conference in person once
again, thus enabling a direct dialogue.
We have not chosen a partner country for this conference, instead selecting four major organisations that support the European Union and NATO in the development of capabilities and armaments
issues. Organisation Conjointe de Coopération en Matière d‘Armement (OCCAR), the European Defence Agency (EDA), the NATO Communications and Information Agency (NCIA) and the NATO Support
Agency (NSPA). These organisations are taking part in the conference in the persons of their Directors and Chief Executives as well as other speakers.
We have also changed the format of the conference. In addition to numerous strategy presentations
on progress in security policy in and for Europe based on keynote speeches by prominent speakers,
we have chosen as the slogan for the conference “Europe - Developing Capabilities for a Credible
Defence” to direct attention to efforts to boost the development of military capabilities. This is urgently needed in view of multipolar threats and repeated calls for greater independence of the EU in
defence matters.
In addition to the armaments directors from the EU, all six inspectors from the Bundeswehr‘s Services and organisational areas as well as the top management of BWI GmbH will be presenting to us
how they intend to shape the future in their domains of responsibility in cooperation with industrial
partners in “Capability Lounges” through briefings and rounds of discussion. I would like to express
my gratitude to them here.
Of course, the topic of Afghanistan is still with us: In a special forum we will exploring the “lessons
identified” in the mission from the political and military sides, with the support of the Advisory Board.
The presidency of the conference this time is in the hands of Wolfgang Hellmich, Member of the
Bundestag and Chairman of the Defence Committee of the German Bundestag. His advice and competent assistance have helped to make this Security Conference possible.
Ladies and Gentlemen, we are looking forward to two eventful days of this 20th Berlin Security Conference, which will finally allow us to network with one another!
I hope you enjoy reading this highly interesting congress magazine!

Uwe Proll
Publisher and Editor-in-Chief, Behörden Spiegel Group

Foto: Nicole Schnittfincke

Dear Sirs and Madams,
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The Road to more Strategic Autonomy
(BSC/Wolfgang Hellmich*) The challenges facing Europe‘s
security policy orientation are immense – not least because
the demands placed on a properly functioning security
policy sometimes differ greatly within the Union itself. It
is hence often difficult to balance these interests. Nevertheless, it has been possible to identify two developments
over the past year that will be playing a key role in the EU‘s
security and capability concept.
The situation in eastern Ukraine and the Russian troop
build-up on the border with Crimea in April underscored
that Europe must be able to react quickly to developments
along its eastern border. A high level of mobility on the part
of European forces within the EU‘s borders is indispensable
for this. The Defender 2020 exercise made it clear that
the gap until the arrival of follow-on forces in the event of
an escalation on Europe‘s periphery can only be closed
by European forces. Long before the Trump presidency in
the United States, there was a call for Europe to take more
care of its own within the NATO alliance. Military Mobility
and Military Schengen therefore serve European security
in two senses – they effectively enable EU forces to secure
Europe‘s eastern flank and at the same time strengthen
the European pillar within NATO.
Starting with the NATO Readiness Action Plan 2014, the
Roadmap on Military Mobility, the Joint Communication on
Improving Military Mobility in the EU and the Action Plan on
Military Mobility in 2017 and 2018, important steps have
been taken here. In particular, the PESCO Military Mobility
project, which was launched in 2018 and in which 23 other
EU Member States are participating alongside Germany,
forms the foundation for European efforts to bring about
a smooth military deployment capability on the continent.
The fact that the USA, Canada and Norway joined the
initiative immediately after the project was opened up to
third countries once again emphasises the importance
of military mobility in Europe for the NATO Alliance in sum
total. In addition to the urgently needed dismantling of
bureaucratic red tape, the focus must be on upgrading the
infrastructure, because in Germany as well, not all bridges
and roads have been able to cope with the loads of heavy
military transport for some time now. The further east we
look, the more urgent this need becomes.
Another turning point this year were the developments in
Franco-Australian relations. The fact that Australia pulled
out at the last minute and without consulting its contractual partner France in connection with the long-planned construction of diesel-electric submarines and opted instead

“The thicket of the European
armaments industry must be
thinned out considerably.”
WOLFGANG HELLMICH
for a nuclear-powered alternative in cooperation with the
USA and UK revealed on the one hand the weakness of individual European states in the international context while
at the same time underscoring the strategic reorientation
of the USA towards the Pacific region.
While the French president’s indignation is understandable in the face of a loss of more than 31 billion euros for
French submarine construction and the Australian conduct
was not a shining example of how one should deal with
allies, the realisation that even the largest European states
lack the strategic clout on the international stage to avoid
being ignored in the crunch is probably more painful in
Paris as well. Europe‘s security integration must therefore
also be buttressed by a consolidation of arms policy if the
project of greater strategic autonomy is to succeed. Also,
and in particular, the European surface and submarine naval architecture is too fragmented to be able to hold its own
globally the same now applies to almost all large-scale military systems. In order to strengthen synergy effects, reduce
the number of systems in use in Europe and better distribute the financial burden for the development of increasingly
complex systems, the thicket of the European armaments
industry must be thinned out considerably.
Industrial-technical expertise for maintaining and expanding high-value capabilities is just as crucial on the path to
greater strategic autonomy as the formulation of universal
European interests and the development of a common
strategic culture.
*Wolfgang Hellmich is the former Chairman of the Defence Committee, Deutscher Bundestag and the Congress
President BSC 2021

The Berlin Security Conference 2021
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Modern procurement in Europe
Avoiding fragmentation and overlapping can be mitigated
(BSC/Vice Admiral Matteo Bisceglia*) The challenging geby identifying ‚centres of excellence‘ that can coexist as
opolitical environment we are currently living in, characterpartners by performing on the basis of their experiences,
ised by new emerging security threats, requires the develskills and by sharing knowledge. This approach can support
opment of additional strategic capabilities, along with new
a more integrated, innovative, and cooperative European
key technologies in critical areas to ensure technological
defence for the benefit of both Nations and industries.
leadership. To this end, a competitive high-tech European
In this regard, throughout its 20 years of existence,
defence industrial base is paramount. Adequate investOCCAR has demonstrated its
ment from European Union
ability to cooperate with part(EU) Member States is the
ners, to implement modern
appropriate way to achieve
and advanced programme
that objective.
management principles
Unfortunately, over the last
through the entire life cycle
decade, the EU Member
of a weapon system and to
States have not provided
deliver best value for money
sufficient investment in the
on defence systems.
development and procureThe OCCAR Convention
ment of future capabilities.
sets out the OCCAR MemConsequently, Member States
ber States‘ political deterare becoming less able to fill
mination to improve the
new capability gaps on their
efficiency and reduce the
own. A strategy of cooperation
costs of their armament
at all levels is the only way
MATTEO BISCEGLIA
cooperation. The Convention
to help maximise the output
adopts the over-arching goal
and quality of the Member
to improve value for money,
States‘ investment in defence.
achieve more efficient and cost-effective programmes, and
Cooperation is the only solution to make new technologies
strengthen the competitiveness of the European defence
affordable again for any single Nation.
industrial base.
However, cooperation amongst Nations is not enough. PoIn 20 years, OCCAR has grown from an organisation with a
litical will is also required to enhance cooperation between
very limited portfolio to a larger portfolio of 16 programmes
industrial partners. Currently, the low level of cooperation
with a total Operational Budget of about 80 B€. The numhas led to duplication and fragmentation, to lack of interber of OCCAR programmes could reach 20 by the end of
operability and standardisation, and to additional costs.
2022. OCCAR has built up a special relationship with other
Ignoring cooperation leads to spending more for less.
international organisations. It will sustain and expand this
In this complex scenario, since the establishment of the
special position by seeking synergies and cooperation
European Defence Action Plan (EDAP), European Leaders
(where possible), and thus avoid unnecessary duplications.
have launched a wide range of significant initiatives with
This relates mainly to the relationships with the European
the key objective of strengthening the European defence
Defence Agency (EDA) and the NATO Support and Proindustry, whilst boosting its competitiveness worldwide.
curement Agency (NSPA). EDA can play a pivotal role in
Unfortunately, on the one hand, European leaders are
harmonising Nations‘ requirements and incorporating them
boosting cooperation at industrial level, whilst on the other
into a bigger European picture. NSPA can provide logistic
hand, fragmentation in the procurement management
services, as is currently the case with A400M and TIGER
scene can be observed as well. The imminent risk of overamongst others. OCCAR is also able to implement prolapping and/or competition amongst procurement organgrammes for NSPO in accordance with OCCAR rules, as is
isations across Europe needs to be urgently addressed.

“A competitive high-tech
European defence industrial
base is paramount.”

The Berlin Security Conference 2021

currently the case with MMF, a Multi-national fleet of tanker
transport aircraft. All organisations, be they EDA, NSPA or
other, have their specific strengths and should co-exist as
partners instead of competitors.
Recently, a considerable amount of time and effort was
devoted to fostering OCCAR‘s relationship with the European Commission (EC), specifically in the area of the
European Defence Fund (EDF). Additionally, OCCAR has
been identified as the preferred management Organisation
within PESCO. Within this framework, OCCAR is ready to
support defence cooperation amongst EU Member States
who are willing to develop and operate defence capabilities
collaboratively, within the EU framework and who want to
maximise the effectiveness of their defence spending.

11

The strengths of OCCAR should be combined with the
strengths that other organisations such as the EC, EDA
and NSPA bring, in order to collaborate with them and not
compete. Only by cooperating at all levels within Nations,
industry, and international organisations, will Europe arrive
at achieving its strategic goals. If this concept is clear to
all, a future European Defence could compete with other
non-European Nations and their relevant industries. By
avoiding duplications and fragmentations, the European
defence industry will be able to demonstrate that it can be
reliable and competitive in the long-term.

*Vice Admiral Matteo Bisceglia, Director OCCAR
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How Can NSPA Assist in
European Capability Building?
(BSC/Stacy A. Cummings*) In recent years, the European
Union has taken further efforts to address its long-term
security and defence challenges. Simultaneously, NATO and
EU cooperation has been strengthened through increased
cooperation in operations and capability development. It is
important to continue building this cooperation by exploring
future operational requirements and avoiding duplication or
overlapping efforts in order to deliver the greatest operational output at the lowest cost to taxpayers.

“By pooling and sharing
resources, individual nations,
whether NATO or EU, or both, can
be more efficient, achieve economies of scale and have access to
cost-efficient and more capable
solutions for their own national
or collective defence.”
STACY A. CUMMINGS

Democracy, individual liberty and the rule of law are principles upheld by both organisations. We share territories,
population, members, borders, neighbourhoods and, we
share the same challenges. Terrorism, cyber threats and
climate change are global challenges that no country or
continent can face alone. Today’s environment requires the

development and nurturing of an even closer relationship
in security and defence.
We are natural partners and we need to work together:
this is well reflected in the “NATO 2030” agenda. This transatlantic initiative looks forward and well into the next decade with three main priorities: to keep our Alliance militarily
strong; to increase its political strength; and to ensure the
adoption of a more global approach. Ultimately, NATO 2030
aims to strengthen the transatlantic bond, and to deepen
cooperation with the EU.
The Alliance recognises the importance of a stronger and
more capable European defence, which, at the same time,
contributes to a fair sharing of responsibilities. As such, the
development of coherent, complementary and interoperable defence capabilities, notably by avoiding unnecessary
duplication, is key to the joint efforts to make the Euro-Atlantic area safer. The NATO Support and Procurement Agency (NSPA) contributes to this objective through its multinational framework, programmes and capabilities.

Stronger Together, Avoiding Duplication
Over the years, the European defence has seen both
cooperation among nations and individual national efforts.
On one hand, nations have invested in their own national
weapon systems, individually bearing the associated costs
of maintenance, development, training or spare parts.
At the same time, nations have developed their national
defence industries to ensure their own provision and avoid
reliance on other nations for armament supplies. This national approach has unavoidably generated higher costs for
the nations and the duplication of capabilities.
This model is no longer affordable. Fragmented cooperation and unnecessary duplication generate higher costs
for the nations and leads to inefficiencies. By pooling and
sharing resources, individual nations, whether NATO or EU,
or both, can be more efficient, achieve economies of scale
and have access to cost-efficient and more capable solutions for their own national or collective defence. It is in this
area that NSPA is an attractive option for the nations, as
one of our major strengths is to support nations in building

The Berlin Security Conference 2021
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For years, the agency has also supported numerous European cooperation programs and initiatives, from the A400M aircraft for
OCCAR to support for the COBRA radar.

multinational capabilities and improve interoperability.
NSPA provides a unique multinational cooperation mechanism: Support Partnerships. Established at the initiative
of two or more NATO nations wishing to organise common
support and services activities around one specific weapon
system or a class of systems, this mechanism enables the
consolidation and centralisation of requirements reducing
costs and logistics footprint and providing a common and
efficient support under a ready-to-go legal framework.
Through Support Partnerships, participating Nations combine their efforts by consolidating development and procurement activity, increasing the effectiveness of capability
acquired and reducing their logistics burden while achieving significant economies of scale. The Support Partnership
format also allows participating Nations to discuss their
logistics support challenges so that common and individual
requirements are identified and addressed - collectively
and affordably.

à la carte service
NSPA also offers an à la carte service and national
requirements may be consolidated at Support Partnership
level. Our current portfolio covers close to 100 major weap-

Photo: NSPA

on systems with capabilities range from Air Surveillance,
Ground Based Air Defence, Fixed and Rotary Wing Aircraft,
Maritime Support, Land Combat Vehicles and Rockets and
Missiles to Unmanned Aerial Systems.
An excellent example of the success of this mechanism
is The Multi Role Tanker Transport Fleet (MMF). The MMF
programme provide its six participating nations (Belgium,
Czech Republic, Germany, Luxembourg, Norway and the
Netherlands) with strategic air tanker and strategic transport and medical evacuation capabilities.
In 2012, the European Defence Agency (EDA) initiated the
MMF programme to address the long-standing European
shortfall in the air-to-air refuelling capacity. Since then, the
initiative has grown into a mature programme managed
by the NSPA and supported by the Organisation for Joint
Armament Cooperation (OCCAR) for the acquisition phase.
Today, with five out of nine aircraft delivered, the military
unit has started to perform military operational missions,
paving the way to achieve Initial Operational Capability.
The MMF provides not only an excellent example of
cooperation between the EU and NATO and their respec→ Continued on page 14
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tive agencies, it also gives testimony to how nations can
cooperate, pooling and sharing resources to access state
of the art capabilities that would be difficult or impossible
to access individually. All the nations involved, irrespective
of their size and the required number of flying hours, have
access to the MMF capabilities. The programme has developed a transparent and fair cost sharing mechanism based
on flying hour costs and outlined in a Memorandum of
Understanding. This enables smaller nations to join with a
limited amount of flying hours but still with assured access
to an entire fleet of aircraft. In addition, larger nations benefit from economies of scale offered by this multinational
cost sharing arrangement.
Nations may also leverage the Support Partnership
mechanism to address individual national requirements.
For instance, Albania and Bulgaria have recently joined
our Helicopter Support Partnership. Both countries operate COUGAR helicopter fleets that require maintenance
operations. Within days from joining the partnership, NSPA
started the overhaul of the first helicopters making use of
existing contracts. As a result, both nations benefit from the
consolidation of requirements, satisfying urgent national
requirements within a very short timeframe, while reducing
costs.
For years, the Agency has also supported many European
cooperation programmes and initiatives. From the automated support provided for the TIGER and NH90 helicopters, to the A400M aircraft support that NSPA rendered
OCCAR and the support to the COBRA radar.
In addition, since 2015, NSPA has been developing its
acquisition, planning and development capabilities as instructed by the North Atlantic Council. We look to the future
to help Allies identify and develop multinational cooperative
projects to deliver key defence capabilities required to face
the security challenges of today and tomorrow.

An important and recent initiative in this area is the Next
Generation Rotorcraft Capability (NGRC). A significant
amount of the current helicopter fleets in service with NATO
and European Allies will reach the end of their life cycle in
the 2035-40 period, with the subsequent need for replacements. The NGRC offers a multinational framework under
which participants can combine efforts towards the design,
the development and eventually the acquisition of the next
generation of medium multi-role rotorcraft capabilities.
France, Germany, Greece and Italy, with the United Kingdom in the lead, are the participating nations. Spain, the
Netherlands and the United States are observer nations.
Our Agency has been entrusted by the nations to act as
the Executing Agent for the Concept Stage. In this phase
and based on the nations’ requirements, we are looking for
solutions for a multinational fleet construct that meets the
nations’ needs and that enhances interoperability.
It is clear that there are many ways in which NSPA can
assist to build European defence capability. Whether for
current or future, national or collective requirements, nations will always find effective and cost efficient solutions if
they come to NSPA.
In 2020, over 60 Percent of the requirements placed with
NSPA in 2020 were placed by European Nations, with Germany, Italy and Spain as some of the major customers.
My ambition as the new NSPA General Manager is to
further grow the NSPA portfolio of capabilities and our
customer base, while ensuring the Agency remains an
attractive option for all NATO Allies and Partner Nations.
This includes expanding our role as a capability enabler for
European nations enhancing multinational cooperation and
interoperability.

*Stacy A. Cummings, General Manager NSPA

CYBER AKADEMIE SERVICES
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IT Security & Data Privacy Trainings
Technical. Organizational. Customized.

In-house workshops. E-learning and phishing
simulations. IT emergency exercises. Pen tests.

Numerous satisfied customers from federal, state, and
local administrations, law enforcement and investigation
authorities as well as companies.
Contact us for an individual offer.

More information:
www.cyber-akademie.de/services

Contact:
info@cyber-akademie.de
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NATO 2030 and the NCI Agency:
What does it mean to sharpen our edge?
(BSC/Ludwig Decamps*) In June,
tive technologies. At the NCI
Leaders agreed an ambitious and
Agency, we are helping NATO
forward-looking agenda for our future
keep its edge, from upgrading
security through the NATO 2030 inititechnology across the NATO
ative. It will ensure that our Alliance
enterprise, to lending experremains ready for the challenges of
tise in applications of artificial
today and future-proof for the threats
intelligence and machine
of tomorrow.
learning.
This includes enhancing NATO‘s
Our core business is planresilience, boosting our cyber defencning, designing, and delivering
es, and sharpening our technological
an arsenal of modern, secure
edge. Leaders also agreed to develop
capabilities and services
NATO‘s next Strategic Concept to reacross the NATO enterprise,
flect NATO‘s core values and purpose,
LUDWIG DECAMPS
from NATO Headquarters to
and our changed security environment.
the Commands. That includes
So, NATO is setting its direction of
everything from digital transfortravel for the next decade – and the NCI Agency will play
mation to air command and control software and services,
an integral role in this future, particularly in ensuring NATO
to exploring potential military applications of 5G technolocontinues to maintain its technological edge.
gies. Afghanistan was no exception, with staff from the NCI
Agency providing critical communication services right until
the end of our Resolute Support Mission there.
The NCI Agency‘s work
The 2030 agenda also calls for enhancing NATO‘s resilThe 2030 agenda reflects the reality that, in a world of
ience. Cyber security is no longer a support function – it is
growing global competition and complex security threats,
a core part of capability and service delivery and integral
the Alliance must respond to many challenges at the same
time, including from sophisticated cyber-attacks and disrup- to maintaining the Alliance‘s resilience. Through our NATO
Cyber Security Centre, we monitor and defend NATO‘s
technological infrastructure in the midst of an ever-growing
cyber threat landscape, involving thousands of suspicious
events per day.
As we modernize NATO‘s technology and seek to enhance
its cyber security, training remains essential. Technology
is of little use without training. Our NCI Academy in Oeiras,
Portugal, trains civilian and military staff from NATO and
partner nations, helping them to advance their skills in
Communications and Information Systems (CIS) and cyber
security. The NCI Academy plays an integral role in ensuring
the Alliance is ready to adopt and rapidly implement new
capabilities.

“Our Alliance remains
future-proof for the threats
of tomorrow.”

The NCI Academy plays an integral role in ensuring the Alliance

The way ahead: working in partnership

is ready to adopt and rapidly implement new capabilities.

As NATO prepares for new challenges, transatlantic cooperation remains the cornerstone of our security. Working

Photo: BS/NCI Agency

The Berlin Security Conference 2021

We modernize NATO‘s technology and seek to enhance its cyber security.

together as Allies will always be essential to credible deterrence and defence. In an increasingly complex and competitive world, transatlantic cooperation is even more essential
to ensuring NATO remains ready to face any threat.
The NCI Agency works with nations through common-funded capability development, as well as through multinational
initiatives, which allow several nations to share expertise or
co-develop capabilities. Several NATO Allies are considering
a combined effort to harness 5G technologies for military
applications – a multinational approach facilitated by the
Agency. The Agency manages a broad range of multinational projects and partnerships today with NATO Allies and
partners in areas of shared interest.
Bringing nations together is only one facet of our work. To
harness the top technologies for the Alliance, we need to
explain NATO‘s needs to nations‘ industries, academia, and
not-for-profit organizations.
In the past year, we have introduced the new Not-for-Profit
Framework. This allows us to work with national defence
labs, as well as academic, scientific and research institutions from within NATO nations. We intend to launch the
first competitions among our not-for-profit partners soon.
The framework supports the NCI Agency in its scientific
programme of work, research and development studies,

17
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capability requirements, blueprints, change management,
and project and service provision assurance.
Partnering more effectively with nations and industry to
bring in new capabilities and services is a big part of what
we do, but such partners are also critical to enhancing our
resilience. The Alliance‘s resilience lies not only in securing military systems, but civilian infrastructure as well. We
know that cyber security is a team sport, so we work with
a variety of partners to share technical information on
cyber threats, including the European Union and industry.
Through the NATO Industry Cyber Partnership, we have
signed partnership agreements with the private sector to
share and receive timely information on cyber threats and
enhance our collective situational awareness.
Sharpening NATO‘s technological edge requires all of us
to share critical information and work together on complex
challenges. Whether you are part of industry, or working for
a nation, you play an important role. The NCI Agency stands
ready to work with you to boost Alliance capabilities for the
next decade and beyond.

*Ludwig Decamps, General Manager NCI Agency
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Credible action for credible defence capabilities
(BSC/Ambassador Jiří Šedivý*) Almost a year has passed
since the European Defence Agency, in November 2020,
presented the findings and recommendations of the
first Coordinated Annual Review on Defence (CARD) ever
conducted at European level. As one of the main new EU
defence instruments introduced by Member States in the
wake of the EU Global Strategy review of 2016, the CARD‘s
goal is twofold: review Member States‘ defence activities on
a regular basis in order to provide a realistic and updated picture of Europe‘s defence landscape; and promote
cooperation opportunities for joint defence capability development. The rationale behind is that these reviews will
lead over time to more synergies and increased coherence
between EU Member States‘ defence planning, spending
and capability development, through cooperation.

capabilities, including logistic systems and supply chains.
What‘s more, the commitment to EU Common Security
and Defence Policy (CSDP) missions and operations is
very low with strong disparities between countries in terms
of engagement and operational effort. The fundamental
problem, the CARD revealed, is that only few Defence Ministries consider multinational capability development as an
essential part of their national defence planning. We probably knew this before, but we never had such compelling
evidence than what is described in this first CARD report.
The findings therefore allow only for one conclusion: a
change of mindset is needed to make defence cooperation the new norm. For Member States to build a credible
European defence it needs credible defence capabilities.
And the best way to plan, develop, procure, maintain, and
operate those capabilities is through cooperation.

Wake-up call
Still today, last year‘s CARD diagnosis resounds like a
true wake-up call: Europe‘s defence landscape is heavily
fragmented and lacks coherence as Member States‘ Armed
Forces operate too many different types of equipment and

Plenty of cooperation opportunities
Fortunately, there is no shortage of potential areas of
cooperation. On the contrary: serving as a ‚pathfinder‘, the
CARD has identified more than 100 concrete opportuni-

CARD has identified more than 100 concrete opportunities for collaborative capability development and defence research projects.
Graph: BS/EDA

The Berlin Security Conference 2021
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At EDA, we support our Member States in this endeavour,
for instance through specific CARD workshops focused
on the more technical aspects needed to advance the
cooperation. The Agency also stands ready to support the
practical implementation and management of projects if
participating Member States wish so, as it already does for
a growing number of PESCO projects.

“Fortunately, there is no
shortage of potential areas
of cooperation.”
JIŘÍ ŠEDIVÝ

ties for collaborative capability development and defence
research projects. It recommends Member States concentrate their efforts on six ‚focus areas‘ where the prospects
for cooperation are looking particularly good, namely Main
Battle Tanks, Soldier Systems, European Patrol Class
Surface Ships, Counter Unmanned Aerial Systems, Defence
applications in Space, Military Mobility. Launching new
collaborative projects in these six focus areas can bear
a „significant impact on both Member States capability
profiles and the coherence of overall European capability
landscape“, the report states.

Follow words with deeds
With the CARD deliverables on the table, there is no pretext left for not acting. First encouraging signals have been
received throughout 2021 from several Member States
expressing interest in facilitating cooperation in one or the
other focus areas. Some of the CARD proposals may also
be taken up by Member States in the new round of PESCO
projects to be adopted this fall. But more needs to be done
to ensure the CARD recommendations lead to new collaborative projects and, ultimately, new defence capabilities.
I therefore hope Member States will seize the cooperation
opportunities, using all other EU defence tools (Permanent
Structured Cooperation – PESCO, European Defence Fund)
and fora that are at their disposal, including EDA. Because
what more evidence is needed to make everyone realise
that the current situation cannot last, that today‘s fragmentation of the defence sector in Europe is a tremendous
waste of money, of energy, of efficiency, of interoperability
that we cannot afford any longer?

Strong EU-NATO cooperation
At the same time, Europe has to further strengthen its
ties with NATO. As 21 countries are member of both organisations and rely on a single set of forces, cooperation
between the EU and NATO is indispensable. It has grown in
scope and in depth over the past years to ensure mutual
awareness, avoid unnecessary duplication and seek synergies and complementarities. This effort is already producing tangible results. In terms of capabilities for instance,
the EU and NATO have worked together to develop a new
European Multinational Multi-Role Tanker Transport Fleet
(MRTT), with the first five aircraft delivered in 2021, and
more to follow by the end of 2024. Available for both NATO
and EU operations and missions, the MRTT fleet offers
highly versatile assets for different activities including
air-to-air re-fuelling, transport of personnel and cargo or
medical evacuation. Another example is military mobility, a
flagship undertaking of EU-NATO cooperation. Its objective
is to eliminate physical and bureaucratic obstacles to a
smooth movement of armed forces across Europe. The two
organisations have been working in complementarity on
land, at sea and in the air, addressing investment in infrastructure, as well as procedures and regulations. This effort
is another good example that NATO-EU cooperation can add
a clear value.
Another cooperation area with great potential is the
integration of emerging disruptive technologies into military
systems. We need to adapt to rapid innovations in areas
such as cyber, artificial intelligence, autonomous systems,
and machine learning, while preserving the interoperability
between newer and older platforms.
The EU and NATO can be a lot more successful in this
effort if they work together.

*Jiří Šedivý is the Chief Executive of the European Defence Agency (EDA) since May 2020. He was appointed by
the Steering Board on 5 March 2020 following a recommendation by the Head of the Agency, Josep Borrell.
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Means and Ends – from Capabilities
to Strategic Autonomy
(BSC/Michael Gahler MEP*) Libya, Syria, Mali, ISIS,
Ukraine, Afghanistan, AUKUS. These keywords illustrate the
changing nature of international relations with increasing
regional instability and recurrence of geopolitical competition within the last ten years. For Europe, these events and
their increasing frequency should be perceived as wakeup calls as they raise the question of Europe‘s role on the
international stage. The widely quoted concept of strategic
autonomy tries to give an answer to that. But how far does
it carry?
Strategic autonomy in security and defence entails two
dimensions: Firstly, strategic autonomy refers to capabilities as it aims at fostering a more consolidated so-called
European Defence Technological and Industrial Base
(EDTIB), thus reducing dependencies, achieving a higher
degree of cost-effectiveness for EU Member States. The EDTIB provides means for the second dimension of strategic
autonomy, the ambition of being able and possessing the
capacities needed to act in defence of its values and own
interest, preferably in multilateral settings with partners but
also alone, if necessary, especially when the recourse to
NATO-resources is not possible or appropriate.
Regarding the first dimension, we can already observe
substantial progress made on the European level since
2017. Following the Preparatory Action on Defence Research (PADR) and the European Defence Industrial Development Program (EDIDP), the first fully-fledged European
Defence Fund (EDF) came into force this year. While within
PADR and EDIDP already 42 projects have been launched,
the first call for proposal of the EDF contains already 23
calls for proposals with a volume of 1.2 billion EUR more
than doubling the budget of PADR and EDIDP. While the
EDF stays with a total budget of 8 billion EUR behind the
original ambitions of up to 13 billion, the EU is in principle
steering in the right direction. It will be far more important
to assure coherence of the different instruments in capability development, especially between Permanent Structured
Cooperation (PESCO), EDF and the Coordinated Annual
Review on Defence (CARD) as well as to discuss complementation of the EDF with a mechanism for joint field-testing and procurement in order to bring the EDFs potential
to full use. Furthermore, the recent proposal by Ursula von

“The first fully-fledged
European Defence Fund (EDF)
came into force this year.”
MICHAEL GAHLER

der Leyen for a VAT exemption for procurement of defence
products developed and produced in the EU could further
strengthen the EDTIB and EU‘s strategic autonomy.
When it comes to the second dimension, the diagnosis is
unfortunately less positive. The political declared ambition
of EU being capable to act autonomously still lacks the
necessary capacities. Due to the absence of a fully-fledged
military headquarter, the EU further remains depended
on national and NATO structures. The shortfalls of EU‘s
capacity to act is even more crucial when it comes to the
deployment of forces. The withdrawal from Afghanistan
illustrated that quite well and reminded us of EU‘s ongoing
dependency on the US in military operations. The risk of a
possible similar situation in Mali, an escalation in Bosnia-Herzegovina, or elsewhere where the US is not engaged
compels us to act. At the same time, a more capable EU
would strengthen transatlantic ties by rendering EU a more
attractive partner to the US.
The current discussion about the set-up of an EU brigade-size rapid deployment force therefore marks a step
forward. However, the added value of such a force for EU‘s
capacity to act depends on the actual design and institutional framework. After over 15 years of experience with the
EU Battlegroups that have never been deployed, despite
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several possible occasions, there is no doubt that the force
in discussion has to move beyond that concept. It should
be set-up as a standing force, permanently stationed and
training together, making full use of the funding possibilities provided by the EU treaties and the European Peace
Facility. While Germany and four other Member States
recently proposed to build such a force on coalitions of the
willing. there are structures already in existence that should
be considered first: The PESCO project “Crisis Response
Operation Core” that aims at the creation of a “full spectrum force package” could provide the framework for the
establishment of the force while the Eurocorps in Strasburg
could provide the infrastructure and force headquarters
with a future fully-fledged EU military headquarter functioning as the operations headquarter.
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In the end, however, achieving strategic autonomy ultimately depends on the commitment and the political will of
the Member States based on a common understanding of
EU‘s role vis-a-vis the international challenges. The current
process of the Strategic Compass possesses the potential
to facilitate that common understanding, and subsequently
create the necessary political will and commitment, as long
as it does not stop with the exercise but also translates into
further specific operationalization and bold steps towards
an actual European Defence Union. And that needs to happen in a timely manner as we cannot afford missing further
wake-up calls.
*Michael Gahler MEP, EPP Group Foreign Affairs Coordinator, European Parliament

The Eurocorps in Strasburg could provide the infrastructure and force headquarters.
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Prospects for Credible European Capability
Planning and Development
(BSC/Parliamentary State Secretary Thomas Silberhorn
MP*) For the 20th Berlin Security Conference, the organisers have chosen a highly topical title: “Europe – Developing Capabilities for a credible Defence”. The call for more
credibility is a key issue in European defence debates,
often associated with demands that Europe should
assume significantly more responsibility for its security
and defence. And rightly so: In addition to the COVID
19-pandemic, which has shown the necessity to build up
our resilience, the recent developments in Afghanistan
have shown once more that Europe needs to improve its
capacity as a credible security and defence provider. For
achieving both – resilience and the ability to act – European nations require complementary and credible military
capabilities.

tion formats among EU Member States. These proposals
require a full range of modern and robust capabilities.
Therefore, the ongoing strategic processes in EU and NATO
should outline how both organisations envisage ensuring
the availability, interoperability and operational readiness
of the respective capabilities – in the short to medium
term – and how defence policy innovations can contribute
to this end.
Capability development as a national responsibility is
influenced, amongst other things, by historically grown
national defence cultures, diverging political, economic, and social objectives and interests, national threat
perceptions, the respective national law, and budgetary
constraints. However, NATO targets as well as EU capability requirements and priorities significantly affect national
capability development processes.
The outcomes of all national capability
efforts are supposed to serve national
ambitions and those of NATO and/or the
EU respectively. Our task is to harmonise these ambitions. And our ability
to do so will be decisive for common
capability development.
We are on a good trajectory. Over recent years, the EU member states have
launched multiple initiatives to improve
European cooperation and close capability gaps. These initiatives include the
Coordinated Annual Review on Defence
(CARD), the Permanent Structured
Cooperation (PESCO) and the European Defence Fund (EDF), all aiming to
create a mutually reinforcing ecosystem for developing
European defence capabilities. The CARD report improves
the transparency of Member States investment plans and
informs about areas of potential cooperation by identifying
shortfalls and Member States‘ interests to invest in specific capabilities. PESCO provides a forum with high political
visibility that works to remedy the identified shortfalls,
e.g. by fulfilling the more binding PESCO commitments,
supported by PESCO projects, which aim to improve the
operational output, interoperability and commonly develop strategic, relevant capabilities. Finally, the EDF pro-

“Europe needs to improve its capacity as a
credible security and defence provider.”
THOMAS SILBERHORN

To this end, we Europeans need to be clear about our
objectives and identify ways and means to implement
these. In taking the debate forward, the German Minister
of Defence, supported by European partners, has recently circulated a non-paper on EU crisis management.
This non-paper aims at enhancing availability, readiness,
deployability and interoperability of our forces as well as
flexibility of CSDP decision-making by looking at general
conditions for an “EU Rapid Reaction Force”, the possibilities of Art. 44 TEU (Treaty of the European Union) as well
as better use of regional and functional military coopera-
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vides the possibility of common funding for collaborative
research & technology and financial support to capability
development projects, thereby fulfilling its aim to support
the trans-border collaboration of the EU defence industry.
Still, room for improvement remains on the national level
as well as in the framework of EU and NATO. The current
debate encourages us to rethink, review and, where
necessary, adjust our efforts in an ambitious and equally
realistic manner. The EU‘s Strategic Compass will provide
political guidance for our actions over the next five to ten
years. With a view on capabilities, the Compass offers the
opportunity to further develop existing EU defence initiatives and increase the coherence of EU capability planning
and development.
In the context of the recent NATO Defence Ministers
Meeting, there have been warnings that EU defence
could overlap with the responsibilities of NATO and create
unnecessary duplications. Indeed, there is a strong need
to improve the coordination among national planners
and planners at the NATO and EU-level to ensure complementarity and coherence against the background of the
single-set-of-forces principle. Thus, we need to enhance
merging different capability requirements into a European
capability landscape that addresses the needs of NATO,
the EU, and the Member States simultaneously.
To this end, all involved stakeholders consistently need
to coordinate their planning. Going even further, this
should become the default option. With the Strategic Compass, EU Member States will operationalise common values and shared objectives as the foundation for improved
coordination. The dual-use capacity of new technologies
and civil and military capability requirements to address,
e.g., hybrid threats also call for enhanced civil-military
coordination.
All this is promising – but the job is far from being
completed. We need to pick up the current momentum
to reach our goal of improved and credible security and
defence in Europe in a shared effort. Germany will continue to provide any assistance necessary to achieve this
objective.
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“In the context of the recent NATO Defence Ministers Meeting,
there have been warnings that EU defence could overlap with the

*Parliamentary State Secretary Thomas Silberhorn MP,
German Federal Ministry of Defence

responsibilities of NATO and create unnecessary duplications.”
Photo: NATO
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Towards a European Security Council
(BSC/Robert Walter*) NATO has been the cornerstone of
European security against external threats for more than
70 years, but NATO is underpinned by the United States
and seven of its European members are outside the European Union. So, without undermining either NATO or the
European Union, Europe needs to have a mechanism that
can demonstrate to any aggressor that we can effectively
and rapidly defend ourselves.
Russia and China, not to mention IS in all its forms, a reinvigorated Al Qaeda and other terror groups see the failure

“Europe needs to have a
mechanism that can demonstrate to any aggressor that
we can effectively and rapidly
defend ourselves.”
ROBERT WALTER

of Afghanistan as a fundamental weakness in the West‘s
ability to defend itself.
This headline is from more than twenty years ago … “EU
defence ministers will start pledging troops and equipment
for the common rapid reaction force at their meeting on 22
September”. And still there is no such force.
Speaking recently in European Parliament, EU Commission President, Ursula von der Leyen said “… you can have
the most advanced forces in the world, but if you are never
prepared to use them, what use are they? What has held
us back until now is not just shortfalls of capacity, it is a
lack of political will.”
The European Union has proved that it can, albeit slowly,

mount military missions to crisis areas in a peacekeeping
role. But as the “battlegroups” concept first established in
2007 has shown rapid deployment of a standing force has
proved impossible. So, if the initiative for a new EU “initial
entry force” gets off the ground, it will be a start, but it will
not address the bigger issues of strategic defence.
Some may wish to call it “strategic autonomy”, but if we
in Europe are to be able to defend our territory, our values
and our interests without the guaranteed umbrella of the
United States, we need to rethink the big picture of strategic capabilities.
That mechanism cannot depend on majority voting in the
EU Council and must include non-EU NATO members, who
are as much part of Europe as the 27 member states. Such
an arrangement should not by-pass the already considerable achievements of the EU in the defence field, but would,
where they were available, build on them.
The United Kingdom, which has the largest military budget
in Europe, has continued to emphasise its commitment
to European defence through NATO and bi-lateral arrangements, most particularly with France. The political declaration attached to the Brexit withdrawal agreement also
envisaged a close relationship with the EU on defence and
security matters.
France and Germany have discussed forming a “European Security Council” (ESC) to strengthen European foreign
policy and co-ordinate closely with the UK in the post-Brexit
era. While the EU is an economic superpower, it has consistently punched below its weight in foreign and security
policy. This is most pronounced when it comes to taking
military action because the EU lacks a common ‚strategic
culture‘, and that is unlikely to change in the near future.
Much has been written about how the ESC could be structured. Initially it could simply be an expanded E3 format,
the informal forum though which France, Germany, and the
UK have discussed policy towards Iran. Ideally an effective
ESC would be an intergovernmental arrangement involving several EU member-states, but including non-EU NATO
members, principally the UK. This would not be a competitor to either the EU or NATO, so the EU High Representative
and the NATO Secretary General should be represented.
The development of an effective European strategic capability can only be achieved as a “coalition of the willing”
who have the resources that they are prepared to commit.
But if Europe is to match or replace the military might of
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the United States in the defence of Europe, we must spend
more effectively through cooperative projects, such as the
European Defence Agency, the European Defence Fund
and Permanent Structured Co-operation. Most importantly,
many member states must also spend significantly more.
For many years too many European nations have failed to
meet their two percent NATO defence spending commitment. There is no cheap option.
The time is right for a new European strategic assessment
combining the forces of NATO, EU and the coalition of willing nations prepared to commit significant resources to give
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Europe the ability to protect itself and ultimately defend its
people, with or without the United States. The Franco-German proposal for a European Security Council would seem
to be timely and sensible way forward.

*Robert Walter, President, European Security and Defence Association, President of the Assembly of the WEU
2008–2011, President ESDA (European Security and Defence Association), Congress President BSC 2012–2014,
and Member of the BSC Advisory Board
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Increased Readiness for European Armed Forces
(BSC/General Eberhard Zorn*) The severe flooding caused
by heavy rainfalls in Central Europe, the raging fires in
Southern Europe, the persistent COVID-19 pandemic,
continuing migration, hybrid threats and cyberattacks
and, most recently, the military evacuation operation from
Afghanistan have demonstrated once again that European
states need to increase their resilience and, as an important part of it, their military ability to act in order to enable
them to react quickly and independently, if need be, to a
wide range of unexpected events.
The “Strategic Compass”, the EU‘s strategy process initiated during Germany‘s EU Council Presidency in 2020, offers
excellent opportunities to address the areas for action that
have been identified, and to jointly agree on ends, ways and
means. While high ambitions are important, we need to
take a realistic look at the timelines for their implementation. Even the best ideas can only be implemented gradually and can only develop sustainable results over time.
With this in mind, we should also concentrate, in an
output-oriented manner, on identifying opportunities that
increase our ability to act in the short term so that the EU
can react to unfolding crises credibly and decisively when
it is necessary. Against this background, and in addition to
the proposals made during the German Council Presidency,
Germany took the initiative again in September and submitted proposals in a food-for-thought paper for improving the
suitability, availability, deployability, and effectiveness of
European armed forces.
In the case of the EU Battlegroup, the only force package
exclusively at the disposal of the EU‘s Common Security
and Defence Policy (CSDP), the path from training to certification is currently almost as long as the standby period
itself. What is more, the willingness of the EU Member
States to pledge and provide forces has been declining for
years. The force packages themselves are land-focused; opportunities for joint training and qualification as well as for
deployment exercises are still extremely limited. The ability
to perform multi-domain operations, which will shape our
militaries in the near future, is not reflected in the current
force posture. At the beginning of 2021, together with five
other Member States, we initiated the revision of the EU BG
concept. In 2025, as a framework nation, Germany aims
to extend the standby period of the EU BG from six months
to one year in order to achieve a better balance between
costs and benefits and to further improve the interoperability of participating forces. We believe that we can achieve
a higher level of effectiveness through longer cooperation

and better cohesion. In fact, we will have to go even further
in order to counter future challenges with suitable instruments.
The EU is currently one of the most important security
providers and is more actively involved in international
crisis management with its civilian and military missions
and operations than almost any other international organisation. To enable us to react quickly and decisively to
unfolding crises with military means, suitable forces and
quick decision-making mechanisms for their deployment
are required.

“The EU is currently one
of the most important
security providers.”
EBERHARD ZORN

Therefore, Germany welcomes the idea of developing
an “EU Rapid Reaction Force”1 that stands for relevance,
credibility, and effectiveness. This requires prudent planning, reliable concepts, and a step-by-step implementation
that builds on the revision of the EU Battle Group concept
mentioned above.
The organisation of standby forces should be based on
the most likely scenarios, in accordance with the EU‘s
sphere of interest and influence. We have to adapt available resources and military capabilities to current and
expected challenges. We have to be able to anticipate
requirements. Rigid and ponderous structures and organisations will not help us. Consequently, we will also pursue
the consistent further development of leadership and
command structures in Brussels, specifically the EU Military
Planning and Conduct Capability (MPCC). The ability to
1 Working title.
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The EU Battlegroup is the only force package exclusively at the disposal of the EU.

concentrate planning within the MPCC, to recognise developments at an early stage and to draw the appropriate
conclusions – including for the armed forces – is crucial
for success. Adapting the structures to military needs is
another vital step towards promoting the EU‘s credibility
and ability to act as a security provider.
International crisis management is another area where
improved coordination will bring us closer to our goals.
A look at the Sahel region and the numerous operations
conducted there by a variety of nations and organisations
shows us that we must pursue a considerably more integrated approach in order to tackle cross-border terrorism.
With a view to contributing to this approach, Germany
therefore integrated Gazelle, a Bundeswehr training mission for Special Forces in Niger, into the EU Training Mission
in Mali (EUTM) early this year.
The “Strategic Compass” and its work strands offer the EU
the opportunity to determine their strategic position, which
will not only have a positive effect on CSDP missions and
operations but will also contribute to further strengthening
EU-NATO cooperation.
For credible deterrence, which has become a priority
again since 2014, NATO and its Allies not only need wellequipped and interoperable armed forces that can physically defend the Alliance‘s territory against potential aggressors. Today, they need a wider range of instruments, many
of which are part of the EU‘s security policy toolbox.
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It is in our mutual interest to extend EU-NATO cooperation
in areas that benefit both organisations. Examples such as
the Military Mobility PESCO project and the Multinational
Medical Coordination Centre/European Medical Command,
which are particularly important for those states that are
not members of either NATO or the EU, show that the EU
and NATO can complement each other in a meaningful way.
In this context, the breakthrough in PESCO third-state participation negotiated under Germany‘s Council Presidency
will also help to enhance cooperation and further increase
the already existing operational output.
In my opinion, strengthening Europe‘s ability to act neither
weakens NATO nor raises doubts about its relevance. NATO
is indispensable and comprehensively fulfils its tasks. Closer EU-NATO cooperation instead aims to increase the ability
to act of both organisations while making optimal use of
the “single set of forces”.
All European states should seek an increased ability to act
in order to be able to guarantee security for and in Europe
in the future. The events of the last few weeks have made
this clear once again. To achieve this, we will need operationally ready and sustainable armed forces. It would be
naive to think that the world will wait until we feel up to its
surprises.
*General Eberhard Zorn, Chief of Defence, Federal Ministry
of Defence, Germany
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NATO Defence Planning –
A turning point for NATO and Alliance Members
(BSC/General Jörg Vollmer*) When I took up my post as
JFC Brunssum Commander last year, I knew I was stepping into a dynamic environment. The world has changed
significantly as the post 1945 international order has been
challenged by states and non-state actors alike. For the
strongest and most successful military Alliance in history
this has been a call to evolve and adapt so that we can continue to guarantee the security of our people, our territory,
and our values.
Since Russia‘s illegal occupation of Crimea and Eastern
Ukraine NATO and NATO nations have sent a clear message
that Article 5 – the statement in the Washington Treaty that
enshrines collective defence – remains the cornerstone of
our organisation. You are all aware of assurance and deterrent activities such as Air Policing, the Enhanced Forward
Presence, and the Very High Readiness Task Force (VJTF).
And we know for a fact that President Putin and his military leaders have noted the increase in exercises, deployment, training, and readiness undertaken by NATO and its
member nations. They know that our defensive alliance is
serious in its purpose.
But there is more to be done, and this Conference is a
timely contribution to the focused work required to determine and deliver a wide ranging programme of development to be undertaken by all 30 NATO Member States.
National contributions will be at the heart of serious
capability development, infrastructure development and
improvements in national resilience to counter both future
threats and the attacks we already suffer through non-military means such as disinformation and cyber attacks.
NATO has always benefitted from the technological
advantage that comes with a membership made up of
leading democratic economies. This gives us an edge in
the security arena that is more important than ever, and
with competitors also focused on the use of technology we
cannot be complacent or rely on the US to carry a burden
for the whole Alliance. NATO leaders recognised this when
they established an Innovation Fund enabling the Alliance
to work with public and private sector partners, academia
and civil society to develop and adopt new technologies.
DIANA – the Defence Innovation Accelerator for the North
Atlantic – is another initiative and is designed to reinforce
transatlantic cooperation regarding critical technologies to

assure the security and defence of Alliance members. This
is underpinned at the political level by NATO‘s 2030 strategy setting out a map for future security initiatives and providing an alternative vision to that of retreating democratic
values and freedoms. NATO intends to continue its role as
the constant forum for leadership on security issues.
If those initiatives are being pursued at the political and
strategic level, at my level – the operational level – we are

“Article 5 remains the
cornerstone of our
organization.”
JÖRG VOLLMER

also engaged in renewal and a focus on the future. National capabilities are the key to success, but my role is to
ensure that these assets can be used effectively to deter
those who wish to undermine and attack the Alliance. And,
should deterrence fail, we need to be ready to defend. My
HQ has been tasked by SHAPE to develop new plans for
peacetime, through crisis to conflict to ensure that the military side of NATO is ready to play its part in both deterrence
and defence. That work is underway in partnership with
the nations in our geographical area of central, eastern,
and northern Europe, including the Baltic Sea, and with
the other NATO Operational Commands to give the Alliance
the ability to respond wherever challenge arises, and in
whatever form.
Those plans will only work if nations link their defence
plans and other initiatives to NATO. This is not just about
forces – although they are vital. It is about ensuring that
infrastructure supports military movement and employ-
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ment; that legislation allows an Allied response before any
declaration of Article V; that transport and communication
networks are robust; that our populations understand the
threats we face and are able to identify efforts to stir up
discontent and disunity. This collective effort is itself part
of deterring an enemy. It signals that our societies and
leaders understand that we must work together to defend
our values and our way of life.
As to the forces themselves, we must recognise the need
for procurement designed to meet the challenges of the
future. History is full of examples of nations preparing for
the last war. As NATO and its nations work to strengthen
the defence of our societies, we must take the opportunity
to give our forces the equipment and training they need for
the next conflict. Defence procurement is a long process,
and that means it must be done with the future in mind. We
must study recent examples of conflict such as in the Cau-
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cuses and draw lessons from the effective use of relatively
cheap technology against seemingly better equipped units.
We must address the challenges of a near peer adversary.
We must ensure all domains – including space and cyber
– can be linked, with national efforts complementing NATO
actions. And we should invest in the people as well as the
equipment. This is a time to work together to ensure our
future, and to back our agreed plans with concrete investment that will give us the same security guarantee we have
always enjoyed as members of NATO. That is not easy for
nations facing the cost of rebuilding from a pandemic, and
the urgency of adapting to climate change. But it needs to
be a shared effort across the Alliance.

*General Jörg Vollmer, Commander Allied Joint Force
Command Brunssum

We must recognise the need for procurement designed to meet the challenges of the future.
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Simultaneousness – Coequality
Future challenges for our personnel and materiel

(BSC/Lieutenant General (MC) Dr Ulrich Baumgärtner*)
The geopolitical trends entail times of high conflict potential
and security risks. In addition, we can state that critical
events will become the norm. It is becoming increasingly
clear, that health and security must be conceived jointly –
nationally, regionally, and globally.
After almost two years, the coronavirus pandemic is part
of our everyday world, still. Even if we may be able to come
to grips with the pandemic in Europe soon owing to a comprehensive vaccination campaign, this is by far not in sight
on a global scale – with unforeseeable consequences for
the stability of states and societies in these regions.
Climate change, too, will become part of our everyday
life. A devastating heavy rain disaster raged in parts of
Rhineland-Palatinate and North Rhine-Westphalia in July
this year. Men and women of the Bundeswehr Joint Medical

Service were the first Bundeswehr forces on the spot in the
evening of 14 July already. They risked their own lives in the
raging floods to save the lives of about 150 people. This
illustrates once again the importance of the integration of
the Bundeswehr Medical Service into the civilian health
care system, in this case the civilian emergency medical
service. The Bundeswehr Medical Service as an integrated
system ensures responsiveness, efficiency, and sustainability because of its capability to centrally assess the situation
and manage from a single source special resources that
are scarce.
This quality of the Bundeswehr Medical Service was also
evident in the military evacuation operation in Afghanistan
the Bundeswehr Medical Service supported quasi offhand
and without preparation time worth mentioning. This mission, too, worked out in an exemplary manner.

Men and women of the Bundeswehr Joint Medical Service were the first Bundeswehr forces on the spot.
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“Critical events will become
the norm.”
DR ULRICH BAUMGÄRTNER

Faced with all these challenges simultaneously, it was
important that we could bring to bear our limited personnel and materiel resources as effectively as possible
while maintaining the functionality of the overall system of
medical support. The members of the Bundeswehr Medical
Service once again proved their flexibility and operational
readiness.
In crisis situations, the trust of the population in politics
is an indispensable prerequisite for the acceptance of political guidelines and the resulting – to some extent incisive
– measures. In particular in the event of hybrid threats,

They risked their own lives in the raging floods to save the lives
of about 150 people.
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this is the basis for a society that is able to act, capable of
defending itself, and thus resilient. To promote and protect
the health of the population are central tasks of a government in this context. A sound military medical expertise,
therefore, is indispensable for the provision of extensive
advice at the ministerial level. The Surgeon General of the
Bundeswehr at the Federal Ministry of Defence would be
able to take account of this responsibility of medical command and control with regard to security policy issues in
the health context (“global health”) and in the management
of critical health situations.
“All war presupposes human weakness and seeks to
exploit it.” We therefore must give thought to the extent to
which belligerent attacks in the Clausewitzian sense may
increasingly exploit and focus on the weakness of humans
and their society in the future. This means that we must not
exclusively think in the military dimensions we know. Beyond that, we must increasingly include into our considerations the resilience of the human dimension in all aspects.
Hence, we are once again required to think also the aspect
of health globally and as a network, and to ensure and
improve it by acting together around the globe.
The Multinational Medical Coordination Centre/European
Medical Command (MMCC/EMC) functions as coordinator and facilitator of the medical services of the EU and
NATO. These international interfaces underpin our political
commitment to global health. In this context, it is crucial
whether we succeed in synchronising better our medical
preparation, standards and procedures and establish deeper cooperation. With the Bundeswehr Joint Medical Service,
Germany acts as a driving force for the development of
multinational medical capabilities and to this end employs
its expertise and possibilities in shaping the function as
Medical Lead Nation as part of the European pillar of NATO
and EU. Given the security-related significance of the factor
health, Germany remains a mainspring for the further development of multinational medical capabilities.
This increasingly requires a cross-domain but also a
whole-of-society and international approach. The Bundeswehr Medical Service can contribute its experience, its
scientific and medical expertise, its integration in the health
system, but also tools to influence major health factors. As
a resource of the Federal Government, it can take its effect
for the whole-of-government task at a crucial point.
*Lieutenant General (MC) Dr Ulrich Baumgärtner, Surgeon General of the Bundeswehr Joint Medical Service
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A Changing Cyber and Information
Domain Service
(BSC/Vice Admiral Dr Thomas Daum*) Digitalisation is
a dominating cultural and social feature of our time. In
our democratic and liberal societies, digitalisation offers
tremendous opportunities for the government, the economy and science – as well as the armed forces. Despite all
advantages and achievements, the other side of the coin
is that digitalisation has created new dependencies and
vulnerabilities. It also provides enormous opportunities for
potential enemies and thus involves considerable dangers to our society. Cyberattacks against states, business
enterprises (including critical infrastructure) and private
households have long been a reality. Besides attacks from
cyberspace, activities in the information environment have
become all too common. Conflicts between states as well
as intrastate conflicts are increasingly susceptible to the
influence of propaganda and disinformation.
Against this backdrop, the German Government in 2016
issued its Cyber Security Strategy for Germany, which was
updated in 2021. In accordance with this strategy paper,
the Federal Ministry of the Interior is in charge of cyber
security, while the Bundeswehr is responsible for cyber
defence. These were the circumstances that brought
about the establishment of the new Cyber and Information
Domain Service (CIDS) on 1 April 2017. “Cyber and information domain” has become a military domain and, according
to the latest key issue paper by the Federal Minister of
Defence, will remain one of four domains of the Bundeswehr. Capabilities in the cyber and information domain are
to be expanded further. With this, we take into account the
particular importance of digitalisation and the relevance of
information in a knowledge society.

Responsibilities and Conception of the Cyber and
Information Domain Service
The Cyber and Information Domain Service is responsible
for far more than just cyber. It is in charge of protecting
and operating the Bundeswehr IT system in Germany and
on operations abroad. Other areas of responsibility are
geoinformation and military intelligence. Here we evaluate
reconnaissance results and provide individual situational
information tailored to recipients. Reconnaissance and
effects in the cyber and information domain are also part
of our responsibilities. This includes cyber operations,
such as penetrating enemy IT networks for the purpose of

“Digitalisation has created
new dependencies and
vulnerabilities.”
DR THOMAS DAUM

information collection and/or tampering, electronic warfare
and operational communication on operations. Cyber and
information domain operations will also help support space
operations in the future.
On the one hand, the Cyber and Information Domain
Service is an enabler for the traditional services. On the
other hand, its mission also consists in the planning and
conduct of independent operations in its area of responsibility – with support from the other services if necessary.
The Cyber and Information Domain Service moreover is
the coordinator of and the guarantor for the successful
digital transformation of the Bundeswehr. It ensures that
all individual IT procurement projects are merged into a
functioning overall IT system of the Bundeswehr, and it
sets information security and cyber awareness standards.
What is more, it has the lead responsibility for commonuse
applications such as collaboration tools; in other words, it
makes an essential contribution to the digitalisation and
increased flexibility of Bundeswehr staff work and thus provides faster and more efficient procedures and processes
for all areas of the armed forces.

An Optimised and Agile Structure for the Cyber and
Information Domain Service
Bundeswehr security policy priorities have evolved significantly since the Cyber and Information Domain Service
was established. The growing political importance of the
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cyber and information domain, the increasing number of
responsibilities related to the development of cyber and
information domain capabilities and their alignment with
the Bundeswehr capability profile have shown that there
will be severe limitations to the fulfilment of the overall
portfolio of responsibilities if the resource situation remains
unchanged. This applies in particular to the renewed focus
on national and collective defence, the establishment of a
Joint Intelligence Centre, the digital transformation of the
Bundeswehr and the establishment of centres of expertise within the Cyber and Information Domain Service.
As part of the project “CIDS 2.0”, the Cyber and Information Domain Service structure was therefore subject to
a detailed analysis in 2019/2020, and its reorientation,
which aims at streamlining, significantly greater agility, the
development of the capability to plan and conduct cyber
and information domain operations and the redirection of
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resources towards specific areas of expertise, has started
in 2021. The key issue paper by the Federal Minister of Defence has confirmed a number of these central ideas and
plans. We started the implementation of the new structure
on 1 August 2021 and plan to have completed it by 2025.
In doing so, the Cyber and Information Domain Service core
missions remain unchanged. We are expanding the capability to plan and conduct cyber and information domain
operations as part of international crisis management as
well as national and collective defence. This reorientation
will enable the Cyber and Information Domain Service to
make the best possible contribution to Germany’s wholeofgovernment approach to national security.

*Vice Admiral Dr Thomas Daum, Chief of the German
Cyber and Information Domain Service
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Prepare for the most challenging task
to be ready for uncertainty!
(BSC/ Lieutenant General Alfons Mais*) With a view on
the next 2030‘s decade, the German Land Forces have to
prepare for modern warfighting against peer competitors
(again). Proof was given in 2014 when it became clear
again, that Russia – by breaking international law – declared itself as an adversary to our western values, willing
to use military as also hybrid means to enforce its interests.
The result of these developments: The territorial security
of NATO is challenged again. In consequence, the German
Armed Forces – geographically in the centre of Europe –
and the transatlantic alliance are needed to fill operational
and strategic gaps within the NATO defence posture in
order to ensure successful and adequate collective defence
and credible deterrence against a peer competitor.
Building and modernizing such Land Forces, capable
to withstand and to deter successfully, is not a matter of
years, but of decades. Currently, the German Land Forces‘
organization and structure is still “efficiently optimized”
towards conducting Crisis Management Operations. We
have not yet seen a full “organizational turnaround” of the
German Army in order to be effective for Collective Defence.
The challenges, however, of a technologically advanced
adversary, capable to mass combat forces at NATO boundaries on short notice within days, cannot be countered by a
contingent-based force composition system, that was used
for the last two decades. Therefore, strengthening coherent
and standing major formations at Division and Corps level
must be the core of next steps and adjustments in order
to provide the capability to effectively conduct and sustain
high intensity warfare.

Readiness is decisive
Collective Defence and credible deterrence is still the
same wording as it was used in the 1980s, but the challenges of A2/AD, hybrid warfare against our societies and
the use of robotics and Artificial Intelligence on the battlefield have dramatically changed lethality and the requirement to be prepared in all dimensions.
Our forces, therefore, not only need to be in all aspects
“ready and available”. They will also need to be capable
of providing desired effects in the information domain
with regard to perceptions as well as timely “joint” effects
on the battlefield. As a result, improving readiness and

“The German Land Forces have to
prepare for modern warfighting
against peer competitors.”
ALFONS MAIS

availability have re-emerged as a primary objective for the
German Army. The above named challenges primarily focus
on collective defence and therefore – currently, but not
exclusively – on the threat arising at the eastern flank of
NATO, but they do not exclude other dangers, emanating
from i.e. terrorism in the south. It can be expected that the
majority of military deployments in the years to come will
highly likely remain within the scope of crisis management.
In light of the demands of collective defence, as the most
difficult military task, however, it is exactly this characteristic, that requires a shift of our focus towards major military
formations again.
An effective Division and Corps level will make the difference in the future, since only on that level large-scale
military conflicts can be planned and controlled. Furthermore, the divisional and corps troops provide the necessary
preparation of the battlefield for the engagement of the
brigade level and below.
In this context, DEU Army is aiming to generate a first fully
equipped and mechanized division sized force out of our
current army organization and remaining necessity of three
divisions. This “Division 2027” is to provide a robust force
with a high level of readiness and availability, thus addressing NATO demands. Our aim is that this division will not only
be deployable on short notice and equipped and prepared

to conduct full spectrum operations but also provides a
strong and reliable shoulder in order to integrate force contributions of our European partners.

Operational requirements reviewed: Operational
Guidelines of the German Land Forces 2030+
All planning on military levels is without objective and
futile, when the intellectual goals are not focused on an
endstate, which is commonly shared and understood.
The term “Operational Guidelines” is a reference to the
tradition of the German Army. It is the purpose of the
Operational Guidelines to answer the key questions of
“What for?”, “With whom?”, “Against what?”, “How?”, “By
what means?”. The resulting deductions and assessments
provide guidelines as to the future doctrine, structure, and
organization of German land forces, that will have the capabilities to successfully accomplish any military tasks that are
presently conceivable with a view to the next decade. Thus,
the Operational Guidelines also constitute the quintessence
of specialist military advice given by the Chief of the German
Army so as to shape a credible contribution of German land
forces to conventional deterrence and, if need be, to our
conduct of operations in the land domain.
One substantial stage towards modernization is the deep
review of operational requirements, based on the analysis
of the developing security environment, as well as especially
emerging military capabilities of nearby adversaries. It is in
that light, that the Operational Guidelines analyse future capability requirements to deter and defeat a peer opponent
by conventional means in the future in the land domain and
provide the respective goal descriptions for the time beyond
2030+. The operational function of German Land Forces is
at the core of this document. Its analysis ultimately answers
the question of how we are to neutralize our opponent‘s
probable strengths and exploit any detected vulnerabilities
in order to achieve superiority.
The envisioned future scope of German Land Forces (German corps elements and three warfighting capable German
Army divisions) makes it possible for the central idea of multinational cooperation to be implemented even with partners. At major formation level (division and corps), German
Land Forces thereby have to meet the requirements to act
as a framework nation. Still a long way to go!

paper on the future setting of objectives and shaping of our
land forces, and not only as a practical instruction for force
commanders of the German Army at the operational level.
They shall become a subject of discussion with national
and international decision makers in an effort to make the
guidelines fit into the whole-of-society frame of reference
that today‘s (land) forces invariably need to comply with, in
particular when it comes to hybrid threats in peace, crisis
and war. The decisions as to some of the conclusions set
out in these guidelines do not fall within the exclusive purview of the German Army but will require the collaboration
of other decision makers in the military, scientific, industrial, political, and societal spheres.

In a nutshell
Today‘s threat necessitates a consolidated European
effort to improve readiness and availability of forces. The
German Army is aware of its key role in providing a substantial contribution to credible deterrence. To deliver such a
contribution, we have to make the relevant adjustments. In
terms of doctrines, structures, and materiel.
Above all: We need to organize ourselves as we fight. To
be ready and available, we need to command and control
our land domain and have all relevant forces under a unity
of command. In training and exercise as well as daily routine business. All this with a deep understanding that we
also need to assess, plan, decide, train and win in Jointness with the other services!
While our forces have to be up to date, interoperable,
robust and effective, forces arriving too late become irrelevant. Major formations will probably have to “jump” into
action as they are – most probably without little warning or
force composition phase. In consequence, it is indispensable to organize as we fight.
The German Army effort considers this by further strengthening its major force readiness on the division level. Not
only to provide a substantial contribution to the Alliance deterrence and defence, but also to provide opportunities for
enhanced multinational cooperation. The prerequisites are,
however, immediate digitization and modern command and
control assets, capable to keep up the innovational speed
and technology of our partners. Soon, the financial resources in order to achieve these goals have to be brought (back)
on track in order to meet our national ambitions.

A subject for discussion
The Operational Guidelines of the German Land Forces
are to be considered above all as a fundamental position

*Lieutenant General Alfons Mais, Chief of the German
Army
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H145M – the Flying Computer
(BSC/Airbus Helicopters) The H145M is a true multi-role
helicopter. In addition to tactical air transport of four fully
equipped special-forces commandos, this light twin-engine
helicopter can be deployed for fire support, armed reconnaissance, evacuation of wounded or hostage rescue. But
attention is shifting to an ever greater extent to its use as
a flying command post. In close cooperation with industrial
partners, Airbus Helicopters is working to further expand
the command, control, communications, computer, collaboration, and intelligence (C5I) capabilities of the H145M.
Helicopters are able to manoeuvre in low-level airspace
in a way that fixed-wing aircraft and UAVs simply can’t –
all while collecting and collating data for distribution to
ground-based units on the battlefield.
To exploit these capabilities to the fullest, Airbus Helicopters is working to equip the H145M with jam-resistant Link
16 Variable Message Format (VMF) technology and a Battle
Management System (BMS) for enhanced networking. BMS
integration has already been successfully demonstrated
on numerous occasions. In this connection, the long range
and high speed of helicopters compared to ground-based
systems represents a particular challenge. A demonstration
of digitally aided close air support (DACAS) and digitally
aided MEDEVAC with VMF and Link 16 is in preparation.
In 2018, Airbus Helicopters and Schiebel successfully
demonstrated the integrated deployment of manned and
unmanned aircraft (Manned-UnManned Teaming, MUM-T)
using the H145 platform in conjunction with the Camcopter S-100 unmanned miniature rotorcraft, making them
the first European companies to achieve LOI5, the highest
interoperability level, for these technologies. The integrated
deployment of manned and unmanned aircraft multiplies
the capabilities of both systems. Smaller vertical take-off
and landing UAVs can fly closer to obstacles such as trees
and buildings than manned helicopters. Additionally, they
can scout unknown terrain and provide the helicopter pilot
with valuable information, making it possible to safely
obtain a situational overview and bring the helicopter’s
superior performance effectively to bear.
In collaboration with the Scotty Group, Airbus is working
on solutions for a robust satellite-based data transmission
system. Until now, satellite-based broadband data transmission has been difficult to realise for helicopters beyond
line of sight because the rotation of the rotor interferes with
the signal and the link. Implementation of BLOS SATCOM
technology now makes it possible to transmit encrypted
data, for instance videos in HD quality from a camera
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mounted on the helicopter or situation data updates, from
the helicopter to virtually anywhere on Earth in real time.
Airbus Helicopters has already certified multiple solutions for line of sight transmission of HD video on the
H145/145M in cooperation with specialised product and
service providers.
In 2017, the H145M successfully concluded flight testing
in the form of firing campaigns in Hungary and Sweden with
a complete HForce weapon system. HForce is a modular
equipment and weapon concept that enables users to configure their helicopters to fulfil specific roles and requirements. It permits the use of a range of weapons, such as
heavy machine guns, guided or unguided missiles, in conjunction with the helicopter’s weapon control system and
sensors. The HForce concept also emphasises connectivity
to other aircraft, own troops and unmanned systems in order to better coordinate the effect of networked forces and
weapons. HForce is a comprehensive, modular and flexible
weapon management system that can be used on any
military version of Airbus’s civil helicopter range (H125M,
H145M and H225M). It enables users to easily expand
their helicopter fleets to include specialised variants of light
attack helicopters.
The H145 was developed for use during the day and
at night as well as under extremely adverse conditions.
Powered by two high-performance Turbomeca Arriel 2E
turbines, it is equipped with full authority digital engine
control (FADEC). In addition, the helicopter is equipped with
the Helionix digital avionics suite, which, alongside innovative flight data management, includes a high-performance
four-axis autopilot, which considerably reduces pilot workload during missions. Its particularly low acoustic footprint
makes the H145 the quietest helicopter in its class.
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German Air Force on Course for the Future
(BSC/Lieutenant General Dr Ansgar Rieks*) On 26 August
2021, we completed an operation that had been staged
at extremely short notice: More than 5,300 persons could
be evacuated from Afghanistan and carried to safety in a
dangerous evacuation operation.
All forces employed demonstrated what is the very
essence of the German Air Force: mission orientation,
flexibility, courage, professionalism, and the permanent
willingness to take personal risks as well. The German Air
Force assumes responsibility wherever it is needed.

Operational Readiness of the German Air Force
Our security environment more than ever requires operationally ready and modern air forces. The evacuation operation in Kabul once again made clear that
operationally ready armed forces are the basis for
a successful outcome when it matters. Therefore,
the German Air Force has rightly focused on further
improving materiel readiness. A particularly obvious example is the fact that, by now, we have succeeded in more than doubling the availability rate
of our Eurofighters, which amounted to merely 40
percent but a few years ago, with today’s rate being a top value for a highly complex and high-performance weapon system, even when compared to
international standards.

Modernization of the German Air Force

• interoperability and connectivity as prerequisites for a
joint conduct of operations;
• limited resources in all EU and NATO member states necessitating an intelligent and efficient interconnection;
• technical trends and innovations that must be discussed
and addressed within a multinational framework.
For the German Air Force, multinationality is not an
abstract, political objective but the consistent road to joint
success. Together with France and Spain, we have thus
initiated a technically demanding project that is oriented
towards the future of our air forces and of great importance
if Europe wants to maintain an appropriate systems capability. The Next Generation Weapon System (or, in short,

“The evacuation operation in Kabul once
again made clear that operationally
ready armed forces are the basis for a
successful outcome when it matters.”

In addition to the operational readiness of our
systems already in use, we firmly have in our
sights the modernization of the German Air Force.
In order to prevail in future scenarios, the latest
technology will be required. The armament projects planned for the German Air Force offer a balanced
mix consisting of the development of future state-of-the-art
systems and the procurement of commercially available
high technology.
In the past, the development of combat aircraft was a
symbol of national high technology. Today, multinational cooperation is our response of choice when it comes to jointly
coping with the current and future security challenges.
In addition to a security situation that makes it impossible
to find solutions at the national level, the following factors
are essential driving forces of our multinational orientation:

DR ANSGAR RIEKS

NGWS) is a weapon system composed of both manned
(New Generation Fighter — NGF) and unmanned (Remote
Carrier — RC) elements that are integrated by means of
a combat cloud. The system-of-systems approach is a
leap forward into the 6th generation of airborne weapon
systems and thus far more than just a successor to the EUROFIGHTER and the French RAFALE aircraft. The NGWS is
the core part of the Future Combat Air System (FCAS), the
future air combat element that will additionally comprise
→ Continued on page 34
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the platforms already introduced into service (such as the
EUROFIGHTER, A400M, EURODRONE, etc.) — the “legacy
platforms”.
At the end of August 2021, all three nations agreed on
further actions to find the best architecture for the future
weapon system. The signed agreement including the requirements is a specific task for the industries involved and
thus an important milestone.
The European aerospace industry will have to shoulder
an ambitious package when it comes to the FCAS since we
rely on the further development of innovative cutting-edge
technology and also break new technological ground.
Future issues such as the effects in the electromagnetic
spectrum, cyber aspects, interoperability, the effectiveness
of signature reduction and “artificial intelligence” (AI) must
be integrated into the development process. The demands
are high, and the German Air Force actively takes part by
providing experience, operational expertise and new ideas
in order to use the many opportunities.
In doing so, we will remain focused on our goal, i.e. to develop and introduce a system that will enable us to persist
in the future and reliably accomplish our mission beyond
the year 2040.

Multinational Cooperation
We are determined to take advantage of any opportunities
arising in order to make the German Air Force fit for the
future and efficient. In pursuing this goal, we will not only
focus on materiel readiness and the modernization of our
weapon systems, but also on the actively practiced day-today cooperation with our partners. This cooperation is the
basis of our Alliance.
In addition to the plug & fight concept and the close cooperation with the Royal Air Force during the enhanced Air
Policing South in Romania, we will further increase the level
of our Eurofighter cooperation with Italy and Spain as well.

For the German Air Force, the European and transatlantic focus is an integral part of its identity. The cooperation
with our partners and friends is based on joint exercises,
like the MAGDAYs or the Blue Flag exercise held in Israel in
October 2021.
In 2022, we intend to participate in the PITCH BLACK
exercise in Australia for the first time and thus underscore
our ability to rapidly project air power in the form of Eurofighters, tankers and air transport over long distances, i.e.
in the Indo-Pacific region.
A year later, Air Defender 23 will be the key exercise of the
German Air Force, demonstrating transatlantic cohesion
within NATO and the relevance of air forces for national and
collective defense.

Jointly Shaping the Future
For us, multinationality is more than just a slogan. It is
our response to the question of what is the right approach
in view of the challenges of our time. In addition, it is the
foundation on which we will build our future. Multinational,
flexibly deployable and operationally ready air forces will
remain a reliable response in an uncertain world. Operational readiness, modernization and multinational cooperation are essential pillars of our mission accomplishment.
Eventually, however, it is the passion, professionalism and
commitment of our servicemen and women that guarantee
our success.
The biggest challenge in all future projects will await us
at the beginning: Success will essentially be based on the
willingness and conviction of all parties involved, particularly of our “Team Luftwaffe”.

*Lieutenant General Dr Ansgar Rieks is Vice Air Chief
DEU Air Force
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The role of the Bundeswehr
Territorial Operations Command
(BSC/Lieutenant General Martin Schelleis*) In her “State
of the Union Address” in the European Parliament in
autumn 2021, President of the European Commission Dr
Ursula von der Leyen said that the European Union should
be able and willing to do more on its own. She called for the
alliance to improve resilience, capability of action, and mili
tary interoperability. The European Union has expedited its
Common Security and Defence Policy (CSDP) since 2017,
and the Bundeswehr Territorial Operations Command (BwTerrOpsCmd) is an outstanding and effective example of its
implementation.

“There will be four military
domain commands.”
MARTIN SCHELLEIS

What is the BwTerrOpsCmd responsible for?
According to the Key Elements of the Bundeswehr of the
Future, there will be four military domain commands –
land, air/space, sea and cyber/information domain – that
provide operationally ready forces. Furthermore, two operational commands – the Joint Forces Operations Command
and the Bundeswehr Territorial Operations Command – will
have directive authority for national command and control
of operations outside of Germany and at home.

Within this broader framework, the newly to establish
BwTerrOpsCmd should be particularly responsible for comprehensively planning and preparing for National Territorial
Defence operations in Germany and exercising Command
and Control over forces provided by the four domain commands. Equally important, the BwTerrOpsCmd will

The BwTerrOpsCmd will provide Host Nation Support to Allies and Partners transiting through Germany.
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The Bundeswehr Territorial Operations Command is part of an integrated approach and operates in a holistic security architecture.
Photo: Bundeswehr

• perform Homeland Security tasks, e.g. protection of
defence-critical infrastructure or ensuring operational
freedom in all domains;
• manage the Deployment of Bundeswehr forces within
the scope of NATO and EU operations;
• provide Host Nation Support to Allies and Partners transiting through Germany;
• and coordinate subsidiary Military Assistance in the wake
of natural disasters, national emergency situations and
severe accidents.
Sustainable performance of these tasks is only possible
with strong Territorial Reserve forces and a high degree
of operational and materiel readiness. The coordination
of Civil-Military Cooperation with federal authorities and
relief organisations in Germany is key to the effective and
efficient accomplishment of BwTerrOpsCmd‘s assignments.
The commander of the BwTerrOpsCmd will be the National Territorial Commander (NatTerrCdr), a role that has been
executed by the Chief of the Joint Support and Enabling
Service for over 20 years now. Over the course of time,
the NatTerrCdr and its staffs (Joint Support and Enabling
Service, Territorial Tasks Command) have successfully
conducted operations and tasks in Germany. This includes,
but is not limited to, subsidiary administrative assistance
to civilian authorities with respect to Corona-pandemic and
flood disaster relief, the deployment of the Bundeswehr as
part of the NATO Response Force (NRF), and the support of
Allied armed forces while transiting the territory of the Federal Republic of Germany in scope of deployment exercise
DEFENDER EUROPE 2020. Through permanent contact

and liaison with US ARMY EUROPE & AFRICA (USAREURAF) in Wiesbaden, exercise DEFENDER EUROPE 2022 will
be a success, too.
The NatTerrCdr, however, needs to be strengthened with
regard to his Command and Control obligations at the operational level, the necessity for organizational resilience,
and the need for liaison and coordination with structures
pertaining to civilian preparedness for war, e.g. the Federal
Office for Civil Protection and Disaster Relief in Bonn. With
the latter in mind, the BwTerrOpsCmd shall be established
at both locations Bonn and Berlin.

Outlook
The pool of expertise and capabilities of the BwTerrOpsCmd will continue to be a valuable asset for security in Germany and across Europe. With regard to military mobility,
the BwTerrOpsCmd might become an important an appreciated corner stone for the potential establishment of an
“Army of Europeans” as well. Striving to establish such an
alliance, the EU aims at a robust framework for European
action that could assist in the challenges posed by climate
change, pandemics, terrorism and hybrid threats more
effectively. However, the EU will need a global, coherent
strategy based on dialogue and discourse if it wants to join
the Great Game of geopolitics as a major player.

*Lieutenant General Martin Schelleis, Chief of the
German Joint Support and Enabling Service
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Bundeswehr and BWI:
Striking tasks, strong ties.
(BSC/Martin Kaloudis*) BWI ensures the future
viability of the Bundeswehr (German Armed
Forces) on a daily basis. As an IT system house
and innovation driver, we act as an important
strategic partner in the constitutional mission of
the Bundeswehr to protect Germany‘s sovereignty. This is a formidable endeavor! And the
ties that bind the Bundeswehr and BWI together
in partnership must be correspondingly close in
order to successfully realize it.
At a time when digital transformation capability is increasingly becoming a key factor, this
partnership is about securing a triumvirate of
factors: the stable and secure operation of the
armed forces‘ IT system, mission-oriented IT
solutions in line with the latest technological
advancements, and innovations for the requirements of the
future. Too abstract and theoretical for your liking? Concrete figures, facts, and examples serve to help point out
the overall picture.

“One focus is on the digitalization of
land-based operations (D-LBO).”
MARTIN KALOUDIS

ed to be developed and rolled out seamlessly. Moreover, IT
projects launched right at the height of the pandemic are
now being scaled up.

Networked: mission-oriented IT solutions
Stress-tested and crisis-proofed:
the Bundeswehr IT system
BWI plans, develops, and operates one of the largest IT
landscapes in Germany according to customer specifications. Its operational responsibility currently covers more
than 180,000 IT workstations, over 50,000 SAP accesses,
a network of 5 data centres with around 6,000 servers, as
well as a nationwide encrypted voice and data communication capability covering a 12,000-kilometre-wide area network. BWI meanwhile ensures almost complete coverage
of operations and maintenance services which the Bundeswehr relies on 24/7. Together, information technology and
IT security architecture are further developed and adapted
to address constantly evolving challenges. Whether it be
cyber-attacks, natural disasters, or a global pandemic:
partnerships must prove themselves in moments of crisis;
and the one between the Bundeswehr and BWI has proven
to be extremely resilient, as demonstrated especially during
the Coronavirus. For example, the number of mobile workstations in the German armed forces proliferated tenfold
within the space of merely a year, and BwMessenger – a
bespoke chat solution suitable for the Bundeswehr – need-

On the battlefield of the future, levels of digitalization
will determine the superiority of information, command
and control, and effectiveness. Bundeswehr and BWI are
therefore intensifying their cooperation in areas of mission-related “green” IT. One focus is on the digitalization of
land-based operations (D-LBO), including the introduction
of a Battle Management System (BMS). The BMS is intended to network forces and command systems at the tactical
level down to the individual soldier. BWI is providing support here in service development, roll-out and operation.
In 2023, the BMS will be deployed for the very first time by
NATO‘s Very High Readiness Joint Task Force (VJTF).

Innovative: agile implementation
of fresh opportunities
Keeping pace with state-of-the-art technology is therefore
both necessary and yet, at the same time, not sufficient by
itself. IT is driven by the civilian market and is characterized
by ever shorter innovation cycles and almost exponential
technology growth. As the Bundeswehr‘s digital transfor→ Continued on page 38
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Vice Admiral Dr Thomas Daum from KdoCIR and BWI CEO Martin Kaloudis discussing mission-oriented IT.

mation partner, BWI keeps an eye on the latest trends. In
its innovation units innoX and Schmiede, as well as the
Bundeswehr Cyber Innovation Hub, which has been integrated into BWI since 2020, opportunities are identified,
and implementations are initiated in an agile and targeted
manner. Whether it be blockchain, virtual reality (VR) or
artificial intelligence (AI), breakthrough and game changing
digital solutions are tested in “experiments” together with
soldiers. These can become projects before the technology
overtakes itself again. Among the AI projects that have already been successfully completed is the disaster warning
system “Prometheus AI”. This serves to condense situation
images by independently searching cyberspace for relevant
information on crisis events.
All of this means BWI knows the special requirements of
its customer Bundeswehr, acts in close proximity, and always responds in a coordinated manner. The cooperation is
reliable and seamless. To put it in other words, Bundeswehr

Photo: BWI GmbH/André von Tils

and BWI are joined at the hip! This is a success factor that
is extremely important for the complex and demanding process of digital transformation – and again, it is not enough
on its own. The Bundeswehr and BWI partnership requires
strong collaboration from industry to be at the vanguard of
progress as well. This means a functioning partner ecosystem that provides complimentary capabilities. Which IT
Services definitely have to be realized by the Bundeswehr
itself - which should be provided by the BWI - and where
third parties can and must be included - is a decision that
ultimately boils down to the challenges encountered during
the digital transformation of the Bundeswehr.

*Martin Kaloudis, Chief Executive Officer BWI GmbH
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Zero Trust: Rethinking IT Security
(BSC/Cisco) Hybrid work models, cloud technologies and cross-organizational collaboration: IT transformation in public
authorities and administrations is in full swing. This is significantly increasing the demands on IT security. Find out how
to make the paradigm shift BSI-compliant and meet the framework conditions of the Online Access Act (OZG) at the
Berlin Security Conference, which will be held in Berlin from November 24th to 25th 2021.

The interaction of public administration with citizens and
companies is to become significantly faster, efficient and
more user-friendly. The Online Access Act (OZG) obliges
the federal, state and local governments to also offer their
services digitally via administrative portals by the end of
2022. The Corona pandemic has given this development a
big boost.

Zero Trust enables an end-to-end security paradigm
between cloud and data center architecture. A hybrid IT
architecture secured with Zero Trust meets BSI security
requirements and protects access across all applications in
the network. However, building such an architecture is anything but trivial. Visit us at the BSC and learn how a Zero
Trust security model can be established as a standard in IT.

From an IT security perspective, this increases the complexity, because there is much more at stake than scaling
external access. When applications are used in the office,
in the home office and on the road, sometimes even across
organizations, simple protection measures are not enough
to be BSI-compliant.
“Trust no one and grant access only when necessary.”
This is the core of the Zero Trust approach. It is based on
a security model that verifies every attempted network
access
through continuous authentication and monitoring. Traditional security approaches assume that everything within
the enterprise network is trusted. But that assumption no
longer holds true due to mobility, IoT, cloud services and
cross-organizational collaboration.

Furthermore, we be present at the BSC with the following
keynote:
Innovation & Solution Life Cycle Management in a Defence
Perimeter
Dietmar Hilke, Cybersecurity Government & Defense, Cisco
Systems
November 24th at 4 pm - Capability Lounge 7 (BWI)
More Details: https://www.euro-defence.eu/programme/

status: 15 November 2021

Main Programme

room RUBIN

Wednesday, 24 November 2021
07:00 Opening of the Exhibition / Registration

OPENING

08:45 OPENING OF THE CONFERENCE
Opening Ceremony
Welcome to the Congress
Uwe Proll, Publisher and Editor-in-Chief Behörden Spiegel
Wolfgang Hellmich, MP, former Chairman of the Defence Committee, German Bundestag, Congress President BSC 2021

SPECIAL FORUM

09:15 SPECIAL FORUM
European Security and Defence – Lessons Identified from 20 years of Afghanistan Engagement
Dr Hans-Gert Pöttering, former President of the European Parliament, Representative for European Affairs of the
Konrad Adenauer Stiftung, Congress President 2019-2020
speaking with:
Ambassador Claude-France Arnould, Senior Advisor on European matters of the French Institute of international
relations (ifri) , former French Ambassador to Belgium, former Chief Executive of the EDA
Wolfgang Hellmich MP, former Chairman of the Defence Committee, German Bundestag, Congress President 2021
Lieutenant General (ret) Carsten Jacobson, Commander Field Army and Vice Chief of the General Staff 2015-2018,
NATO Spokesperson in Kabul 2011-2012, Deputy Commander ISAF / Resolute Support in AFG
Prof Ioan Mircea Paşcu, former Vice-President of the European Parliament, former Defence Minister of Romania,
Congress President BSC 2018
10:15 Keynote Speech
Thomas Silberhorn MP, Parliamentary State Secretary, German Federal Ministry of Defence
10:35 NATO’s forward-looking agenda for security and defence
Major General Jörg See, NATO’s Deputy Assistant Secretary General for Defence Policy and Planning
10:55 Keynote Congress Partner
Joseph DeAntona, Vice President, Requirements and Capabilities, Raytheon Missiles & Defense
11:15 Modern Procurement for Europe
Vice Admiral Matteo Bisceglia, Director OCCAR
11:40 Coffee Break
11:55 Enhancing Europe’s Military Capabilities
General Claudio Graziano, Chairman of the European Military Committee
12:20 Keynote Congress Partner
General (ret) Philip M. Breedlove, 17th Supreme Allied Commander Europe (SACEUR) of NATO Command Allied Operations
12:40 Keynote Speech
Ambassador Jiřý Šedivý, Chief Executive, European Defence Agency
13:10 Developing Capabilities for a credible Defence – An IBM perspective for Military Digitization
gitization and Digital Sovereignty
Mike Stone, Global MD, Public Sector, Healthcare and Life Sciences, IBM
13:30 Luncheon / Buffet
14:30 How NSPA can assist in European Capability Building?
Stacy A. Cummings, General Manager NSPA
15:00 Opening of the Lounges, Programme of the Service Chiefs
17:30 The defence industry as a driver of digital sovereignty in Europe
Dr Jan Wille, Partner and Managing Director at PwC Strategy& (Germany) GmbH
18:00 CiDAN/ESDA Ceremony
18:30 Welcome address to the opening of the dinner buffet
Yehuda Davidovitch, Director, Advanced Air & Missiles Defense Systems, IAI
20:00 End of the first day
*speakers requested
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Main Programme

room RUBIN

Thursday, 25 November 2021
07:00 Opening of the Exhibition
08:30 Keynote Speech
General Jörg Vollmer, Commander Allied Joint Force Command Brunssum
09:00 New realism & chances: five ideas for european procurement
Dr Germar Schröder, Managing Director and Partner PwC Strategy& (Germany) GmbH

HIGH-LEVEL DISCUSSION

09:20 HIGH-LEVEL DISCUSSION
How do we enhance efficiency in European procurement?
Chair:
Dr Hans-Peter Bartels, Former Parliamentary Commissioner for the Armed Forces, Germany
Speakers:
Lieutenant General Thierry Carlier, Head of International Development and National Armament Director, France
Vice Admiral Arie Jan De Waard, National Armaments Director & Director of the Defence Materiel Organisation,
The Netherlands
Vice Admiral Santiago González Gómez, National Armaments Director General, Ministry of Defence, Spain
»
Dr Gáspár Maróth, Government Commissioner for National Defence Industry, Defence Development and
Coordination of Armament Modernization, Hungary
»
Vice Admiral Carsten Stawitzki, National Armaments Director, MOD, Germany
Major General (AF) Giandomenico Taricco, Director 4th Department Armament Programs Coordination,
National Armaments Directorate, Italy
Morton Tiller, National Armaments Director at Ministry of Defence, Norway
10:30 Service Lounges to continue
13:00 Luncheon / Buffet
14:00 Keynote Congress Partner
Bruno Fichefeux, Vice President, Head of FCAS Programme, Airbus
14:20 Security and Sustainability – how to reconcile the European Green Deal and European Defence
Dr Hans C. Atzpodien, Managing Director, Federation of German Security and Defence Industries (BDSV)
14:50 Keynote Congress Partner
Pasquale Di Bartolomeo, Chief Commercial Officer of Leonardo and Chief Executive Officer of Leonardo International
15:10 Coffee Break
15:30 The NCI Agency and the NATO 2030 Agenda
Ludwig Decamps, General Manager NCI Agency
16:00 Air and Missile Defense – Multi tier approach
Yehuda Davidovitch, Director, Advanced Air & Missiles Defense Systems, IAI

HIGH-LEVEL MILITARY FORUM

16:30 HIGH-LEVEL MILITARY FORUM
The Way ahead
Chair:
Wolfgang Hellmich, MP, former Chairman of the Defence Committee German Bundestag, Congress President BSC 2021
Speakers:
Vice Admiral Dr Thomas Daum, Chief of the German CID Service
Lieutenant General Alfons Mais, Chief of the German Army
Lieutenant General Dr Ansgar Rieks, Deputy Chief of the German Air Force
Lieutenant General Martin Schelleis, Chief of the German Joint Support and Enabling Service
Vice Admiral Kay-Achim Schönbach, Chief of the German Navy
Major General (MC) Dr Norbert Weller, Chief of Staff of the Bundeswehr Joint Medical Service Headquarters

CLOSING

17:30 CLOSING REMARKS
Wolfgang Hellmich, MP, former Chairman of the Defence Committee German Bundestag,
Congress President BSC 2021
Uwe Proll, Publisher and Editor-in Chief Behörden Spiegel

Chairman BSC: Major General (ret) Reinhard Wolski
Coordinator BSC: Colonel (ret) Hubertus von Rohr

*speakers requested
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Capability Lounges 1-2:
Meet the German Service Chiefs and their European Colleagues
Lounge 1:

w
Land
Forces

room RUBIN

Lounge 2:

Air Forces

room SAPHIR 1

Capabilities for Land Forces

Capabilities for Air Forces

15:00 Opening of the Lounge
Lieutenant General Alfons Mais, Chief of the German Army
15:05 Keynote Congress Partner
Alexander von Erdmannsdorff, Vice President Government
Business, Member of the Board, RUAG GmbH
15:25 PANEL 1: Command and Control – A new approach in
time of digitalization
Chair:
Brigadier General Frank Pieper, Chief Digital Officer (CDO)
German Army
Speakers:
Dr Marie-Agnes Strack-Zimmermann MP, German
Politician of the Free Democratic Party
Dr Tobias Lindner MP, German Economist and Politician
from the Bündnis 90/Grüne Party
Christoph Müller, CEO Rheinmetall Electronic GmbH
Timo Haas, CEO blackned GmbH
Dr Gundbert Scherf, CEO Helsing GmbH
16:25 PANEL 2: Multinationality – The importance of multinational cooperation in the Land Domain
Chair:
Brigadier General Kay Brinkmann, Deputy Chief of Staff
(DCOS) Plans, Multinational Corps North East
Speakers:
Dr Dennis Bürjes, Executive Member of the Board,
FFG-Flensburger Fahrzeugbau GmbH
Lieutenant General John S. Kolasheski, Commanding
General V. Corps, USAREUR-AF
Major General Jürgen-Joachim von Sandrart,
Commanding General of Multinational Corps North East
Lieutenant General Martin Wijnen, Commander of the
Royal Netherlands Army
17:10 Keynote Congress Partner
Andreas Schiel, Head of Business Unit Command & Control
Systems ESG Elektroniksystem- und Logistik-GmbH
17:30 Continuation of the Main Programme in the Plenary (RUBIN)

15:00 Opening of the Lounge
Lieutenant General Dr Ansgar Rieks, Vice Chief of the
German Air Force
15:10 Keynote Congress Partner
Yehuda (Hodi) Lahav, Executive Vice President Marketing IAI
Simon Volkmann, Director of Business Development and
Sales at ESG Elektroniksystem- und Logistics GmbH
15:30 Operational Airforce: Multinational Capability Development –
Combined AirPolicing
Colonel (GS) Holger Leukert, Branch Head Doctrin, Concept &
Innovation Management, German Air Force Headquarter
16:20 Accelerating Capability Transition: Leveraging
Production-Ready Technologies to Transition into a Future
Operating Environment
Steven Gillard, Director NATO, Boeing
16:40 Operational Air Force: The Role of Air Transport –
Military Evacuation Kabul 2021
Colonel Timo Heimbach, Commander Tactical Air Wing 31
„Boelcke“
17:25 Summary Air Force Lounge
Lieutenant General Dr. Ansgar Rieks, Vice Chief of the
German Air Force
17:30 Continuation of the Main Programme in the Plenary (RUBIN)

10:30 STARTING DAY 2
PANEL 3: Capabilities and Requirements in the spectrum
of light, medium and heavy forces – current status and
way ahead
Chair:
Brigadier General Dirk Kipper, Director Planning/
International Cooperation, German Army Headquarters
Speakers:
Colonel Andris Bober, Chief Sub-Division IPD/CPM,
Planning Division, German Army Headquarters
Ralf Alexander Ketzel, CEO Krauss-Maffei Wegmann GmbH
& Co KG (KMW)
Lieutenant Colonel Justin Logau, USAREUR-AF
Marius Meyering, Head Programme Organisation Defence,
Rheinmetall
Christoph Müller, CEO Rheinmetall Electronics GmbH
Dr Ing Axel Scheibel, Chief Operating/Technology Officer
(COO/CTO), Kraus-Maffei Wegmann GmbH & Co KG (KMW)
Colonel Olaf Tuneke, German Army Concepts and
Capabilities Development Centre
12:15 Significance of the Land Domain in modern conflict
scenarios – Operational Guidelines for German Land Forces
Lieutenant General Alfons Mais, Chief of the German Army
13:00 Continuation of the Main Programme in the Plenary (RUBIN)

www.euro-defence.eu

10:30 OPENING OF DAY 2:
Lieutenant General Dr. Ansgar Rieks, Vice Chief of the
German Air Force
10:35 A plea for Performance Based Logistics in procurement
and logistics of military systems
Dr Nils Förster, Director and part of the leadership team at
PwC Strategy&
10:55 “Luftwaffe – Quo vadis?“: Space Domain
Colonel (GS) Marc Worch, Branch Head Space Operations,
German Air Force Headquarter
11:30 Responsive Space Capability
Dr Dirk Zimper, German Aerospace Center (DLR)
11:50 Keynote Congress Partner
Christian Pols, Vice President Head of Sales Germany, Airbus
12:10 “Luftwaffe – Quo vadis?”: Joint All Domain Operations &
Air Warfare Centre
Brigadier General Holger Neumann, Director Plans &
Concept, German Air Force Headquarter
12:50 Summary Air Force Lounge
Lieutenant General Dr Ansgar Rieks, Vice Chief of the
German Air Force
13:00 Continuation of the Main Programme in the Plenary (RUBIN)

*speakers requested
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Capability Lounge 3:
Meet the German Service Chiefs and their European Colleagues
Lounge 3:

Naval Forces

room AMETHYST

Capabilities for Naval Forces
15:00 Introduction to the Lounges – Day One and Two
Rear Admiral Ulrich Reineke, Director Plans & Concept,
International Cooperation, German Naval Command
15:10 The Geopolitical and Military Situation
Vice Admiral Kay-Achim Schönbach, Chief of the German Navy
15:25 Key Drivers of Capability Development from a Military
Intelligence Perspective
Rear Admiral Ulrich Reineke, Director Plans & Concept,
International Cooperation, German Navy Command
15:35 A Defence Companie’s Answers to Military Challenges
Oliver Dörre, CEO Thales
15:55 PANEL DISCUSSION
Chair:
Rear Admiral Ulrich Reineke, Director Plans & Concept,
International Cooperation, German Naval Command
16:15 Break – Panel Reconfiguration
16:20 Introduction to Joint Integration and Joint Capability Planning
Rear Admiral Ulrich Reineke, Director Plans & Concept,
International Cooperation, German Naval Command
16:30 Joint Integration as a Prerequisite for Naval and Single
Service Capabilities
Prof Dr Koch, Chief Scientist, Fraunhofer FKIE
16:45 Keynote Congress Partner
Marc Paskowski, Airbus
16:55 Model Based Systems Engineering as a Basis for Successful
Projects
Ralf Bucksch, Technical Executive AI Applications EMEA, IBM
17:05 PANEL DISCUSSION
Chair:
Rear Admiral Ulrich Reineke, Director Plans & Concept,
International Cooperation, German Naval Command
17:30 Continuation of the Main Programme in the Plenary (RUBIN)
10:30 STARTING DAY 2 (Lounge A – Room AMETHYST)
Multinational Capability Development
10:30 Introduction – Work and Achievements of the MTMD-F
Rear Admiral Ulrich Reineke, German Principal MTMD-F
10:50 A Dutch View on the Future of Integrated Maritime Theatre
Missile Defence
Captain Jorn Bleijs, Director for Weapon and Sensor
Technology, Royal Netherlands Navy
11:05 DEU AMD Testbed
Commander Felix Hornung, Chief of Branch Capability
Development, German Naval Command
11:20 International maritime capability development:
naval capabilities/ships
Richard Keulen, Commander (ret), Director Naval Sales
Support, Damen Naval
11:40 Break – Panel Reconfiguration
11:50 Keynote Congress Partner
Peter Hauschildt, Head of Product Management and R&D,
thyssenkrupp Marine Systems GmbH
12:15 Challenges and Trends in Underwater Warfare
Commander Timo Cordes, 1st Submarine Squadron, German Navy
12:30 PANEL DISCUSSION
Multinational Capability Development
Chair:
Rear Admiral Ulrich Reineke, German Principal MTMD-F

11:35

11:45
12:00

12:10

12:20
12:30
12:40

13:00

DAY 2 (Lounge B – Room TOPAS 1)
The National Maritime Picture
PANEL DISCUSSION
Introduction – Requirement for Maritime Situational
Awareness
Rear Admiral Ulrich Reineke, Director Plans & Concept,
International Cooperation, German Naval Command
NN, German Naval Command
The German Guidelines for the Indo-Pacific: a Maritime
Region
Captain (N) Andreas Scherrer, German Naval Command
The Information Fusion Centre in Singapore
Senior Lieutenant Christian Hegering, Liaison Officer at
Information Fusion Centre, Singapore
Technical Solutions for Maritime Situational Awareness
Frank Reich, IBM
Keynote Congress Partner
Andreas Linmann, Airbus
The German Maritime Picture
Rear Admiral Ulrich Reineke, Director Plans & Concept,
International Cooperation, German Naval Command
Continuation of the Main Programme in the Plenary (RUBIN)

*speakers requested
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Capability Lounges 4-5:
Meet the German Service Chiefs and their European Colleagues
Lounge 4:

room SAPHIR 2

Joint Support and Enabling Service

Lounge 5:

room JADE

Cyber and Information Domain Service

Capabilities for Joint Support and Enabling Services

Capabilities for Cyberspace and Information
Technology Forces

15:00 Opening of the Lounge – Welcome Adress
Lieutenant General Martin Schelleis, Chief German Joint
Support and Enabling Service
15:15 Keynote Congress Partner
NN, BAE Systems
15:45 Territorial Operations Command
Lieutenant General Martin Schelleis, National Territorial
Commander
16:15 Logistic Command
• Adapting & enhancing of logistic capabilities
• NATO/EU strategies on the mobile logistic
• Bi/Multinational capabilitity development
Major General Gerald Funke, Commander Logistic
Command Bundeswehr
17:00 Ecolog smart and highly mobile camp solutions
Ali Vezvaei, Vice Chairman, Ecolog
17:30 Continuation of the Main Programme in the Plenary (RUBIN)

15:00 Opening of the Lounge
Vice Admiral Dr Thomas Daum, Chief of the German Cyber
and Information Domain Service
in discussion with:
Ludwig Decamps, General Manager NCI Agency
Martin Kaloudis, CEO BWI GmbH
15:30 Keynote Congress Partner
Marcel Taubert, Head of Division Defence & Space,
secunet Security Networks AG
16:00 Education in the CID
Colonel (GS) Michael Hoppen, CIDS HQ – Head of Training &
Education Department
in discussion with:
Dr Garry Hargreaves, Director NCI Academy
Captain (N) Udo Michel, Commander Bundeswehr Strategic
Reconnaissance School
16:30 Keynote Congress Partner
Jörn Becker, Head of Defence Germany, Atos
17:00 Capabilities and Procurement in the CID
Major General Dr Michael Färber, Commander Bundeswehr
CIS Command
in discussion with:
Brigadier General Michael Hauschild, Head of Department
Information Technology, Federal Office of Bundeswehr
Equipment, Information Technology and In-Service Support
Dr Peter Lenk, Acting Chief Information Officer and Chief of
Service Strategy and Innovation at the NCI Agency
17:30 Continuation of the Main Programme in the Plenary (RUBIN)

10:30 STARTING DAY 2
Keynote (in discussion)
NN, …
11:00 Military Police Command
• MP Role & Function
• Operational Scenario
• National Framework
• Future Capability Challenges & Gaps
Colonel G.S. Thieser, Deputy Commander Military Police
Command Bundeswehr
11:30 CBRN Command
• Changed CBRN-threat perception
• Integraded CBRN-situations for national & alliance
defence
• consequences for further development
Colonel Stephan Saalow, Commander CBRN Command
12:15 Keynote (in discussion)
NN, …
12:45 Closing Remarks
Lieutenant General Martin Schelleis, Chief German Joint
Support and Enabling Service
13:00 Continuation of the Main Programme in the Plenary (RUBIN)

*speakers requested
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10:30 START OF DAY 2
10:30 Keynote Congress Partner
Dr Christoph Erdmann, CEO Secusmart
11:00 Service Operations in the CID
Brigadier General Dietmar Mosmann, Deputy Commander
Bundeswehr CIS Command
in discussion with:
Lieutenant General Frank Leidenberger, Chief Digital
Officer (CDO), BWI GmbH
Dr Peter Lenk, Acting Chief Information Officer and Chief of
Service Strategy and Innovation at the NCI Agency
11:30 Facing crisis with a strong future
Mario Hempel, Director Sales Development Public Sector,
Bechtle
12:00 Relevance of Information Security in international Context
Major General Jürgen Setzer, Vice Chief of the German
Cyber and Information Domain Service and Chief Information
Security Officer of the Bundeswehr
in discussion with:
Ian West, Chief NATO Cyber Security Centre NCI Agency
Ulrich Schade, Director of the Bundeswehr Cyber Security
Centre
12:30 Closing Remarks
Vice Admiral Dr Thomas Daum, Chief of the German Cyber
and Information Domain Service
in discussion with:
Ludwig Decamps, General Manager NCI Agency
Lieutenant General Frank Leidenberger, Chief Digital
Officer (CDO), BWI GmbH
13:00 Continuation of the Main Programme in the Plenary (RUBIN)

status: 15 November 2021

Capability Lounge 6:

Capability Lounge 7:

Meet the German Service Chiefs
and their European Colleagues

Meet BWI IT for Germany and
their European Colleagues

Lounge 6:

Joint Medical Service

room QUARZ

Capability Lounge 7:

room OPAL 2

Analyse capabilities and procurement

Capabilities for Medical Service

How to effectively integrate new capabilities

15:00 Opening of the Lounge
Major General (MC) Dr Norbert Weller, Chief of Staff of the
Bundeswehr Joint Medical Service Headquarters
15:10 MMCC/EMC
Brigadier General (MC) Dr Stefan Kowitz, MBA, Director
Multinational Medical Coordination Centre/European
Medical Command (MMCC/EM)
15:40 Keynote
NN, …
16:00 Keynote Speech
Brigadier General Dr Laszlo Fazekas HUN-A, ACO Medical
Advisor, SHAPE NATO
16:30 Medical Expertise of Military European Missions
(and Capability Development)
Lieutenant Colonel Wouter van Deele, Medical Planner,
European Union Military Staff (EUMS)
17:00 How digital medical information systems contribute to
the capability development for medical services
Arne Westphal, Senior Vice President, CompuGroup
Medical Deutschland GmbH
17:30 Continuation of the Main Programme in the Plenary (RUBIN)

15:00 Moving IT Services to the Edge – Enabling the War Fighter
Lieutenant General Frank Leidenberger,
Chief Digital Officer (CDO), BWI GmbH
15:30 Bundeswehr and BWI: Looking forward – a future
attitude to lead
Katrin Hahn, Chief Ressource Officer (CRO), BWI GmbH
16:00 Keynote Congress Partner
Dietmar Hilke, Cybersecurity in Federal Agencies and
Defence, Cisco Systems GmbH
16:30 Developing a modern BWI for modern German Armed
Forces
Martin Kaloudis, Chief Executive Officer (CEO), BWI GmbH
17:30 Continuation of the Main Programme in the Plenary (RUBIN)

10:30 OPENING OF DAY 2:
Major General (MC) Dr Norbert Weller, Chief of Staff of the
Bundeswehr Joint Medical Service Headquarters
10:40 Digital capabilities in joint medical support
Prof Dr Nils Breuer, former Chief Medical Officer
11:00 Interrelation of Health and Security / Global Health
Colonel, Veterinary Corps, Dr Katalyn Roßmann, Branch
Chief Preventive Health Protection Operations, Bundeswehr
Joint Medical Service
12:30 The Operational Concept of the Joint Medical Service –
Capability Development
Captain (N), Medical Corps, Dr Ralf Wieking, Head of
Branch, Medical Service Planning, Concepts and Further
Development, Bundeswehr Joint Medical Service Headquarters
Colonel, Pharmacy Corps, Hans Guttenthaler, Head of
Division, Medical Service Planning, Concepts and Further
Development, Bundeswehr Joint Medical Service Headquarters
13:00 Continuation of the Main Programme in the Plenary (RUBIN)

10:30 START OF DAY 2:
Looking over the horizon
Fernand van Wilder, Business Development Officer Central
Office – BDSPRO, OCCAR EA
11:00 Digitalisation of Land-Based-Operations: D-LBO@BWI
Holger Bonnen, Customer Solutions, Digital Program
D-LBO@BWI
11:30 MVP & Digitalization: The incremental way for
human-technology innovation
Sarah Mück, Head of Business Line Agile IT & Software
Development, SVA
12:00 PANEL: Innovation in BWI
Matthias Görtz, Chief Technology Officer (CTO), BWI GmbH
Jens Muschner, Director Innovation Management BWI GmbH
Jörg Plenert, Technical Director “BWI Schmiede”, BWI GmbH
12:30 PANEL:
Martin Kaloudis, CEO BWI GmbH
in discussion with:
Uwe Peter, CEO Cisco Systems GmbH
Brigadier General Frank Pieper, Chief Digital Officer (CDO)
German Army

*speakers requested
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Floor plan BSC 2021 – Ground Floor

The Berlin Security Conference 2021

Lobby
BDSV
Foyer
2 Secunet
5 Digittrade
6 Airbus
7 Airbus
8 Secusmart
9 Ecolog
10 MSAB
11b RUAG
12 Quantum
12 Hellsicht
12 Dicondo
14 Damen Naval
15 Constella
16 Nammo
17 Soldaten-Veteranen
18 Lachen helfen
20 ESG
21 GDELS
23 CompuGroup
Saphir 1
1 Leonardo
3 Lockheed
4 NGC
5 BAE
6 SKB
7 DLR
8 IAI
Saphir 2
3 SKB
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Floor plan BSC 2021 – Basement

Foyer
1 AFCEA
10 Kommando CIR

15 Kommando CIR
20 Sanitätsdienst B

Opal
1 Cisco

The Berlin Security Conference 2021

Floor plan BSC 2021 – First Floor
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Precautionary Measures against COVID-19
Dear Sirs and Madams,
The health and safety of our participants and team members is our supreme priority. To ensure this, we have developed a hygiene plan together with the event location to ensure your safety. We follow the recommendations of the
Robert Koch Institute and regulations issued by health authorities to prevent the spread and transmission of diseases.
When staging our events, we adhere to all prescribed hygienic measures. We shall monitor developments on a daily
basis and adjust the hygiene plan as needed.
The following rules of the hygiene plan apply to participation in Behörden Spiegel events. If you have any questions,
our event team will be happy to respond to them at any time and shall be available during the event. Just get in touch
with us.
We are looking forward to a successful event.
Your Behörden Spiegel Team

SHORT AND SWEET: THE MEASURES IN OUR HYGIENE PLAN

!

Proof requirement and information

Mouth-nose protection

Proof of a full Corona vaccination with
an EU-approved vaccine or proof of
recovery is required for event entry. In
addition, a certificate of a daily negative test result (not older than 24
hours) is required. These proofs will be
checked by the organiser on each day
of the event when entering the event
area. Persons who cannot provide the
above-mentioned proofs may not participate in the event.
Signs at the event location draw attention to applicable hygiene rules, which
may differ between the German Länder
as well as between individual locations.
Before the event, all participants will be
informed about applicable hygiene and
distance rules. The event team will also
be happy to answer any questions you
may have at any time.

Wearing mouth-nose protection is
mandatory at the location. When you
are seated, it is left up to you whether to
wear mouth-nose protection or not.
Please bring your mouth-nose protection
with you to the event. Masks must fulfill
the requirements of FFP2 or KN95/N95

Disinfection
Sufficient disinfectant dispensers are
available at the venues at the front
of and in the event rooms and in the
sanitary facilities. Please disinfect your
hands when entering the venue and
regularly during the event.
Surfaces will be disinfected on a regular
basis.

Contact with other participants

Keeping a distance
A minimum distance of 1.50 m must
be maintained at all times. Be aware of
markings on floors and signs that show
you, for example, walking directions or
entryways and exits.

Please refrain from shaking hands and
keep your hands away from your face,
especially from your mouth, nose and
eyes. If unavoidable, cough or sneeze in
the crook of your arm.

The Berlin Security Conference 2021
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Coffee and lunch breaks

Ventilation

You are to sit at the minimum distance
from the other participants during coffee and lunch breaks. As an alternative,
food will be handed out at food-collection stations.

It will be ensured that the venue room is
sufficiently ventilated and supplied with
fresh air before and during the event.

Seating arrangement
Symptoms of illness
Please stay at home if you have symptoms of illness.
The organiser reserves the right to deny
access to persons with symptoms of
illness.

The seats have the officially prescribed
safety distance to neighbor seats. The
specified seating arrangements must be
observed and may not be changed.

Contactless registration

(Writing) materials/documents
We recommend that you bring your
own writing materials (pencil, pad) to
the event, as needed. Writing materials
will not be available at all venues. We
recommend that you do not share your
writing materials with other participants.
We will not be laying out information
material for attendees to pick out and
take with them. Writing materials required for the event will be provided at
the seats.

Measurement of CO2 content

We will be monitoring the CO2 content of
the air in the venue rooms continuously.
If limits are exceeded, the event will be
interrupted for a few minutes to ventilate the venue room.

The registration/issue of name badges
on site as well as other administrative
procedures are free of contact, if possible.

Record of attendance
We shall document attendance and
the attendance time of participants.
Registration will be contactless. The registration takes place contactless via the
app “Luca” and the “Corona-Warn-App”.
Please remember to log out again when
leaving the event.

Additional information
We consider it mandatory for you to
have installed the Corona-Warn-App of
the Federal German government on your
private or business smartphone.
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Ambassador ClaudeFrance Arnould
Senior Advisor on European matters of the French
Institute of international
relations (Ifri), former
French Ambassador to Belgium, former
Chief Executive of the EDA
Claude-France Arnould joined the French
institute of international relations (Ifri) in
September 2020. Until July 2020, she
was a diplomatic adviser to the government, at the Ministry of Europe and Foreign Affairs. In this context, she was entrusted with a mission regarding space.
From October 2015 to July 2019, she
was Ambassador of France to the Kingdom of Belgium. From January 2011 to
January 2015, she was Chief Executive
of the European Defence Agency. She
was afterwards Special Envoy for Space
at the European External Action Service.
From 2009 to 2010, Claude-France Arnould headed the Crisis Management
and Planning Directorate at the Council
of the European Union, after being director for defence matters at the Council
of the European Union since 2001. She
received the awards Commandeur of
the French Legion of Honor and of the
National Order of Merit, the Grand Cross
of the order of the Crown of Belgium, the
Bundesverdienstkreuz Erster Klasse of
Germany and the Gran Cruz del Mérito
Militar of Spain. She is a former student
of the Ecole normale supérieure and the
National School of Administration (ENA),
holds an aggregation of classical letters
and a Bachelor of art and archaeology.
She is a graduate of the Institute of Political Studies in Paris.
Dr Hans C. Atzpodien
Managing Director, Federation of German Security
and Defence Industries
(BDSV)
1994-2000 Magnetschnellbahn Planungsgesellschaft mbH
(Berlin-Hamburg), Schwerin, Managing
Director in charge of Transrapid planning
process Berlin-Hamburg
1997-2001 Thyssen(Krupp)Transrapid
System GmbH, Kassel, Manag. Director/
CEO
2001-2009 ThyssenKrupp Technologies
AG, Essen, Member Executive Board
2007-2009 also CEO ThyssenKrupp Marine Systems, Hamburg
2009-2012 ThyssenKrupp AG, Essen,
CEO/Chairman Executive Board ThyssenKrupp Marine Systems AG, Hamburg
2013-2017 ThyssenKrupp AG, Essen,
CEO/Chairman Executive Board ThyssenKrupp Industrial Solutions AG, Essen
2015-2017 ThyssenKrupp AG, Essen,
Member Executive Board ThyssenKrupp
Industrial Solutions AG, Essen, Chairman Supervisory Boards Thyssen Krupp
Marine Systems GmbH, Kiel/Atlas Elektronik GmbH, Bremen
08/2017 Managing Director of the Federation of German Security and Defence
Industries (BDSV e.V.), Berlin
Dr Hans-Peter Bartels
former Parliamentary
Commissioner for the
Armed Forces, Germany
Dr Hans-Peter Bartels
(SPD) was Parliamentary
Commissioner for the Armed Forces
from May 2015 to May 2020. Before
that, he served for 17 years as a Mem-

ber of the German Bundestag. Since
January 2014, he had been chairman
of the Defence Committee.
He was directly elected to represent
the Kiel constituency five times since
1998. In 1998, at the start of the first
red-green coalition, Dr Bartels and other newcomers founded what was called
“Netzwerk Berlin”, a new and politically
centrist movement in the SPD. For a
long time, Dr Bartels focused on a unified European defence policy. His longterm goal of a European army has now
been incorporated into the SPD party
manifesto and features in the grand
coalition agreement between the CDU/
CSU and SPD. He studied political science.
Vice-Admiral
Matteo Bisceglia
Director Organisation for
Joint Armament Cooperation (OCCAR)
Matteo Bisceglia has
become, from the 21st of September
2019, the Director of the OCCAR Executive Administration. Prior to this, with
the rank of Vice Admiral, he served as
the Director of Naval Armaments at the
Italian Secretariat General of Defence/
National Armaments Directorate from
the 5th of May 2014.
He joined the Navy in 1976 and graduated in Electrotechnical Engineering
from Pisa University in 1983. Promoted
to Rear Admiral (LH), he was in charge
of the New Shipbuilding Department at
the Naval Armaments Directorate from
2009 to 2010. He then became the
Programme Manager of the FREMM
Multi Mission Frigates Programme at
OCCAR, from 2010 until May 2014. In
2013, he was promoted to Rear Admiral
(UH). On his return to Italy, he was appointed as Director of Naval Armament
(5th of May 2014). Among his functions
Vice Admiral Bisceglia has been the
Italian co-Chairman of the IT-FR FREMM
(Multi Mission European Frigates) Programme Steering Committee, and the
Programme Committee member of the
Italian PPA (Multirole Offshore Patrol
Vessels) and the IT-FR LSS (Logistic
Support Ship) Programmes.
Captain Jorn Bleijs
Director for Weapon and
Sensor Technology at
the Netherlands Defence
Materiel Organisation
Jorn Bleijs MSC MBA is
Captain in the Royal Netherlands Navy.
He currently holds the position of Director for Weapon and Sensor Technology
at the Netherlands Defence Materiel Organisation, Maritime Systems Branch.
During his career he held various positions in the Royal Netherlands Navy
as weapons engineer onboard frigates,
and in the area of guided weapons
technology, procurement, communication and information systems management, and software development.
In his current position he is the Design
Authority for the weapon and sensor
systems of the Royal Netherlands Navy.
Furthermore he is responsible for research and development in the area
of weapons and sensor technology in
order to equip the next generation of
navy ships with sophisticated systems
capable of countering the threats of the
future.

Colonel Andris Bober
Departement of Plans
CPM, Headquarters of the
German Army
Military Career:
1991-1994 Officer training
/ flight training, Army Aviation School,
Bückeburg
1994-1997 Studies in Educational
Theory, second enrolment for Business
Studies,
Helmut-Schmidt-University,
Hamburg
2004-2006 General staff officers‘ training, 1st National General/Admiral Staff
Officer Course (joint), Bundeswehr Command and Staff College, Hamburg
2011-2013 Commander, Aviation Bataillon 361, Fritzlar
2013-2014 Assistant Chief of Branch,
FMOD – Policy Planning Staffs III 5/ II 2
– MN Defence Planning, Bonn
2015-2016 Head of Branch, DEU Army
Headquarters II 1 (2) – Strategic Defence Planning and Concepts/ MN Planning Requirements, Strausberg
2016-2019 Chief of Branch, Bundeswehr Office for Defence Planning II 3
(3) – Capabilities Development (Effects),
Berlin
2019-2020 Chief of Division I, Army
Concepts and Capabilities Development
Centre, Cologne
Since June 2020 Chief of the sub-division Integrated Planning/ Customer
Product Management, Planning Division
of German Army Headquarters, Strausberg; Mission abroad:
Apr-Aug 2013 ISAF, Deputy Commander,
Operational Wing, Mazar-e Sharif/AFG
Holger Bonnen
Customer Solutions, Digital Program D-LBO@BWI
Colonel (GS) Holger Bonnen began his current
assignment at BWI‘s Customer Solutions program D-LBO@BWI in
February 2020. He holds an academic
degree in economics and business administration. During his military career
in the Airborne Infantry, he assumed
command at various levels as Company
and Battalion Commander, as well as
Chief of Staff of an airborne brigade. As
Chief Lessons Learned, he served four
years at the NATO RAPID DEPLOYABLE
KORPS HQ in Istanbul, TUR. Positions
on army division level were followed by
MoD assignments in Bonn and Berlin.
At Joint Operations Command, he was
ACOS Mission Planning Group for Africa.
During his last overseas deployment in
2018/2019, he served as Head of the
German Contingent and Commander European Training Task Force in MALI. Prior
to joining the BWI team, he worked as
ACOS Future Developement at the Army
Command.
General (ret) Philip M.
Breedlove
17th Supreme Allied Commander Europe (SACEUR)
of NATO Command Allied
Operations
As the Supreme Allied Commander Europe (SACEUR) and the Commander of
U.S. European Command, he answered
directly to NATO‘s governing body, the
North Atlantic Council, and to the President of the United States and Secretary of Defence. As Commander, U.S.
Air Forces Europe and Air Forces Africa,
Breedlove was responsible for organiz-

ing, training, equipping, and maintaining combat-ready forces while ensuring
theatre air defence forces were ready
to meet the challenges of peacetime
air sovereignty and wartime defence. As
Vice Chief of Staff of the Air Force, he
presided over the Air Staff and served
as a member of the Joint Chiefs of Staff
Requirements Oversight Council and
Deputy Advisory Working Group during a
period of intense challenge. As Assistant
Chief of Staff for Air Operations, Plans
and Requirements, Breedlove directed
all Air Force operations across the globe,
oversaw strategic and operational planning, and set the requirements for all Air
Force procurement. Additionally, he was
one of two original authors of the Defence Department‘s Air-Sea Battle Concept. Breedlove earned his Bachelor of
Civil Engineering degree from the Georgia Institute of Technology and a Master
of Science in Aerospace Technology from
Arizona State University. Additionally, he
completed a Master of International
Security Affairs from the National War
College. Breedlove currently serves on
the Georgia Tech Advisory Board, as
a Distinguished Professor in the Sam
Nunn School of International Affairs at
Georgia Tech, as a Senior Advisor to Culpeper National Security Solutions, and
on the Board of Directors of the Atlantic
Council.
Prof. Dr. Nils Breuer
Director in the Public
Health division, KPMG
Prof. Dr. Nils Breuer joined
Strategy& in January 2021
as a Director in the Public
Health division. Prior to this position, he
worked for 6 years (as a partner since
2018) at KPMG AG.
At Strategy&, as at KPMG, he was responsible for the Health Care division of
Public Sector Consulting and primarily
advises companies in the health care industry both nationally and internationally. He has more than 10 years of consulting experience in this industry segment,
especially in the consulting of hospitals,
health insurance companies and medical technology companies. Prof. Dr.
Breuer focuses on strategic consulting,
corporate development, market and
trend analyses, as well as operational
project management with full responsibility for structural and process optimization, reorganization and digitization
of companies in the healthcare industry
and the public sector.
Before joining KPMG, after several years
of medical practice in the inpatient
and outpatient sector, he headed the
medical controlling and corporate development department, at the Federal
Armed Forces Hospital. In addition, he
founded a start-up with a solution for
software-based billing verification and
correction for hospitals (DtoD AG).
Brigardier General
Kay Brinkmann
Deputy Chief of Staff/
DCOS Plans Multinational
Corps Northeast
7/2018–DCOS
PLANS
Multinational Corps Northeast
2015–2018 Deputy Commander and
Chief Technical Divisions, Federal Armed
Forces Office, Bonn
2014–22015 Senior Military Advisor
and Head of the Military Advisor Unit UN-
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AMA, United Nations Assistance Mission
Afghanistan
2012–2014 Branch Head “Military Policy and Operations”, Federal Ministry of
Defense Berlin
2009–2012 Branch Head “Operations”,
German Army Forces Command, Koblenz; 2009–2009 Branch Head “Operational Lessons-Learned” German Army
Forces Command, Koblenz
2008–2009 Master of Science in National Security Strategy, International
Fellow National Defence University,
Washington D.C.
2006–2008 Division Head “Operations,
Training and Exercise”, 13. Panzergrenadierdivison, Leipzig,
2004–2006 Desk Officer Armed Forces
Staff III 6 “Militarypolitico Assessment of
International Operations and Exercises”,
Federal Ministry of Defense, Berlin
2002–2004 Commander Panzerbataillon 413, Torgelow; 1995–2002 General staff officer in various assignments;
1983–1986 Studies in Educational
Sciences, University of the Armed Forces, München
Ralf Bucksch
Technical Executive IBM AI
Applications and Industrie
4.0 EMEA
Ralf Bucksch has been
responsible for Technical
Sales at Watson IoT (now AI Applications) and Industry 4.0 since 2018 for
the development of complex software
architectures in the Industry 4.0 environment in Europe. He previously held this
role in the DACH region. Since 2004 he
has held various IBM management positions at national and international level.
Mr. Bucksch joined IBM with the acquisition of the software company Rational, where he was also responsible for
technical sales and software architects,
as before at Sterling Software. Before
joining Sterling Software, he worked for
several years as a consultant at KnowledgeWare and Ernest & Young. The
graduate engineer and computer scientist started his career as a design engineer at Daimler AG in Stuttgart.
Ralf Bucksch studied mechanical engineering at the Stuttgart University of
Cooperative Education, specialising in
design, and computer science at the
Esslingen University of Applied Sciences.
Lieutenant General
Thierry Carlier
Head of International
Development and National
Armament Director,
France
Thierry Carlier began his career in the
Direction Générale de l‘Armement (DGA)
in 1991 in the direction for missiles
and space. From 1991 to 2000, he occupied various roles in several missiles
programmes, and was appointed Director of the medium-range air-to-ground
missile programme (ASMP). After three
years in the purchasing department of
DGA, he came back in the missile field
as the Director of ground to air and medium range missiles before becoming
deputy Director of missile and drones
department of the DGA. In 2008, he was
appointed architect of system “projection, mobility, support” in the direction
of strategy. In 2013, he became deputy
director of cooperation and European
development for the direction of strat-

egy, and in 2014 deputy director of international affairs, strategy and technologies for SGDSN (General secretary for
defence and national security).
In 2018, Thierry Carlier was appointed
Director of International Development.
Stacy A. Cummings
General Manager NSPA
Prior to joining NSPA, Ms.
Stacy Cummings served
as a career member of the
Senior Executive Service
in the Office of Secretary of Defence in
the United States. Most recently holding the position of the Principal Deputy
Assistant Secretary of Defence for Acquisition (PDASD(A)), she advised the
Assistant Secretary of Defence for Acquisition (ASD(A)).From January 2021,
Ms. Cummings was selected to perform
the duties of the Under Secretary of Defence for Acquisition and Sustainment
(USD(A&S)). When serving as the Programme Executive Officer in the Defence
Healthcare Management Systems (PEO
DHMS), Ms. Cummings managed the
delivery of healthcare and advance data
sharing through a modernized electronic
health record for service members, veterans, and their families. She also held
senior executive positions at the Department of Transportation. Beginning
her career with the Department of the
Navy, she held senior positions at the
Naval Air Technical Data and Engineering Services Command; Commander,
Fleet Readiness Centres; Programme
Executive Office for Command, Control,
Communications, Computers and Intelligence; and the Space and Naval Warfare Systems Command. Ms. Cummings
holds a Master of Science in National
Resource Strategy from the Industrial
College of the Armed Forces and a Master of Science in Management/Information Systems from the Florida Institute of
Technology.
Vice Admiral Dr Thomas
Daum
Chief of German CID
Service
1981 Joined the Navy
1982-1985 Student, Department for Computer Science, Armed
Forces University, Munich
1996-1998 Student, Admiral/General
Staff Course, Armed Forces Staff College, Hamburg
2006-2009 Head of CIS Branch, DEU
MilRep to NATO, EU and WEU, Brussels/
Belgium
2009-2010 Assistant Chief of Staff,
CIS Division, German Fleet Command,
Gluecksburg (2009-2011) Chairman
NATO Maritime C3 Ad-hoc Working
Group); 2010-2012 Branch Head, C4ISR
Branch, MOD Navy Staff, Bonn (2012
Chairman NATO C3 Concepts & Requirements (Maritime) Capability Team)
2012 Branch Head, Human Resources,
Organisation & Procedures, CIS in Operations (SE III 3), MOD Strategy and
Operations Staff, Berlin (2012 Chairman
Multinational Interoperability Working
Group “Operations Support”)
2012-2015 Head of Information Technology Division, Federal Office of the
Bundeswehr for Equipment, Information
Technology and In-Service Support, Koblenz/Lahnstein
2015-2019 Deputy General Manager,
Chief of Staff and Chief Operating Of-

ficer, NATO Communication and Information Agency, Brussels/Belgium
2019-2020 Chief of Staff, Cyber and
Information Domain Service Headquarters, Bonn
since 25 Sep 2020 Chief of the Cyber
and Information Domain Service, Bonn
Yehuda Davidovitch
Director, Advanced Air &
Missiles Defence Systems,
IAI
Over 30 years of experience in managing business and advanced technological units
both in civil and military arenas. With IAI
since 2014. Establishing and managing
the air defence test trial department.
Since 2017 head of an Air Defence
business unit responsible for business
of around 1B$. Prior to IAI a long career
in the High-Tech arena. 14 years in ECI
Telecom acting as Projects Department
Manager, head of sales and marketing
group and VP head of the company’s
Professional Services division. In 2009
established a start-up company in the
area of Service Innovation acting as
Co-Founder and VP for Business Development. Military service as an officer
heading the test managers in the Israel
Air Force test range. Managing the Arrow
1 first interception tests in the 1990‘s.
Since than many years of reserve activities as a test manager. Holds BSc. in
Aeronautical Engineering from the Technion Institute of technology, MBA from
Tel Aviv University and BA in Psychology
from the Israeli Open University.
Joseph DeAntona
Vice President, Requirements and Capabilities,
Raytheon Technologies
Joseph DeAntona is vice
president for Requirements and Capabilities, Land Warfare
& Air Defence, at Raytheon Missiles &
Defence, a business of Raytheon Technologies. DeAntona brings more than 35
years of experience specific to land warfare and air defence. Most recently, he
served as vice president and business
development executive for integrated air
and missile defence, prior to Raytheon
Company‘s merger with United Technologies Corporation in 2020. DeAntona is
a 30-year veteran with the U.S. Army Air
Defence Artillery and a university-level
instructor and administrator. He has extensive experience in Europe, the Middle
East, and the Indo-Pacific regions. DeAntona holds a bachelor‘s degree from the
United States Military Academy at West
Point and master‘s degrees from the
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, the United States Naval War College, and the United States Army War
College.
Ludwig Decamps
General Manager NCI
Agency
Since 2021 General Manager of the NATO Communications and Information
Agency (NCI Agency); 2018 Chief Operating Officer (COO) of the NCI Agency;
2017 Director Demand Management of
the NCI Agency; 2012-2017 Director for
Armaments and Aerospace Capabilities,
Defence Investment Division, NATO HQ;
2011-2012 Director for Strategy, De-

fence Investment Division, NATO HQ;
2008-2011 Head Armaments Programme Support Section, NATO HQ;
2004-2008 Policy Advisor, Private Office,
NATO Secretary General; 2001-2004
Staff Officer, Belgian Representation,
NATO Military Committee; 2001-2002
Master‘s degree in International Politics,
Université Libre de Bruxelles; 19972001 Executive Assistant to the Director-General of the Belgian Military Intelligence and Security Service; 1978-1982
Royal Military Academy, Brussels
Pasquale Di Bartolomeo
Executive Group Director
Sales & Business and
Development Managing
Director MBDA Italia
He is also Executive Group
Director Sales & Business Development
since January 2018, having previously
been Executive Group Director Strategy,
a position he had held since joining the
company in September 2011. He is also
member of the board of various MBDA
companies and subsidiaries such as
Bayern-Chemie, MBDA Inc., MBDA UK
and L&T MBDA JV in India as Vice Chairman. Since January 2018 Pasquale is
member of the Supervisory Board of
Fondazione Ricerca & Imprenditorialità.
Prior to joining MBDA, Pasquale spent
his career in positions of increasing importance within the Finmeccanica group
(now Leonardo). He was Head of Strategic Planning and Business Planning from
2005 to 2011, when he was involved in
several M&A campaigns. From 2003
to 2005 he was a Senior Manager in the
Transportation Department, after having
worked for two years in the Strategic
Financial Projects Department, with responsibilities on M&A, Business Development, Investor Relations and Capital
Market. Previously he had worked for
four years in the USA in Ansaldo-Finmeccanica, a company he joined in 1995
after graduating from the University of
Rome with a Master‘s degree in Economics.
Oliver Dörre
CEO Thales
07/1988-01/2010: Officer
in the German Air Force,
last military rank: Lieutenant Colonel (Reserve
Officer) Master‘s Degree Computer Science Military University, Munich
02/2010-09/2012: Head of Business
Development & Strategy Frequentis
Nachrichtentechnik GmbH, Langen
Strategy & Business Development for Air
Traffic Control and Air Defence Systems
in Germany
10/2012-01/2013: Director Marketing
& Sales Defence Northern Europe Frequentis Nachrichtentechnik GmbH, Langen Strategy & Business Development
for Air Traffic Control and Air Defence
Systems in Germany, Benelux Countries,
Baltics, Scandinavia, Poland & NATO
02/2013-03/2015: Director Strategic
Business Unit Defence Frequentis AG,
Vienna, Austria Global business responsibility in the Defence Sector Supervisory Board Member of Frequentis Defence
Inc., USA
04/2015-12/2016: Director Country
Business Unit, Authorised Officer Secure
Communications & Informations Systems Thales Electronic Systems GmbH
Business responsibility for Secure Com-
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munication & Information Systerms a
focus on Germany and selected Export
Accounts; 12/2016-12/2020: Vice
President Sales & Marketing, Authorised
Officer Thales Management & Services
Deutschland GmbH; Since 01/2021
CEO Thales
Dr Christoph Erdmann
CEO Secusmart
He continues to focus on
combining the company‘s
expertise with its innovative strength. He previously worked as Technology Manager
at NOKIA. A specialist for digital voice
processing, he holds numerous patents
and has various publications in his field.
In 2006 he was awarded the Borchersplakette from the RWTH Aachen for his
exceptional scientific work. While there
he also wrote his dissertation – for which
he received the renowned E-Plus award
in 2004.
Major General
Dr Michael Färber
Commander Bundeswehr
CIS Command
General Dr Färber joined
the German Army in 1978.
He enrolled at the Bundeswehr University Hamburg in 1978, reading Electronic
Engineering and Information Technology, and graduating in 1983. In 1989, he
returned to the Bundeswehr University
Hamburg, serving as assistant professor
in the field of Experimental Physics, having been awarded a doctor‘s degree in
Electrical Engineering in 1992. In 1992,
he went to the Bundeswehr Command
and Staff College in Hamburg. From
July 2005 to June 2008, he served as
Branch Chief, CIS Division, Joint Support
Command Rheinbach, and was promoted to colonel in July 2005. During this
time, he served as J6 HQ KFOR, Kosovo,
from December 2006 to March 2007
and attended the Senior Course on
Security Policy at the German Federal
College for Security Studies from January to June 2008. From July 2008 to
November 2010, he served as Branch
Chief Capability Analysis, working for
the Joint Chief of Staff. From November
2010 to March 2012, he worked on the
restructuring of the Bundeswehr, bearing responsibility for planning aspects.
From April to December 2012, he served
as Branch Chief Capability Management
& Capability Awareness, working for the
MoD Planning Director. From January
2013 to September 2016, he served
as Deputy Commander Bundeswehr
CIS Command. In October 2016 he
was appointed Chief of Division Cyber-/
IT-Governance at the MoD within the Cyber and IT Directorate and assumed the
position of the Deputy Director-General
for Cyber/Information Technology (CIT)
in January 2018. From 2019 until now
he is Commander, Bundeswehr Communication and Information Systems Command, Bonn.
Major General
Gerald Funke
Commander Logistic
Command Bundeswehr
Military
career:
since
March 2021 Commander
Logistic Command Bundeswehr, Erfurt
2016-2021 Head of Division, Strategic

Defence Planning & Concepts, Federal
Ministry of Defence, Bonn;
2015-2016 Deputy Commander, Bundeswehr Logistics Command, Erfurt;
2012-2015 Branch Chief Plg III 2 (Resources and Implementation), Federal
Ministry of Defence, Bonn;
2009-2012 Chief, J4 Division, Bundeswehr Joint Forces Operations Command, Schwielowsee;
2008 Deployment to ISAF as Chief of the
German Armed Forces Technical Advisory Group (GAFTAG) and Senior Mentor at
ANA Logistics School in Kabul;
2007-2008 Chief, G4 Division, Military
District Command IV, Munich;
2006-2007 Attendance of 109th Senior
Course, NATO Defence College in Rome
2005-2006 Adjutant to the Chief of the
German Air Force in Bonn;
1996-1998 General staff officer training course, Bundeswehr Command and
Staff College, Hamburg;
1984-1987 Studies of electrical engineering at the Bundeswehr University in
Munich
Operational experience:
04/2008-12/2008 Deployment to ISAF
as Chief of the German Armed Forces
Technical Advisory Group (GAFTAG) and
Senior Mentor at ANA Logistics School
in Kabul; 03/2008-04/2008 Headquarters and Service Company, KBL combat
support element
Steven Gillard
Director NATO, Boeing
Steven Gillard joined Boeing’s Brussels Office as
Director, NATO in August
2018. Steven leads Boeing’s relationship with the alliance, supporting Boeing Defense Space and Security and Boeing Global Services.
Steven has a background in international defence and aerospace co-operation
and has worked extensively with a range
of industry partners, governments and
armed forces.
Steven originally joined Boeing in 2016
as the Head of Government Affairs, UK
and Ireland. In this role, Steven coordinated engagement with the UK and Irish
Governments, supporting Boeing’s defence and commercial businesses. This
involved managing the political dimensions of: complex trade cases; Boeing’s
response to various Government initiatives; and supporting sales campaigns,
including the E-7A Wedgetail. Steven
also established and led the enterprise
wide task force responsible for managing the implications of Brexit for Boeing.
Steven joined Boeing from Rolls-Royce.
From 2014-2016, Steven was based in
Delhi, leading Rolls-Royce’s Indian defence business; supporting over 750
engines, across all stages of the life
cycle. Steven previously worked in RollsRoyce’s future business team, serving
on the leadership of an Anglo-French
joint venture, executing the engine element of the UK-France Future Combat
Air System programme.
Matthias Görtz
Chief Technology Officer
(CTO), BWI GmbH
Since 2019, Matthias
Görtz has been CTO of Innovation & Technology at
BWI GmbH, the IT systems house and
digitalization partner of the Bundeswehr.
His responsibilities include the strategic

alignment and further development of
the service portfolio as well as the coordination of BWI‘s three innovation units.
Matthias has been part of the BWI since
2008 and worked his way through the
branches. With his wide areas of expertise in technologies, management and
business development, and his deep
foresight for future technologies, Matthias Görtz is an essential member of
the BWI. Before joining BWI, Matthias
was employed at Deutsche Telekom AG
where he was working as a Systems Engineer later, he became a big deal manager at T-Systems Business Services,
where he was responsible for technology, operations, and strategy.
Admiral Santiago
González Gómez
National Armaments
Director General, Ministry
of Defence, Spain
He joined the Spanish
Naval Academy in 1977. After finishing
his Naval Pilot training in Naval Air Station Pensacola, he has flown the AV8-A,
AV8-B and AV8-B HARRIER II PLUS in
Rota. He was also designated as an exchange officer with VMA-311 SQDN in
Marine Corp Air Station Yuma (AZ) for a
period of two years. At sea, he has commanded the Patrol Boats “Acevedo” and
“Serviola”, as well as the Fleet Tanker
“Marqués de la Ensenada”. Ashore he
commanded the Harrier Ninth Squadron, the Spanish Navy Air Wing, Rota Naval Base and the Arsenal of Cádiz. Most
of his non-operational duties have been
related to the Logistics Area where he
was Deputy Program Manager for Spain
at the Harrier Joint Program Office in
NAVAIR´S PMA-257, lately Spanish Program Manager. He was also appointed
as department Head of the Weapons
Systems Section and Air Department
Section at the Spanish Navy Head Quarters, Logistics Division, in Madrid. He attended a Master on International Affairs,
Advanced Management of Economic Resources and National Defence courses.
Promoted to Rear Admiral in 2012, he
was assigned as Spanish Navy Personnel Management Sub-Director, was promoted to Vice-Admiral in 2015, and in
2018, he was promoted to Admiral and
appointed as General Director for Armament and Materiel under the Secretary
of State of the Minister of Defence.
General Claudio Graziano
Chairman of the European
Union Military Committee
He joined the Army in
1972. He served in units
of the Alpini (the Italian
Army Mountain Troops) holding several Command and Staff positions up to
Brigade Commander, also taking part
to several exercises in Denmark and
Norway within the AMF(L). He served in
several positions in the Army General
Staff, in the Office of the Chief of Staff
of the Army, as DCOS Operations in the
Italian Joint Operational Headquarters
and as Chief of Cabinet of the Minister
of Defence. From 2001 to 2004, he
served as Army Attaché in Washington/
DC. His operational deployments include
the Command of the Italian contingent
on operation UNOMOZ in Mozambique
in 1992, of the Kabul Multinational Brigade in 2005-2006, and of UNIFIL from
2007 until 2010. From December 2011

until February 2015, he was appointed
as Chief of Staff of the Italian Army and
from 28 February 2015 until 5 November 2018 as Italian Chief of Defence.
Since 06 November 2018 he has been
the Chairman of the European Military
Committee. A graduate of Italian Army
Staff College and United States Army
War College, General Graziano holds two
BAs and two master‘s degrees.
Colonel, Pharmacy Corps,
Hans Guttenthaler
Head of Division, Medical
Service Planning, Concepts and Further Development, Bundeswehr Joint
Medical Service Headquarters
Vocational education:
Study of pharmacy in Regensburg; study
of food chemistry in Munich, MBA Health
Care Management in Bayreuth
Military career:
1 July 1986 Munich Service entry;
2003-2004 Section chief, Regional
Medical Command Division II, Diez an
der Lahn; 2004-2007 Section chief,
Medical Forces Command, Koblenz, Division G4; 2007-2009 Assistant chief,
Federal Ministry of Defense Bonn Division Modernization; 2009-2011 Assistant chief Federal Ministry of Defense
Bonn, Medical Service Staff, branch
FüSan II5; 2011-2013 Head of division
G4, Regional Medical Command IV, Bogen; 01-06/2014 Participant in the Senior Course on Security Policy, Federal
Academy for Security Policy, Berlin;
2014-05/2019 Branch head Military
Pharmacy, Joint Support Service Command Bonn; 06/2019-now Head of division Medical Service Planning, Concepts
and Further Development Bundeswehr
Medical Service Headquarters
Timo Haas
CEO blackned GmbH
CEO and founder of
blackned Ltd., an IT and
consulting
company,
whose portfolio consists of
command-, control and communication
solutions for different industries and
applications. Before this, he served 12
years in the German Air Force.
2009, after left the military, he founded
a small company, which focused upon
portable communication systems.
From the beginning he established close
relations with his main customer, the
Bundeswehr.
Eleven years and many projects later,
blackned consists of ca. 140 employees
in 6 locations.
The main focus hasn‘t changed over the
time: supplying highly mobile, portable
network solutions which comply with the
high security requirements of the armed
forces.
Katrin Hahn
Chief Ressource Officer
(CRO), BWI GmbH
She has been Chief Resources Officer (CRO) of
BWI GmbH since April
2020. The CRO division includes Corporate Protection & Services (CP&S),
Finance (F), Human Resources (HR),
and Procurement (P). Katrin Hahn has a
degree in business administration from
the Johannes Gutenberg University in
Mainz (Master of Business Administra-
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tion) as well as from Mannheim University of Cooperative Education (Diploma
of Business Administration). She began
her professional career in 2004 in the
HR department of the Mannheim-based
energy supplier MVV Energie AG. She
subsequently gained experience in the
fields of change management and business transformation as well as strategy
and organizational development as a
project manager at the Leipzig-based
management consultancy CONTAS KG.
In 2011, Katrin Hahn joined juwi AG,
based out of Wörrstadt, Rhineland-Palatinate, as an authorized signatory.
For nine years in this function and as a
member of the international leadership
team, she headed the Corporate HR &
Social Benefits department at the globally active company that specializes in
project development for wind and solar
energy. Since April 2020, Katrin Hahn
has been a member of the Management
Board and Labour Director of BWI GmbH
as Chief Resources Officer (CRO).
Dr Garry Hargreaves
Director NCI Academy
Dr Hargreaves was appointed Director of the
NATO
Communications
and Information (NCI)
Academy on 1 August 2020. In his previous role as the NCI Academy‘s Dean
of Academics, he was responsible for
planning, managing and executing all
academic operations required to enable the delivery of individual academic
courses, programmes and curricula
within the NCI Academy. Dr Hargreaves
joined the NCI Agency in April 2016.
He spent a year within Education and
Training service line in The Hague, Netherlands, before moving to Portugal to
engage more fully as the NCI Academy
Programme Manager. Prior to joining the
NCI Agency, Dr Hargreaves held various
positions within the Joint Warfare Centre (JWC) including Simulations, Modelling, Communications, Computers,
Command and Control (SMC4) Division
Head and Capability Development and
Integration Branch Head. He served in
several operational commands under
Allied Command Operations (ACO) and
Allied Command Transformation (ACT).
Previously, he held different technical
positions within Commander-in-Chief,
Eastern Atlantic Area (CINCEASTLANT),
NATO Communication and Information
Systems Services Agency (NCSA) in
Northwood (1990-1997) and the British
Royal Navy (1978-1990). After over 30
years of NATO civilian experience and an
additional 12 years in uniform with the
Royal Navy, Dr Hargreaves earned his
doctorate in Business Administration
at the University of Liverpool. He has a
master‘s degree in Data Communications Systems from Brunel University
and a Bachelor of Sciences honours degree from the Open University, both from
the United Kingdom.
Senior Lieutenant
Christian Hegering
Liaison Officer at Information Fusion Centre,
Singapore
Lt Christian Hegering
joined the German Navy in 1998. He
holds a degree in engineering. Lt Christian Hegering served in two German
Naval Airwings in his earlier years. He

took part in various international exercises and trainings overseas in that
capacity. Lt Christian Hegering also was
appointed Coy commander at the German Petty Officer School, as well as at
the reconnaissance company of German
Sea battalion. Lt Christian Hegering was
HUMINT Teamleader and Senior Analyst
since 2012, before assuming the appointment of first German Liaison officer
at the IFC Singapore in early 2020.
Colonel Timo Heimbach
Commander Tactical Air
Wing 31 “Boelcke”
1989 Joining the Bundeswehr, Basic Training, BUDEL, NLD
1991-1995 Studies in Aerospace Engineering, University of the Bundeswehr,
MÜNCHEN; 1995 Initial pilot training,
3rd German Air Force Training Squadron,
GOODYEAR, AZ, USA
2007-2008 International General Staff
Course, German Armed Forces Command and Staff College, HAMBURG
2008-2010 Air Force Forces Command,
Operational Manager for EUROFIGHTER,
COLOGNE
2011-2013 Commander, Flying Group,
Tactical Air Force Wing 31 “Boelcke”,
NÖRVENICH
2013-2014 Commander, Tactical Air
Force Group “Richthofen”, WITTMUND
2015-2017 Desk Officer, German Air
Force Headquarters, Branch for Principles of Air Force Command and Operations – Flying Operations / Jet / Unmanned Air Systems, BERLIN
2016-2017 Mission Resolute Support,
AFG
2017-2018 Executive Officer and Deputy Wing Commander, Tactical Air Force
Wing 31 “Boelcke”, NÖRVENICH
2018-2019 Desk Officer, Federal Ministry of Defense, Forces Policy I 5 Airspace
and Flight Safety, BERLIN
2019-2021 Branch Head, German Air
Force Headquarters, Liaison Element,
Bundeswehr Joint Forces Operations
Command, POTSDAM
since 2021 Wing Commander, Tactical
Air Force Wing 31 “Boelcke”, NÖRVENICH
Wolfgang Hellmich
Member of Parliament and
former Chairman of the
Defence Committee, German Bundestag, Congress
President BSC 2021
Study of History/Teaching, University of
Münster. Since 1976 Member of the Sozialdemokratische Partei Deutschlands
(SPD); 1986-2012: Managing Director
of the SPD in Dortmund and Düsseldorf;
2002-2008: Managing Director of a real
estate corporation in Dortmund. Since
2012 Member of Parliament (Deutscher
Bundestag) Memberships in the Bundestag‘s committees (18th German Bundestag); Member of the Defence Committee, since May 2015 Chairman of the
Defence Committee; Deputy member
of the Committee on Tourism; Deputy
member of the Committee on Health;
Deputy member of the subcommittee
on disarmament, arms control, and
non-proliferation. Memberships in Interparliamentary organisations: Member of
the NATO Parliamentary
Assembly; Member of the Interparliamentary Conference for the Common
Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP).

Mario Hempel
Director Sales Development Public Sector,
Bechtle
Professional career:
08/2020-today Director
Sales Development Public Sector &
Business Director NATO, Bechtle Cologne/Bonn
01/2002-01/2020 Program Manager, SAP Germany; 07/1998-12/2001
Project Manager, Hewlett Packard;
07/1986-06/1998 Company leader,
German Armed Forces
Civil/military training:
2017-today Representative Cyber, Association of Reservists German Armed
Forces
2018-today Consultant Reservist for
Deputy Chief of German CID Service
2017-today Colonel Reserve, School for
IT German Armed Forces
1989-1993 Business Administration,
University German Armed Forces Hamburg
Dietmar Hilke
Cisco Systems GmbH
Since November 2017, Dietmar Hilke is responsible
for cybersecurity in federal
agencies and defense in
Germany at Cisco Systems.
In his previous position at Thales Germany, he was most recently responsible
for business development Cybersecurity in Germany. Prior to that, he led the
business development of the Public Security division and worked in the company‘s international business development. In his further career path, he held
further positions in consulting, product
development and technical support for
German and American IT and high-tech
companies.
Dietmar Hilke is a member of the board
of the Bitkom Defence Working Group
and formerly headed the BDSV Security
Committee.
Colonel (GS)
Michael Hoppen
Chief Training
Department, Cyber and
Information Domain
Service, Bonn
Career: 1980-1981 Trainee Basic &
Special Training Armoured Artillery Battalion
1982-1985 Student Economics & Management Helmut Schmidt University,
Hamburg
1994-1996 Trainee General Staff
Course, Hamburg
2000- 2002 Commander Armoured Infantry Battalion 182
2002-2005 Teacher & Tutor, Military
Academy of the German Armed Forces
2005-2008 Chief G4 Ops & Chief Training & Exercises, HQ Eurocorps, Strasbourg
2008-2013 Referent Capability analysis, Federal Ministry of Defence, Bonn
2013-2017 General Inspector for Training, Joint Support Service, Bonn
2017-today Chief Training Department,
Cyber and Information Domain Service,
Bonn
Missions:
Jun 1999-Dec 1999 Deputy G3 Multinational Division South-East SFOR, Bosnia & Herzegovina
Dec 2019-Apr 2020 Chief of Staff, European Union Training Mission, Mali

Lieutenant General (ret)
Carsten Jacobson
Commander Field Army
and Vice Chief of the
General Staff 2015-2018,
NATO Spokesperson in
Kabul 2011-2012, Deputy Commander
ISAF / Resolute Support in AFG
He joined the German Army and the
Panzertruppe as a voluntary officer
cadet on 1st October 1974. He participated in the German General Staff
Training in Hamburg in 1986-1988 and
was honoured to receive the Heusinger
Preis, as top student.
On September 10th 2001 he started
his tour as Military Attaché in Washington DC. In this function, he represented
the German Army in the US in times of
two wars in Afghanistan and Iraq.
2005-2007 he commanded Panzerlehrbrigade 9 in Munster / Germany
2007-2009 he commanded the British
ACE Rapid Reaction Corps Enabling
Command, responsible for the RSOM-I
process of the High Readiness Corps,
then still located in Mönchengladbach.
2009-2011 he served as Chief of Staff
of the German Field Army Command, at
the time of the highest intensity of operations in Afghanistan, including a massive increase of the ISAF force levels.
2011-2012 he served as the NATO
Spokesperson in Kabul, Afghanistan,
under US Generals Petraeus and Allen.
2012-2014 he commanded the German 1st Panzerdivision.
2014-2015 he served again in Kabul,
as Deputy Commander to US Generals
Dunford and Campbell, at the change
from ISAF to Resolute Support. In his
last active function, he served as Commander Field Army and Vice Chief of the
General Staff from 2015-2018.
Lieutenant General (rtd) Carsten Jacobson is the President of the Clausewitz-Society and of the German Armoured Association.
Martin Kaloudis
Chief Executive Officer
(CEO), BWI GmbH
Since April 2019, Martin
has been CEO and Chairman of the Management
Board of BWI GmbH, the IT system
house and digitalization partner of the
Bundeswehr. In particular, his responsibilities include guiding the strategic and
technological orientation of the company. As business mathematician, he previously worked for Deutsche Bahn AG in
various management functions in the
technology space for a period of more
than twenty years. This included stints
as Head of Digitalization Infrastructure,
Chief Information Officer Infrastructure,
and Head of Telecommunications.
Most recently, he was Chief Operating
Officer (COO) and member of the management board at DB Kommunikationstechnik GmbH from 2017.
In his role as COO and Managing Director of DB Kommunikationstechnik
GmbH, Martin Kaloudis was responsible for sales, development, and the
operation of applications and infrastructure for Deutsche Bahn AG‘s telecommunications. As CEO, he has also
represented BWI on the Digital Council
and the Digitalization Steering Committee of the Federal Ministry of Defence
since 2019.
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Prof Dr Wolfgang Koch
Fraunhofer FKIE
Prof. Dr. Wolfgang Koch
earned his PhD in theoretical physics at the RWTH
Aachen and his habilitation
in computer science at the University of
Bonn. There he teaches signal processing, sensor data fusion, AI, and technical autonomy. In these fields he has
published a monograph and numerous
technical papers. As Chief Scientist of
Fraunhofer FKIE and head of a research
department, he is driving digitalisation
in defence, aerospace, and public security. For the national FCAS technology development, he coordinates the
defence-related Fraunhofer Institutes.
He is particularly interested in ethical,
social, and legal aspects of digitisation,
which he investigates as co-chair of the
working group Technology Responsibility
for FCAS. As a Fellow and Distinguished
Lecturer, Koch is involved in the IEEE.
As a member of the Board of Directors
of the International Information Fusion
Society ISIF and the SET Panel of NATO
STO, he contributes to defence technology research at the international level.
Lt. Gen. John Kolasheski
Commanding General V
Corps, USAREUR-AF
Lieutenant General John
S. Kolasheski assumed
duties as the Commanding
General of V Corps on 04 August 2020.
Prior to his arrival at Fort Knox, Lieutenant General Kolasheski served as the
Commanding General of the 1st Infantry
Division and Fort Riley, Kansas, from
June of 2018 to August 2020.
Lieutenant General Kolasheski’s previous command and staff assignments
include Deputy Chief of Staff, G-3/5/7,
United States Army Forces Command,
Fort Bragg, North Carolina; Commandant, United States Army Armor School,
Fort Benning, Georgia, from 2016-2017;
Deputy Commanding General (Maneuver), 1st Infantry Division, Fort Riley,
Kansas, from 2015-2016; Deputy Chief
of Staff, Strategic Communications, International Security Assistance Force,
NATO, later Deputy Chief of Staff, Strategic Communications, Resolute Support Mission, NATO, Kabul, Afghanistan,
from 2014-2015; Executive Officer to
the Commanding General, United States
Army Forces Command; Senior Army Fellow with the Council on Foreign Relations
with duty in New York City; Commander,
2nd Brigade Combat Team, 4th Infantry Division, Fort Carson, Colorado, and
Operation Enduring Freedom, Afghanistan, from 2009-2012; Commander, 3rd
Squadron, 1st Cavalry Regiment, 3rd
Brigade Combat Team, 3rd Infantry Division, Fort Benning, Georgia, and Operation Iraqi Freedom. Lieutenant General
Kolasheski commissioned as a Armor
Officer and holds a Bachelor of Science
degree in Management from Bucknell
University; Master Degrees in Engineering Management and Interactive Simulations/Training Systems Design from the
University of Central Florida.
Brigadier General (MC)
Dr Stefan Kowitz, MBA
Director Multinational
Medical Coordination
Centre/European Medical
Command (MMCC/EM)

Military career: March 1979: entry into
military service as a medical officer candidate
Medical degree at University of Köln and
Gießen; Assistant chief of the “Bundeswehr Joint Medical Service” activation
staff, MoD Bonn; G3 Regional Medical Command I, Kiel; Deputy G3 Joint
Medical Forces Command (Operations,
Exercises, STRATAIRMEDEVAC) Bonn/
Koblenz; Medical Advisor to the JFC
HQ, Brunssum/NLD; Chief Division X
(Further Development, Capability Analysis and Research) of the Bundeswehr
Medical Office, Munich; Chief of Division
I (Medical Service Planning, International Cooperation Concepts and Development) of the German Joint Medical
Service Headquarters, Koblenz; Director
of the NATO Centre of Excellence for Military Medicine, Budapest/HUN; Medical
Advisor for the Supreme Headquarters
Allied Powers Europe (SHAPE), Mons/
BEL; Since July 2019 Director Multinational Medical Coordination Centre /
European Medical Command (MMCC/
EMC), Koblenz DEU
Deployments abroad: 1995 Deputy
Commander of German Field Hospital,
TROGIR, HRV; 2005 Medical Director
and Advisor at HQ ISAF KABUL, AFG;
2011 Commander of German Medical
Task Force (26. DEU Contingent ISAF),
AFG
Yehuda (Hodi) Lahav
Executive Vice President
Marketing IAI
Mr. Hudi (Yehuda) Lahav is
the Executive VP of Marketing for the Israel Aerospace
Industries Ltd. (IAI). As the Marketing VP
he presides all of IAI‘s several billion
USD contracts worldwide, as well as the
international business development,
marketing initiatives, sales and strategy. Mr. Lahav has extensive experience
in the international Defence Markets,
working with a variety of costumers and
Defence agencies around the world. His
prior experience includes Chief Business
Officer of NSO Group, Head of IAI‘s Rakia
Division, and the Israel Defence Forces Military Attaché in Paris. Mr. Lahav
joined IAI in 2015, after 30 years of service in the Israel Defence Forces (IDF).
He began his service as a flight academy cadet and later became a fighter jet
aircrew member in F-4, F-15 and F-16
squadrons. He was the head of the Air
Force Commander bureau, before commanding two UAV squadrons and the
Ovda air force base (Colonel). Mr. Lahav
earned his BSc in Industrial Engineering
& Management from the Ben-Gurion
University (Israel), and his Executive
MBA from the Kellogg Recanati program
in the Tel Aviv University (Israel) and the
North-Western University (USA).
Lieutenant General
Frank Leidenberger
Chief Digital Officer, BWI
GmbH
Before joining BWI‘s executive board Lieutenant
General Leidenberger served as Commander of the DEU Elements MN Corps/
Basic Military Organisation at the German Army Headquarters until August
2018. From June 2015 to July 2016,
he returned to Afghanistan to serve as
Chief of Staff, Headquarters Resolute
Support. In his previous deployments

to Afghanistan from December 2009 to
June 2010, he served as Commander
of ISAF Regional Command North and
as Deputy Chief of Staff, HQ ISAF from
July 2004 to February 2005. Prior to his
last deployment to Afghanistan in 2015,
he was Director of the Planning Office of
the Bundeswehr. General Leidenberger
has held numerous posts, including as
Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations of
the Bundeswehr Response Forces Operations Command from November 2010
to May 2012, commanding the 31st
Airborne Brigade in Oldenburg from July
2008 to November 2010, and as Chief
G3 EUROCORPS from October 2002 to
February 2005. He holds a master‘s
degree in economics and organizational
sciences from the Bundeswehr University in Munich (1982) and is a graduate of the Bundeswehr Command and
Staff College in Hamburg (1992), where
he later also served as lecturer for the
national General staff officers‘ course
(2000).
Dr Peter Lenk
Acting Chief Information
Officer and Chief of
Service Strategy and Innovation at the NCI Agency
Previously as the Chief of
Service Strategy and Innovation in NCIA
his responsibilities included developing
internal Agency technical and business
strategy as well as leading innovation
activities, thus preparing the Agency
for the future. Prior to this, he was in
charge of two major programmes for
NATO: IT Modernisation, which will put
in place the foundation for the NATO
Cloud by consolidating NATO’s distributed IT infrastructure into data centres;
and the Active Network Infrastructure
programme (ANWI) which delivered a
modern IT infrastructure in NATO’s new
headquarters in Brussels. While in NATO
he also led activities related to Ballistic
Missile Defence, Ground Surveillance
and Command and Control and systems.
Prior to NATO, Dr Lenk has had a varied career, having been an Officer for
22 years in the Royal Canadian Navy,
where he was involved in Arctic Acoustic
research and the development of underwater autonomous vehicles, sonar, and
high performance computing systems.
He also worked for a time in a few commercial start-up companies in London
and at a large defence and security consulting company in the UK.
His current research interests include
Artificial Intelligence for Military decision-making and the sustainability. Dr
Lenk holds a degree in Engineering
Physics from the Royal Military College
of Canada and MSEE and PhD degrees
in Electrical and Computer Engineering
from the US Naval Postgraduate School.
He is a Senior Member of the IEEE and a
Fellow of the IET.
Dr Tobias Lindner MP
German Economist and
Politician from the Bündnis 90/Grüne Party
Education:
2007-2011 Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, Ph.D. in Economics; 2002-2007 University of Karlsruhe,
Graduate studies in Economics Engineering, Diploma
Professional and political Experience:
since February 2018 Spokesman for

Security Policy of the Alliance 90/The
Greens Parliamentary Group in the
German Bundestag, Member of the Defence Committee, Member of the Budget
Committee, Vice chairman of the Audit
Sub-Committee; since November 2017
Chairman of the Rhineland-Palatinate
Parliamentary Group of Alliance 90/The
Greens in the German Bundestag;
November 2013-September 2017 Chairman in the Budget Committee of the
Alliance 90/The Greens Parliamentary
Group in the German Bundestag, Member of the Defence Committee and Member of the Audit Sub Committee;
November 2013-September 2017 Vice
chairman of the Rhineland-Palatinate
Parliamentary Group of BÜNDNIS 90/
DIE GRÜNEN in the German Bundestag
April 2012-September 2013 Spokesman for Economic Policy of the Alliance
90/The Greens; Parliamentary Group in
the German Bundestag, member of the
Committee on Economics and Technology; June 2011-September 2013 Member of the Budget Committee, member
of the Audit Sub-Committee, deputy
member of the Defence Committee;
Since June 2011 Member of the German
Bundestag; Since 1998 Party member
of the Alliance 90 / The Greens
Lieutenant Colonel
Justin D. Logan
Chief, G3 Air and Missile
Defense, USAREUR-AF
A native of New York, NY,
Lieutenant Colonel Justin
D. Logan enlisted in March 2000 as a
71L admin specialist. He was assigned
to 11th Infantry Regiment at Fort Benning, GA. He was commissioned an
Air Defense Artillery (ADA) officer from
Officer Candidate School in 2002 at
Fort Benning, GA. LTC Logan’s previous
assignments include Launcher Platoon
Leader, Maintenance Platoon Leader,
Battery Executive Officer, and Battalion
S1 for 5th Battalion, 7th Air Defense
Artillery Regiment, Hanau, GE; Assistant
Brigade S3, 69th Air Defense Artillery
Brigade, Giebelstadt, GE; Battery Commander for Alpha Battery, 3rd Battalion,
43rd Air Defense Artillery Regiment, Fort
Bliss, TX; Counter IED Training Officer
for ISAF Joint Command, Kabul, Afghanistan; AMD Plans Officer for US Army
Europe, Heidelberg, GE; Battalion Operations Officer and Battalion Executive Officer, 4th Battalion, 5th Air Defense Artillery Regiment, Fort Hood, TX; Theater Air
and Missile Defense Operations Officer
and Branch Chief, C4I Systems Integration Branch for Headquarters, USCENTCOM, Tampa, FL; Assistant Chief of Staff,
G3 for 10th AAMDC, Kaiserslautern, GE
and, most recently, as the Battalion
Commander for 5-7 ADA BN; Baumholder, Germany. LTC Logan has deployed in
support of Operation Iraqi Freedom and
Operation Enduring Freedom.
Lieutenant General
Alfons Mais
Chief of German Army
Alfons Mais joined the
German Army in 1981 as
Army Aviation Cadet, after
which he majored in Economics at the
Armed Forces University of Hamburg.
He completed the General Staff Officer
Course in 1996. After a short period in
the Central Affairs Branch of the Chief
of the Army, he was sent to Brussels as
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military advisor to the German Permanent Representation to the EU. During
the German EU presidency 2007 he
acted as EU-Chairman of the EU/NATO
Capability Group. Before returning to the
Army Staff in Bonn as Branch Chief International Affairs in 2010, Mais was the
Chief of Staff for the Airmobile Division
in Veitshoechheim. Postings as Commander Airmobile Brigade 1 from 2011
to 2013 and Commander Army Aviation
Centre and Director Army Aviation until
2014 followed. In 2012 he deployed to
Mazar-e-Sharif in Afghanistan as Deputy Chief of Staff Security in in RC North.
2014 saw Mais move to Strausberg as
Chief of Staff for the German Army Command. He remained in this position until
being posted to Kabul as Chief of Staff
of the Resolute Support Mission. Returning from this deployment, General Mais
took over as Commander 1 German/
Netherlands Corps. After nine month of
Commanding 1 German/Netherlands
Corps he was assigned as the new Chief
of Army in Strausberg.
Dr Gáspár Maróth
Government Commissioner for National Defence
Industry, Defence Development and Coordination of
Armament Modernization,

Hungary
Work experience:
17 July 2018-present time Government
Commissioner, responsible for coordination of National Industry, Defence Development and Military Modernization;
1 October 2017-present time Ministry of
Defence of Hungary, National Armament
Director; 2016-present time Ministry
of Defence Electronics, Logistics and
Property Management Private Company
Limited by Shares (HM EI Zrt); 20012016 Private Sector-CEO of different
companies; 2000-2003 National Health
Council Secretary; 1998-2000 Prime
Minister‘s Cabinet
Education:
1990-2000 Semmelweis University M.D.
Scholarships at State University of New
York, Buffalo, USA (1997), Case Western
Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio, USA
(1997), Neuro-endoscopy Centre Paul
Broca, INSERM U159, Paris, France
(1995-1996)
Captain (Navy)
Udo Michel
Commander Strategic
Reconnaissance School,
Flensburg
Military Career:
1985 Entry into the Bundeswehr, Naval
Academy Flensburg
1986-1989 Armed Forces University
(degree in business), Hamburg
2003-2004 International General/Admiral Staff Officer Course, Bundeswehr
Command and Staff College, Hamburg
2004-2006Commander
Submarine
Training Centre & Staff Officer Operations Submarine Flotilla, Eckernfoerde
2006-2008 Section Head Submarine
Plans and Policy, NATO Maritime Component Command HQ, Northwood/UK
2008-2010 Staff Officer, Ministry of Defence/Navy Staff III 2, Bonn
2010-2011
International
Training
Course (ITC), Geneva Centre for Security
Policy (GCSP), Switzerland; 2011-2016
Military Intelligence, e.g. Strategic Reconnaissance Command, Grafschaft;

since 11/2016 Commander Strategic
Reconnaissance School, Flensburg
Missions:
08/16-02/17 Resolute Support, Afghanistan; 08/19-02/20 Resolute Support,
Afghanistan

Bundeswehr. Jens Muschner previously
worked internationally for IBM Germany
in various roles for over 10 years. Most
recently, he led a Six Sigma initiative for
IBM‘s German outsourcing market, as
part of a global program.

Sarah Mück
Head of Business Line
Agile IT & Software Development, SVA
Sarah Mueck is a mathematics and started to work
in IT 11 years ago. Starting to learn enterprise IT in an applied fashion with customer projects and practical experience.
To get a theoretical and architectural
view of IT, she finished a second Master
in IT security. By now, she is working as
head of Business Line Agile IT & Software Development at SVA – System Vertrieb Alexander GmbH. The business line
represents the topics software development, CI/CD, Infrastructure automation,
container platforms and agile organization. SVA is a system integration company, which consults over 4.000 customers from Datacenter infrastructure up to
the business case.

Brigadier General
Holger Neumann
Director Plans & Concept,
German Air Force Headquarter
1988-1989 Airborne Ranger, Paratrooper Battalion 253, German
Army, NAGOLD
1990-1991 Initial pilot training, German
Air Force Officer School, FÜRSTENFELDBRUCK and 3rd German Air Force Training Squadron, GOODYEAR, AZ, USA
2001-2003 General Staff Course, German Armed Forces Command and Staff
College, HAMBURG
2003-2005 Branch Chief Operations,
4th Air Force Division, AURICH
2005-2007 Desk Officer, Air Staff. Federal Ministry of Defense, BONN
2007-2009 Military Assistant to the
Supreme Allied Commander Europe (SACEUR), SHAPE, MONS, BEL
2009-2013 Spokesman for the German
Air Force, Federal Ministry of Defense,
BERLIN
2013 Weapon system training EUROFIGHTER, Fighter Wing 73, LAAGE
2013-2015 Executive Offer and Deputy
Commander, Fighter Wing 74, NEUBURG
2014 Executive Offer and Deputy Commander, Expeditionary Air Wing, International Security Assistance Force (ISAF),
MAZAR-E SHARIF, AFG
2015-2017 Wing Commander, Tactical
Air Force Wing 74, NEUBURG
2017-2018 Deputy Spokesman of the
Federal Ministry of Defense, BERLIN
2018-2021 Director Training, German
Armed Forces Command and Staff College, HAMBURG
since 2021 Deputy Chief of Staff Future
Development, Plans & Policy, German Air
Force Headquarters, BERLIN

Christoph Müller
CEO Rheinmetall
Electronic GmbH
1994-1999 Study in political science, psychology,
and US American cultural
history at LMU Munich | Washington
D.C.
1999-2001 Regular soldier | Reserve
officer
2001-2002 Assistant to Vice President
Concepts & Studies for Board of Directors at EADS Defence & Security
2002-2004 Head of Press & Information Germany at Eurocopter and Deputy
to the International Head of the Press &
Information Department at Eurocopter
2004-2006 Vice President Corporate
Communication at Krauss-Maffei Wegmann GmbH & Co. KG.
2006-2012 Senior Vice President Strategy, Politics & Corporate Communications at Krauss-Maffei Wegmann GmbH
& Co. KG
2012-2013 Head of Communications
Germany at Airbus Helicopters
2013-2016 Director Public Affairs Germany at Airbus Helicopters
2016-2018 Head of Sales and Military
Customer Relationship Germany at Airbus Helicopters
2019-2021 Head of Program Organization Germany at Rheinmetall AG
Since 2021 CEO Division Electronic
Solutions at Rheinmetall AG
Jens Muschner
Director Innovation Management BWI GmbH
Since January 2017, Jens
Muschner has headed
BWI‘s innovation unit innoX, enhancing BWI‘s performance with
a future-proof portfolio. As a founding
member, he systematically built up the
unit since 2017. His tasks include, in
particular, the strategic orientation of
the unit and the creation of innovative
solutions for customers. With the company since 2011, he was initially responsible for the infrastructure for the
internal and external presentation of the
troops, the Internet and Intranet of the

Prof Ioan Mircea Paşcu
former Vice-President of
the European Parliament,
former Defence Minister
of Romania, Congress
President BSC 2018
17 February 2020-Present Director of
the Centre for Strategic Studies, National School of Political Studies and Public
Administration, Bucharest
July 2019-September 2019 Commissioner-Designate Romania, European
Commission, Brussels
01/01/2007-02/07/2019
Member
of the European Parliament (Observer 2005-2006, Re-elected in November 2007, June 2009 and May 2014);
Vice-President: European Parliament
(November 2014-2 July 2019); S&D
Coordinator for Security and Defence;
Vice-Chair: Committee on Foreign Affairs
(January 2007-January 2017)
2000-2007 Member of the Romanian
Parliament for Satu Mare
2004-2008 Head of Department for International Relations, National School of
Political Studies and Public Administration, Bucharest
2000-2004 Minister of National Defence, Romania
1996-2000 Member of the Romanian
Parliament for Maramures, Chair of the
Committee on Defence, Bucharest

1993-1996 State Secretary for Defence
Policy and International Relations, Ministry of National Defence, Bucharest
1980 Doctorate in Political Sciences Institute of Political Sciences, Bucharest
1971 Diploma in Foreign Trade Faculty
of Foreign Trade, Academy of Economic
Studies, Bucharest
Brigadier General
Frank Pieper
Chief Digital Officer (CDO)
German Army
1983: Joined the Bundeswehr, Army Air Defence
Artillery Service
1984-1987 Studies of Education at the
German Armed Force University Hamburg
1996-1999 Attended 39th General Staff
Course at the Bundeswehr Command
and Staff College in Hamburg
2011-2013 Leader Operational Planning & Command branch, Bundeswehr
Command and Staff College
2014-2015 Division Head Bundeswehr
Centre of Operative Communication,
Mayen
2015-2016 Branch Head Army Concept
Capability Development Centre, Colone
2017-2019 Division Head Central matters/ Strategic Management German
Army Headquarters, Strausberg
2019- Chief Digital Officer Army at the
German Army Headquarters, Strausberg
Deployments:
1999 Kosovo Verification Mission (KVM),
Kosovo Force (KFOR), G4
2004 Stabilization Force (SFOR), MA to
COS SFOR
2013 International Security Assistant
Force (ISAF), DCOS Communication RCNorth
Jörg Plenert
Technical Director “BWI
Schmiede”, BWI GmbH
Since 2021 Joerg Plenert is responsible for the
technical ramp up and the
operation of the new innovation unit
SCHMIEDE of the BWI. His main task is
to design and build the base software
framework that enables the SCHMIEDE
to build innovative, stable and secure
software for administrative tasks at the
Bundeswehr. For over 25 years, he is
working in different management and
technical functions in the German industry. Before his engagement for the BWI
he worked about 17 years for the technology company thyssenkrupp including
roles as Head of Information Technology
and Head of Software Engineering in
different subsidiaries. Starting 2016 he
build up the IoT department of thyssenkrupp and, two years later, the new IoT
subsidiary. As CTO of that new company,
he was responsible for the technology,
operations and human resources. Later he was the CEO and chairman of the
company.
Dr Hans-Gert Pöttering
former President of the
European Parliament,
Representative for
European Affairs of the
Konrad Adenauer Stiftung,
Congress President BSC 2020
Hon-Prof Dr Hans-Gert Pottering is the
Representative for European Affairs of
the Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung. He has
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been serving as the chairman of the
Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung from 2010
until December 31, 2017. Until his retirement in 2014, he was the only MEP who
had continuously served since the first
European elections in 1979. From 1999
to 2007, he served as the Chairman of
the EPP-ED Group, and from 2007 to
2009 as the President of the European
Parliament.
Christian Pols
Vice President, Head of
Sales Germany, Airbus
Defence and Space GmbH
From July 2021: VP Head
of Sales Germany – Airbus
2019–2021: VP Head of Key Account
Management Germany – Airbus;
2017–2019: VP Head of Final Assembly
Line Hamburg A320 Family Programme
– Airbus; 2014–2017 VP Head of Production Aircraft and MRO Germany,
Head of Airbus Site Manching;
2014–2013: VP Head of Quality Management – Airbus Cassidian;
2009–2013: VP Head of Maintenance /
Repair / Overhaul Airbus Cassidian;
2006–2009: CEO ASL Aircraft Services
Lemwerder GmbH;
2001–2005: VP Head of Human Resources EADS D&S;
2000–2001: Senior Manager Integration Facilities EADS Military Aircraft;
1997–1999: Executive Assistant Head
of Operations DASA Military Aircraft;
1996–1997: Project Engineer DASA Mili
tary Aircraft
Uwe Proll
Publisher and Editor-inChief Behörden Spiegel
1976: freelance correspondent for various daily
newspapers in Germany
1980: research assistant at the Bundeszentrale fur politische Bildung
(Federal Agency for Civic Education);
lectures at the FH Koln (department of
social pedagogy); editor of the newsletter “Mediendienst” of the Adolf Grimme
Insitute, Marl; freelance correspondent
for various radio stations (Nordeutscher
Rundfunk, Hamburg and Westdeutscher
Rundfunk, Cologne)
1985: Co-founder and chief editor of the
monthly newspaper Behörden Spiegel
1990: Co-founder and chief editor of
other magazines like Vergaberecht
(news for the public and private procurement market), Flugbegleiter (magazine
for the Special Air Mission Wing of the
German Air Force)
1997: Publisher and editor in chief of
the bi-weekly magazine tC teleCommunication, Bonn
1998: Founder and chief editor of the
series “Moderne Streitkräfte”
2008: Founder of the magazine “European Security and Defence Union”,
Brussels
Rear Admiral Ulrich
Reineke
Director Plans & Concept,
International Cooperation,
German Naval Command
1984 Joined the German

Navy
1985-1988 Studies in Aerospace Engineering at the Bundeswehr University
in Munich, M.Sc (Dipl. Ing.); 1997-1999
39th Admiral Staff Officer Course, Bun-

deswehr Command and Staff College;
1999-2000 French General Staff Officer
Course, Paris 2000 – 2002 Military
Assistant to the Chief of German Navy;
2002-2004 Staff officer operations,
Operations Division, NATO International
Military Staff, Brussels;
2004-2006 Executive Officer, Frigate
KÖLN; 2006-2008 Commanding Officer,
Frigate MECKLENBURG-VORPOMMERN;
2008-2010 Chief of Development Section, Multinational Joint Headquarters,
Ulm; 2010-2012 Section Head Knowledge Management, Branch Head Exercise and Preparation Branch, NATO Joint
Force Command Naples;
2012-2015 Branch Head Strategic Defence Planning and Concepts – Maritime and Joint Support, DirectorateGeneral for Planning, Federal Ministry
of Defence; 2015-2016 International
Fellow, and studies of national security
strategies at the National War College,
National Defence University, Washington
D.C., Master of Science; since 11/2016
Director of Plans and Policy, German
Navy Headquarters, Rostock
Lieutenant General
Dr Ansgar Rieks
Vice Air Chief DEU Air
Force
1978 Entry into the German Air Force
1979-1982 Student, University of the
Federal Armed Forces Germany, Hamburg; Examination: Graduated Engineer,
Electrical Engineering
1986-1990 Scientific Assistant, University of the Federal Armed Forces Germany, Hamburg; Examination: Doctor of
Science in Engineering
1990-1992 Student, 35th General Staff
Officers Course, Armed Forces Command and Staff College, Hamburg
1995-1996 Student, National Security Affairs, Naval Postgraduate School,
Monterey, USA; graduated Master of Arts
in National Security Affairs
2000-2002 Personal Staff Officer Parliamentary Secretary of State Walter Kolbow, MoD Berlin
2002-2004 Commander Weapon System Support Centre, Landsberg am Lech
2004-2007 Branch Chief Controlling Armaments Planning, MoD Bonn
2007-2008 Branch Chief Financial Planning, Strategy and Policy, Controlling,
MoD Bonn
2008-2012 Division Chief Modernization Projects, MoD Bonn
2012-2013 Division Chief Strategic Defence Planning & Concepts, MoD Bonn
2013 Commander German Air Force Office, Köln
2013-2014 Commander German Air
Force Support Forces Command, Köln
2014-2017 Director General German
Military Aviation Authority, Köln & Chairman EUMAAC
since 2017 Vice Chief of German Air
Force, in this position since 2018 responsible for digitalization in the Air
Force
Colonel, Veterinary Corps,
Dr Katalyn Roßmann
Branch Chief Preventive
Health Protection Operations, Bundeswehr Joint
Medical Service
Career Progression & Academic Studies:
1994/1995 Entry into the Bundeswehr
as a medical service officer candidate,

basic training
1995-2001 Studies of veterinary medicine in Hanover and Munich
2009-2010 Master of Science Public
Health in Developing Countries an der
London School of Hygiene and Tropical
Medicine, London/UK
2011 Diploma of Tropical Medicine,
Bernhard-Nocht-Institut, Hamburg
2014/2016 Section leader Medical Intelligence/Subdivision Preventive Medicine at the Medical Forces Command,
Munich
Since 2016 Unit leader Medical Intelligence & Surveillance/Subdivision Preventive Medicine at the Medical Forces
Command, Munich
2017/2019 Host Nation for NATO Smart
Defence Project 1.1055 Medical Intelligence Improvement, Project Leader
Military Deployments& Crisis Response:
2003 Assignment as senior veterinary
officer of the Bundeswehr forces in
Kosovo/KFOR
2005 Assignment as senior veterinary
officer of the Bundeswehr and head of
the veterinary medicine laboratory of the
Bundeswehr forces in Afghanistan/ISAF
2005 Humanitarian Aid Mission as part
of the earthquake disaster relief programme for Pakistan
2009 Assignment as senior veterinary
officer of the Bundeswehr and head of
the veterinary medicine laboratory of the
Bundeswehr forces in Afghanistan/ISAF
2014 Fact Finding Team Humanitarian
Aid, Ebola Emergency Outbreak Response, Liberia
Since spring 2020 CIMIC: Support of
Pandemic Response in German Public
Health Agencies
Colonel Stephan Saalow
Commander Bundeswehr
CBRN Defence Command
Military Career:
1986-1987 Officers training, NBC defence officer;
1989-1993 Study of Business Economics at the Bundeswehr University, Hamburg; 1999-2001 General Staff Officer
Course (LGAN 99 H), Bundeswehr Command and Staff College, Hamburg;
2007-2009 Commander, 750 CBRN Defence Regiment, Bruchsal; 2009-2010
Branch Head J2, UN-Mission (UNMIS),
Khartum, Sudan; 2010-2013 Desk Officer Military Policy Section, Federal Foreign Office, Perma0nent Representation
of the Federal Republic of Germany to
the EU, Brussels, Belgium; 2013-2014
Chief of Staff, European Union Mission
on Regional Maritime Capacity Building
in the Horn of Africa, Djibouti;
2014-2016 Special Adviser to the Supreme Allied Commander Transformation, Commanders Action Group, Norfolk, USA;
2016-2019 Deputy Commander and
Chief of Staff, Bundeswehr CBRN Defence Command, Bruchsal;
2019-2021 Deputy Head Military Policy
Section, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Permanent Representation of Germany at
the EU, Brussels, Belgium;
2021- now Commander Bundeswehr
CBRN Defence Command
Operations:
2003 G3 Multinational Brigade, International Stabilization Assistance Force
(ISAF), Kabul, Afghanistan;
2009-2010 Branch Head J2, UN-Mission
(UNMIS) in Khartum, Sudan;
2013-2014 Chief of Staff EU-Mission
(EUCAP Nestor) in Djibouti

Ulrich Schade
Director of the Bundes
wehr Cyber Security
Centre
1974 Basic Military Service, Officer Cadet of the
Reserve; 1975 Mechanical Engineering
Studies, BSc and MSc; 1983 Preparatory Service for Senior-Level Technical Career in the Bundeswehr Administration;
2002 Section Head for “Strategic Planning/Controlling” in the Federal Office of
the Bundeswehr for IT Management and
IT Technology (Bundeswehr IT Office);
2004 Head of “Executive Management
Branch” in the Bundeswehr IT Office;
2005 Head of Branch for “IT-Strategy,
Organization, Personnel” in the IT &
Mod. Staff of the FMoD;
2008 Head of Divisions “Communication Platform” and “Deployable C3IS”
in the Bw IT Office; 2012 Special Representative for “Cyber Defense Affairs” of
the Equipment, Information Technology
and In-Service Support Organization of
the Bundeswehr;
2013 Director of the Bundeswehr Information Technology Center;
2017 Director of the Bundeswehr Cyber-Security Centre
Lieutenant General
Martin Schelleis
Chief of the German Joint
Support and Enabling
Service
1978-1979 Basic training
and Officer Course, Fuerstenfeldbruck
(DEU)
1979-1983 Business Administration,
Hochschule der Bundeswehr (University
of the Armed Forces), Munich
1983-1986 Pilot-Training, Sheppard AFB
(USA), Fuerstenfeldbruck, Cottesmore
(GBR) and Jever (DEU)
1993-1995 General Staff Course, General Command and Staff College, Hamburg (DEU)
2002-2003 Base Commander Buechel
AFB and Commander FBW 33, during
that time Commander DEU Air Force Operations Wing 2 and Commander Kabul
International Airport/ ISAF (AFG)
2003-2005 Branch Chief Policy (Concepts and Long-Term Developments), Air
Staff MOD Bonn (DEU)
2006-2009 Chief J5 Policy and Concepts Implementation Branch and Deputy Division Head J5, Joint Force Command HQ Brunssum (NLD), during that
time 07`07 – 01`08 Chief Information
Coordination Branch and DEU SNR at
HQ ISAF, Kabul, AFG.
2009-2012 Assistant Chief of Staff Concepts and Operations, Air Staff Division
III, MOD, Air Staff, Bonn
2011-2012 Director Task Force Bundeswehr Re-orientation, MOD, Bonn
02012-2013 Director Organisation und
Revision Staff, MOD, Bonn
2013-2015 Commander Air Force Operational Forces Command, Cologne
07/2015-09/2015 Commander Air
Force Forces Command, Cologne
Since Oct 6, 2015 in current position.
Dr Gundbert Scherf
Helsing Co-Founder &
President & COO
Work Experience:
March
2021-present
Founded Helsing. Responsible for all operations. London, United
Kingdom/ Berlin/ Munich, Germany
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January 2016–March 2021 Co-leader
of McKinsey‘s European Aerospace &
Defence and the Cyber Security/ Tech
Practice. Berlin, Germany
September 2014-December 2016 Commissioner/ Beauftragter, Bundesministerium der Verteidigung. Berlin, Germany
Education:
2010-2012 Dr.rer.pol. Economic Policy,
Freie Universität Berlin
2011 Visiting Scholar, Sciences Po Paris
2006-2007 MPhil. University of Cambridge
2005-2007 M.A. International Relations,
Freie Universität Berlin
Vice Admiral
Kay-Achim Schönbach
Chief of German Navy
1984 officer training and
education, Mürwik Naval
Academy, Flensburg
1985-1988 academic studies and graduation in educational sciences, Bundeswehr University Hamburg
10/1999 to 09/2001 National General/Admiral Staff Officer Course, Bundeswehr Command and Staff College,
Hamburg
2006-2008 adjutant to the German
Chief of Defence, Federal Ministry of Defence, Berlin
2008-2010 Commanding Officer, frigate
“Mecklenburg-Vorpommern”
2010-2012 lecturer, Bundeswehr Command and Staff College, Hamburg
2012-2014 Commander, 4 Frigate
Squadron, Wilhelmshaven
2014-2016 branch chief SE II 2, Directorate-General for Strategy and Operations, Federal Ministry of Defence, Berlin
2016 Commander, Standing NATO Maritime Group 2
2017-2018 Commander, Naval Academy Mürwik, Flensburg
2018-2021 Deputy Director for Strategy
and Operations, Federal Ministry of Defence, Berlin
since 03/2021 Chief of the German
Navy, Navy Command, Rostock
Dr Germar Schröder
Partner PwC Strategy&
(Germany) GmbH
Dr Schröder has been
working for more than 20
years as a strategy consultant. He is a partner of PwC Strategy& and leads Strategy&‘s Public Sector
team in Europe. The focus of his consulting work is on security and defence. In
his projects, he has supported capability
development, personell/training, digitization, cyber and innovation as well as
improvements of planning and procurement in national and NATO contexts. He
studied and completed his doctorate in
theoretical physics at the University of
Hamburg and at 0the Albert Einstein Institute in Potsdam.
Ambassador Jiří Šedivý
PhD
Chief Executive, European
Defence Agency (EDA)
Mr Šedivý has been Chief
Executive of the European
Defence Agency since May 2020
2006-2007Defence Minister of the
Czech Republic
2010-2012 Deputy Defence Minister
2007-2010 NATO Assistant Secretary
General for Defence Policy and Planning

2012-2019 Permanent Representative
of the Czech Republic to NATO
2007 Deputy Minister for European Affairs of the Czech Republic
2019-2020 Special representative for
resilience and new threats, Czech Ministry of Foreign Affairs
2004-2006 Professor of Security Studies at the Marshall European Centre for
Security Studies
Education:
1995-1999: Ph.D., Political Science,
Charles University Prague
1993-1994: M.A., War Studies, King‘s
College London
1990-1993: Public Exam (B.A. level), Political Science, Charles University Prague
Major General Jörg See
NATO‘s Deputy Assistant
Secretary General for Defence Policy and Planning
General See was appointed to the post of Deputy
Assistant Secretary General for Defence Policy and Planning, NATO HQ, in
May 2019. He first gained international
experience as Chief, Operations and
Missions Section in the German Military Representation to NATO/EU, and
operational experience in Kosovo where
he served as Military Assistant to the
Commander KFOR and as CJ 35 SO
Plans for the International Security Assistance Force Headquarters in Kabul.
In 2010, he served as Deputy Senior
Military Assistant to the Federal Minister
of Defence (MoD) in Berlin, before being
appointed Chief of Branch, Military Personnel Development in MoD Bonn. Other appointments include, inter alia, Commander of Armoured Brigade 12, and
Chief of NATO Policy, Directorate General
for Security and Defence Policy in MoD
Berlin. He holds a master‘s degree in
political sciences from Hamburg University, has completed a General Staff
Officer Course in Hamburg as well as an
advanced Command and Staff Course in
Shrivenham, UK. Jörg See holds the rank
of Major General Dipl.-Pol in the German
Armed Forces.
Major General
Jürgen Setzer
Vice Chief of the German
Cyber and Information
Domain Service and Chief
Information Security
Officer of the Bundeswehr
Military Career:
1980 Joined the Bundeswehr as a temporary-career volunteer
1981-1984 Studies of Information Technology at the Bundeswehr University,
Munich
1992-1994 Command and General
Staff Officer Course, Bundeswehr Command and Staff College, Hamburg
1996-1997 United States Army Command and General Staff College, Fort
Leavenworth, USA
2001-2004 Assistant Chief of Branch,
Policy Planning Staff, Federal Ministry of
Defence, Berlin
2004-2006 Chief G3 Division, Special
Operations Division, Regensburg
2006-2007 Chief of Staff, Special Operations Division, Regensburg
2008 Branch Chief, Army Staff, Federal
Ministry of Defence, Bonn
2008-2011 Commander, Air Maneuver
Brigade 1, Fritzlar
2012-2015 Commander, Strategic Re-

connaissance Command, Graf
schaftGelsdorf; 2015-2018 Chief of Staff, Joint
Support Service Headquarters, Bonn
since Apr 2018 Vice Chief Cyber- and Information Domain Service and CISOBw,
Bonn
Operational Experience:
06/98-12/98 Chief G3 Division, German Army Contingent, SFOR, Bosnia-Herzegovina
06/99-11/99 Military Assistant to Deputy Commander, KFOR, Kosovo
07/07-01/08 Commander, PRT, Kunduz
(ISAF), Afghanistan
10/09-11/09 Regional Commander
North (ISAF), Mazar-e-Sharif Afghanistan
Thomas Silberhorn MP
Parliamentary State Secretrary, German Federal
Ministry of Defence
198-1992 Law studies
in Erlangen, Munich and

Bayreuth
1992-1994 Legal trainee in Bamberg,
Bayreuth, Paris and Brussels
1994-2000 Research assistant at the
Chair of Public Law, especially International and European Law, University of
Bayreuth.
Political functions:
1998-2002 Member of the Federal Executive Committee of the JU of Germany
since 2002 Member of the Bamberg District Council
since 2002 Member of the German Bundestag
since 2005 Deputy District Chairman of
the CSU of Upper Franconia
2005-2013 Spokesman of the CSU
parliamentary group in the German
Bundestag for Foreign Affairs, Defence,
EU Affairs, Economic Cooperation and
Development, Human Rights and humanitarian aid
2009-2013 Chairman of the CDU/CSU
parliamentary group in the Legal Affairs
Committee of the German Bundestag
2014 Deputy Chairman of the CDU/CSU
Parliamentary Group for the Interior, Law
and Consumer Protection
2014-2018 Parliamentary State Secretary to the Federal Minister for Economic
Cooperation and Development
Since 2018 Parliamentary State Secretary to the Federal Minister of Defence
Vice Admiral Carsten
Stawitzki
National Armaments
Director, MOD, Germany
1985 Officer Course, German Naval Academy
1986-90 Study Electrical Engineering
at the Federal Armed Forces University,
Hamburg
1998 Admiral Staff Officer Course, Federal Armed Forces Staff College, Hamburg
2000 Staff Officer for Standardization,
Multinational Armament, Logistics Infrastructure, Budget and Defence Capabilities Initiative at the German Military
Representative MC/ NATO EU and WEU
2002 Marine Engineering Officer (MEO),
Frigate FGS “Köln”
2004 Lecturer for Maritime and Joint
Logistics Federal Armed Forces Staff
College, Hamburg; Naval Doctrine Faculty
2005 Staff Plans Officer for Interoperability and Standardization Ministry of
Defence, Armed Forces Staff, Plans Department

2006 Staff Plans Officer for Logistics
Ministry of Defence, Armed Forces Staff,
Logistics Department
2008 Deputy Military Assistant to the
Minister of Defence
2010 Military Assistant to the Minister
of Defence
2013 2nd in Command ISAF Regional
Command North, Maza-e-Sharif, Afghanistan
2013 Commanding Officer German Naval Academy
2016 Commanding Officer German
Command and Staff College
2018 National Armaments Director
Federal Ministry of Defence, Directorate-General for Equipment
Dr Marie-Agnes
Strack-Zimmermann MP
German Politician of the
Free Democratic Party
1978-1983: Study of journalism, political science
and German studies at Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität Munich, diploma: Master of Arts
1986: Doctorate to Dr phil.
since 2004: Councilwoman of the provincial capital Düsseldorf
2005-2009, as well as 2014-2017:
Chairwoman of the FDP parliamentary
group in the council in the provincial
capital Düsseldorf
2008-2014: First mayor in the provincial
capital Düsseldorf
2009-2014: Deputy chairwoman of the
FDP-parliamentary group in the council
in the provincial capital Düsseldorf
2009-2014: Deputy chairwoman of the
“Landschaftsversammlung Rheinland”
(Engl.: Rhein council)
2013-2019: Deputy Federal Chairwoman of the FDP
since 2014: District chairwoman of the
FDP Düsseldorf
since 2014: Deputy chairwoman of the
FDP-parliamentary group of the “Landschaftsversammlung Rheinland” (Engl.:
Rhein council)
sine 2017: Member of the Bundestag
since 2019: Member of the FDP federal
board
Major General (AF)
Giandomenico Taricco
Director 4th Department
Armament Programs
Coordination, National Armaments Directorate, Italy
He Joined the Italian Air Force Academy in 1983 and graduated in 1988. He
took part in NATO operations in Former
Yugoslavia and Kosovo in 1999. During
his assignment in Piacenza, he held the
post of Commander of the 416th and
364th Flights, of the 155th Squadron
and also the post of Chief of the Wing
Operations Office. In the period from
2008 to 2010 he commanded the 51st
Wing, deploying to Afghanistan in support of ISAF operation. In 2010 he was
assigned to the Joint Intelligence Centre
where he served as Commander from
2013 to 2016. In 2016 he assumed the
position of Chief of Logistic Branch of
the Italian Air Force General Staff. 2018
he assumed the position of Chief of Economic and Financial Branch. In date 10
July 2018 he left the position of Chief of
4th Department keeping the direction of
the Economic and Financial Branch of
the Italian Air Force General Staff. From
01 March 2019, he has been appointed
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as Director of the 4th Department – Armament Programs Coordination within
the Defence General Secretariat/National Armament Directorate in Rome.
He attended the 57th Course at the War
School in Florence in 1993 and the 98th
Senior Course at the NATO Defence College in 2001. In 2011 he attended the
International Intelligence Directors in
the U.K. In 2017 he attended at Defence
Resources Management Institute of the
Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey
(CA) the Senior International Defence
Management Course. General Taricco
has a degree in Aeronautical Sciences,
in Political Sciences-International Relations and a Master in Geopolitics economic globalization and international
institutions.
Marcel Taubert
Head of Division Defence
& Space , secunet Security
Networks AG
Marcel Taubert is head of
Divison Defence at secunet Security networks AG in Essen. He
studied “Business Informatics” before
earning an MBA and he looks back on
more than 13 years of active service
in the navy, most recently as a Navy
Lieutenant. Over the years, his areas of
responsibility included software development for the tactics and procedures
trainer of the Navy, central trade fair and
event marketing for the Bundeswehr,
press and public relations as well as
security policy (cyber security, piracy
and other topics). At Rohde and Schwarz
Cybersecurity he was an executive assistant to the CEO and most recently Director IoT and Strategy Executive Officer.
Taubert is involved in national associations on the subject of IT security and
regularly holds specialist lectures in the
field of cybersecurity.
Colonel G.S. Thieser
Deputy Commander
Military Police Command
Bundeswehr
Military Career:
1985-1987 Basic Training
and Officer Course, Artillery Battalion
55, Homberg Efze
1988-1992 Degree Course in Economics and Organizational Sciences, University of the Armed Forces, Munich
1998-2000 41st National General/Admiral Staff Officer Course, Bundeswehr
Command and Staff College, Hamburg
2006-2007 Chief of the Concepts and
Policy Branch, Bundeswehr Military Police Division, Joint Support Command,
Cologne
2007-2010 Commander, Military Police
Battalion 350, Berlin
2010-2012 Assistant Branch Chief, Operations Staff, Central Services Section,
Federal Ministry of Defence, Berlin
2012-2013 Assistant Branch Chief,
Strategy and Operations Directorate,
Federal Ministry of Defence, Berlin
2013-2017 Chief of the Policy and Development Division, Bundeswehr Military Police Command, Hanover
Since 2017 Deputy Commander and
Chief of Staff, Bundeswehr Military Police Command, Hanover
Operational Experience:
10/2002-03/2003 Kosovo Forces:
Chief Policy and Forces Issue Branch,
Headquarters KFOR (Kosovo)
09/2013-02/2014 International Secu-

rity Assistance Force: Military Advisor
to Deputy Commander ISAF Joint Command (IJC), Kabul (Afghanistan)
02/2016-08/2016 United Nation Assistance Mission in Afghanistan: Deputy
Senior Military Advisor to UNAMA, Kabul
(Afghanistan)
Morton Tiller
National Armaments
Director at Ministry of
Defence, Norway
Positions:
2017- National Armaments
Director, MoD
2010-2017 Deputy Secretary General /
National Armaments Director, MoD
2002-2010 Deputy Secretary General,
MoD 1996 – 2002 Director General, Department of General Services, MoD
1993-1996 Deputy Director General,
Section for Resource Planning, Department of Defence Resources, MoD
1992-1993 Assistant Director General,
Section for Economic Affairs, Materiel
Department, MoD
1989-1992 Head of Division, Planning
Division, Plans and Budget Department,
MoD
1989 Senior Executive Officer, Planning
Division, Plans and Budget Department,
MoD
1988-1989 Senior Executive Officer,
Materiel Planning Division, Material Department, MoD
1986-1987 Executive Officer, Planning
Division, Plans and Budget Department,
MoD
Education:
1983 Degree in Political Science
Lieutenant Colonel
Wouter van Deele
Medical Planner,
European Union Military
Staff (EUMS)
LtCol Wouter van Deele
works since September 2018 at the
EU Military Staff as one of two Medical
advisers. As a Medical Support Officer,
he worked in different assignments, as
commander of medical units and as a
staff officer at the Operational, Army
Command, Joint and MOD leve, not only
in the Medical domain but also in Personnel and logistics. He has been on
three deployments, one in SFOR and
twice in ISAF.
Fernand van Wilder
Business Development
Officer Central Office –
BDSPRO, OCCAR EA
Fernand Van Wilder became the OCCAR Business
Development Officer on 01st September
2021. He joined the Royal School of
Cadets in 1979 and the Royal Military
School in 1982 where he graduated as
master in aeronautical science in 1986.
He started as Supply Squadron Commander in the 9th Training Wing, after
which he performed a variety of jobs in
the Tactical Headquarters, the Air Force
Staff and Joint Staff. In 2005 he completed a master‘s degree in Strategic
Studies at Air War College, in Montgomery/Alabama. In 2007 he became the
Belgian Air Force F-16 programme manager in the Systems Programme Office
at Wright Patterson Air Force Base, Dayton/Ohio. In 2010 he jumped from a US
fighter programme to a European trans-

port programme, becoming the A400M
Logistic Support Officer at the OCCAR
A400M Programme Division in Toulouse,
France. He returned to Belgium in 2015
to become the project manager for the
implementation of the A400M in the
Belgian armed forces. In 2017 he retired
from the Belgian Air Force. After a four
years sabbatical he returned to OCCAR
to become the Business Development
Officer in Bonn, Germany.
Simon Volkmann
Director of Business
Development and Sales
at ESG Elektroniksystemund Logistics GmbH
Simon Volkmann is Director of Business Development and Sales
at ESG Elektroniksystem- und Logistics
GmbH. Prior to his time in the security
and defence industry, he served for
around 22 years as an officer in the
German Air Force with assignments as a
fighter pilot, mission commander and pilot of the Heron with several missions in
Afghanistan as well as a flight instructor
in NATO jet pilot training in the USA. After
his time in the service, Simon Volkmann
studied business administration at the
Humboldt University in Berlin. He is now
in charge of strategic partnerships and
cross-divisional programmes in ESG‘s
strategic corporate development.
General Jörg Vollmer
Commander Allied
Joint Force Command
Brunssum
General Vollmer assumed
command of Allied Joint
Force Command Brunssum on 22 April
2020. After joining the German Armed
Forces in 1978 and completing his basic
officer training, he graduated in Economics and Organizational Sciences at the
University of the German Armed Forces,
in Hamburg. In 1983 he attended Staff
College at Hamburg. Later, following
attendance at the School of Advanced
Military Studies in Leavenworth (USA),
from 2001 to 2002, he became a Fellow
in Advanced Operational Art. General
Vollmer was Commander Mechanized
Infantry Brigade 37 in Frankenberg
(2006-2010), Commander Specialized
Operations Division in Stadtallendorf
(2011-2014), and Commander Field
Army/Vice Chief of the German Army
(2014-2015) in Strausberg. From October 2010 he served as Chief of Staff
of the 1st German/Netherlands Corps,
in Münster, for a year. His command
portfolio is further enhanced by two
deployments as Commander ISAF Regional Command North, in Afghanistan,
between 2009 and 2013. General Vollmer served as Chief of the German Army
from 2015 to 2020. His key staff assignments include Assistant Director (Operations and Intelligence) at the Armed
Forces Office, Bonn, as well as Branch
Chief “Army Concepts” (2004-2006) in
the Army Staff at the Federal Ministry of
Defence, also in Bonn (2002-2004).
Alexander von
Erdmannsdorff
Vice President Government Business, Member
of the Board, RUAG
Deutschland GmbH
RUAG Deutschland GmbH, Berlin/Oberp-

faffenhofen: Member of the Board
RUAG Aerospace Services GmbH, Berlin/Oberpfaffenhofen: Vice President
Government Business
Rheinmetall AG, Berlin: Senior Vice
President International Government
Business
Siemens AG Communication Technology: Vice President International Sales
Public Sector, Munich
Director Government Affairs, Office of
the CEO, Berlin
Director Business Development, Beijing/
China
Director Sales Large Accounts, Stuttgart
Senior Account Manager Sales, Hanover
German Armed Forces, Bundeswehr: Officer Artillery Corps, Brunswick
Graduated in Business Administration,
MBA, Germany, UK and USA
Colonel (ret) Hubertus
von Rohr
Coordinator BSC 2021
Colonel (ret.) von Rohr
joined the German armed
forces in 1974 as an officer candidate. Following officer training, he studied education, philosophy,
sociology and security policy at the Helmut-Schmidt University in Hamburg and
graduated in1978. From 1995 to 1998
he was Commander of the armoured
howitzer Artillery Battalion 115 in Neunburg v.W. After these appointments he
was accredited as a Military Attaché to
the Embassies of Germany in Hungary,
Slovenia, and Albania for three years.
In the Federal Ministry of Defence, he
worked on the Peacetime Establishments of the High Rapid Deployable
Corps and afterwards he became Commander of the Artillery Brigade/Regiment 100 in Mühlhausen/Thuringia.
In his last appointment from 2009 to
2016 he was the Head of Protocol in
the Federal Ministry of Defence. Since
his retirement, he has been working
independently as a consultant in the
event and event management conference. Since his retirement, he has been
self-employed as a consultant in event
and congress management.
Major General
Jürgen-Joachim von
Sandrart
Commanding General of
Multinational Corps North
East
Military career:
1982 Conscript with Tank Battalion
84/Lüneburg; 1984-1988 Student of
economics and organisation at Helmut
Schmidt University/Hamburg; 19961998 Student on National General/Admiral Staff Officer Course, Bundeswehr
Command and Staff College/Hamburg
2003-2005 Commander, Tank Demonstration Battalion 93/Munster;
2005-2009 Assistant Chief of Military
Policy Branch, Armed Forces Staff,
FMoD/Berlin;
2009-2012 Division chief (G3) with 1st
Armoured Division/Hanover;
2012-2013 Chief of Branch SE II 1 (Afghanistan mission and Asia-Oceania),
Directorate-General for Strategy and Operations, FMoD/Berlin:
2013-2016 Commander, Armoured Infantry Brigade 41/Torgelow;
2016-2017 Division chief (J7) and Deputy Chief of Staff, DEU SHAPE Detachment, Mons/Belgium; 2010-2017 Head
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of Office of the Chief of Defence, FMoD/
Berlin; 2018-2021 Commander 1st Armoured Division; Since Nov 2021 Commanding General of Multinational Corps
North East
Deployments:
06/1999-12/1999 SFOR: CJ5, DEU
Detachment, HQ SFOR, Sarajevo/Bosnia-Herzegovina
05/2002-12/2002 EUFOR/SFOR: MA to
COS, DEU Detachment, HQ MND SouthWest, Mostar/Bosnia-Herzegovina
01/2011-07/2011 ISAF: Senior Mentor
of 209th ANA Corps/25th German Contingent ISAF, Mazar-e-Sharif/Afghani
stan
Major General (MC) Dr
Norbert Weller
Chief of Staff of the
Bundeswehr Joint Medical
Service Headquarters
Professional Career:
1980-1982 Joined the Bundeswehr as
Medical Officer Candidate, Bundeswehr
Medical Academy, Munich; 1980-1986
Course of study in medicine at Westfälische Wilhelms-Universität, Münster;
1987 Awarded doctorate in medicine;
1991-1993 Attended the National General/Admiral Staff Officer Course, Bundeswehr Command and Staff College,
Hamburg; 2004-2005 Course in Health
Care Management at the European Business School in Oestrich-Winkel, completion of programme in health economics;
2005-2006 Director, Medical Services
Department, Bundeswehr Command
and Staff College, Hamburg; 2006-2012
Chief, Training and Service Regulation
Branch, Medical Service Staff, Federal
Ministry of Defence, Bonn; 2012-2013
Commandant, Bundeswehr Medical
Academy, Munich; 2013-2017 Director,
Military Medical Science and Medical
Service Capability Development, and
Deputy Commandant, Bundeswehr
Medical Academy, Munich; 2017-2018
Commander and Medical Director, Bundeswehr Central Hospital Koblenz;
since 1 Oct 2018 Chief of Staff, Bundes
wehr Medical Service Headquarters,
Koblenz
Operational Deployment:
Dec 1995-Apr 1996 Sector Medical
Liaison Officer (SMEDLO) UNPF / G 3
Medical Command and Control, German
Element, IFOR, Trogir / Croatia
Ian J. West
Chief NATO Cyber Security
Centre NCIA
From 2004 until his current appointment in January 2014, Ian was the
Director of the NATO Computer Incident
Response Capability (NCIRC) Technical
Centre. From the initial declaration of
the NCIRC‘s operational status in 2004,
he led the development of operational
cyber defence within the Alliance, helping to transform the NATO Nations‘ strategic vision for improved cyber defence
into an effective capability. Mr West‘s
appointments with the NCI Agency follow around 30 years‘ experience in the
military security arena. He was formerly
a law enforcement and security officer
in the Royal Air Force of the United Kingdom and later responsible for INFOSEC
policy, inspections and security accreditation for NATO‘s Allied Command Operations. In the SC Magazine (Europe)‘s
awards for 2016, the NCI Agency cyber

security team was awarded a Highly
Commended in the Best Security Team
of the Year category and Ian was honoured with the cyber security industry‘s
highest award of “Chief Information Security Officer of the Year”.
Captain (N), Medical
Corps, Dr Ralf Wieking
Head of Branch, Medical
Service Planning, Concepts and Further Development, Bundeswehr Joint
Medical Service Headquarters
1992 Naval Supply School, List/Sylt: Basic training
1993-2000 University Hamburg: Studies of human medicine
2000 UCI Chicago/IL, UTMB Galveston/
TX: One-year Medical Internship
2001-2004 University Hamburg, Model
Medical Education Programme: Structure and organization, training research,
doctorate
2002-2003 University Hamburg, trauma
surgery/anatomy, Secondary activity:
Medical intern
2011-2013 Bundeswehr Command and
Staff College, Hamburg: 8th Joint National General/Admiral Staff Officer Course,
53rd Admiral Staff Officer Course
2013-2015 Bundeswehr Medical Service Headquarters, Special Staff Directorate, Koblenz Special Staff Section 2,
Analysis, Decision Support and Information Supply, “Speech Writer”
2015-2017 Bundeswehr Medical Service Headquarters, Koblenz Military
Assistant to the Surgeon General of the
Bundeswehr
2017-2019 Federal Ministry of Defence
Spokesman Armed Forces/ Medical Service
2019- Bundeswehr Medical Service
Headquarters, Koblenz: Head of Branch,
Medical Service Planning, Concept and
Further Development
Operational deployments:
1992 MARITIME MONITOR
2004 KFOR 2004
2007 SNMG1
Dr Jan Wille
Partner and Managing
Director at PwC Strategy&
(Germany) GmbH
Dr Jan Wille is a partner
and managing director at
PwC Strategy& and advises in particular
in the security and defence sector. One
his areas of expertise is procurement
and large-scale program management,
particularly in view of the challenges of
increasing digitalization. In this context,
he also supports capability development
in large armaments programs. His most
recent publications are studies on the
future of the German defence industry
and the effects of COVID-19 on the defence sector. Prior his consulting career,
Dr Wille was an officer in the German
Armed Forces, has studied industrial engineering and received his doctorate as
a mechanical engineer.
Major General (ret)
Reinhard Wolski
Chairman BSC 2021
General Wolski started his
military career in 1974 at
27 Airborne Brigade. In
1977, he graduated from the University
of the Federal Armed Forces Hamburg

with a degree in Air and Space Technology. Following initial flight training (UH-1H)
at Fort Rucker, Alabama, U.S., In 1989,
he completed his Command and General Staff Training at the Federal Armed
Forces Command and General Staff
College, Hamburg. In 1991, he attended
the Army Command and Staff Course,
Camberley, U.K. In 2002 General Wolski attended the Higher Command and
Staff Course at the Joint Services Command and Staff College, Shrivenham,
U.K. He then served as Chief of Staff,
Airmobile Division, Würzburg, Germany
until 2003 and within that time he deployed as Chief CJ3/5/9 to NATO‘s HQ
SFOR, Butmir, Sarajevo (July-December).
Upon his return, General Wolski was
assigned as Commander, 1st Air Mechanized Brigade, Fritzlar, Germany and
promoted to Brigadier General in 2005.
From 2005 to 2006 General Wolski was
the Deputy Chief of Staff Operations,
NATO‘s HQ KFOR, Film City in Pristina,
Kosovo, followed by a re-assignment as
Deputy Commander, Airmobile Division,
Würzburg until 2009. He then served
as Director German Army Air Corps
and Commander German Army Aviation School in Bückeburg, from 2009
to 2013. In May 2013, he deployed to
Afghanistan as NATO‘s HQ ISAF Deputy
Chief of Staff Resources. He was promoted to Major General on July 2013
in Mazar-I-Sharif, Afghanistan. General
Wolski became NATO Joint Warfare Centre‘s seventh Commander in 2014 until
21 July 2016. Finally, he was Commanding General of German Army Concepts
and Capabilities Development Centre
from 2016 to 2019.
Dr Dirk Zimper
German Aerospace Centre
(DLR)
Dr Zimper joined the German Air Force in 2004 and
graduated from the German Air Force Officer School in 2005.
During his officers‘ service he worked as
research scientist in various defence related projects of the German Aerospace
Centre (DLR) and the NATO Science and
Technology Organization. From 2013
to 2017 Dr Zimper served as Executive
Officer of the Applied Vehicle Technology Panel (AVT) at the NATO Science
and Technology Organization in Paris,
France. 2017 Dr Zimper started his career at the German Aerospace Centre as
Coordinator Defence Research. In 2019
he was promoted Executive Board Representative Defence and Security Research. He is an appointed member of
the NATO Science and Technology Board
as well as the Research and Technology
Advisory Body of the Federal Ministry of
Defence (FMoD). Since 2019 Dr Zimper
is a qualified supervisory board member
accredited by the Deutsche Börse. Additionally, he is a Member of the Executive
Board of the Association for Security
in Industry and Commerce. Dr Zimper
holds both a diploma and doctoral degree in Aerospace Engineering from the
German Armed Forces University Munich.
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AFCEA
AFCEA provides a neutral forum for military, government and industry communities to collaborate so that technology and
strategy align with the needs of those
who serve. Founded in 1946 as Armed
Forces Communications and Electronics
Association, AFCEA is a member-based,
non-profit international organization that
has helped members advance information technology, communications, and
electronics capabilities. The association
has more than 31,000 individual members, 148 chapters and over 1,630 corporate members. The Bonn chapter was
founded in 1983. Today, AFCEA Bonn
e.V. is one of the most active chapters
in Europe with more than 100 corporate
and 900 individual members. Members
of AFCEA regularly interact with professionals who come from the military services, government agencies, academia,
and our corporate members, all serving
the national and international defence,
intelligence, and security industry. The
Bonn chapter is part of a broad-based
and highly respected global organization
that is unique in its reach and effectiveness with a powerful voice and the
robust exchange of ideas. Members will
find gratifying ways to advance their professions, networks, and careers through
AFCEA. AFCEA Bonn e.V. offers about
20 events to educate and exchange,
including their flagship exhibit and show
called “AFCEA Fachausstellung”. The
AFCEA Fachausstellung, an exhibition
with more than 170 exhibitors in 2021,
is one of the leading exhibitions for the
communications and electronics community in the defence and security area.
Beside their neutral exchange platform,
AFCEA Bonn e.V. offers scholarship programs for graduates, schools and young
professionals and academics, including
international awards and programs.

Atos|Syntel, and Unify. Atos is a SE (Societas Europaea), listed on the CAC40
Paris stock index. The purpose of Atos
is to help design the future of the information space. Its expertise and services
support the development of knowledge,
education and research in a multicultural approach and contribute to the development of scientific and technological
excellence. Across the world, the Group
enables its customers and employees,
and members of societies at large to
live, work and develop sustainably, in a
safe and secure information space.

BDSV
The BDSV represents the interests of the
German Security and Defence Industry
nationally and internationally. The German Security and Defence Industry (SDI)
consists of major globally operating
companies as well as highly innovative
SMEs. All member companies are privately held and profit oriented. The BDSV
itself is member of the Federation of
German Industries (BDI), the AeroSpace
and Defence Industries Association of
Europe (ASD) and the NATO Industrial
Advisory Group (NIAG). The member
companies of the BDSV are highly qualified suppliers and partners of the German Armed Forces (Bundeswehr) and of
the ministries entrusted with responsibilities regarding national security. Our
industry is an indispensable part of German security interests and contributes
to the protection and security of Germany‘s citizens. The member companies
of the BDSV are committed to intensify
international and European security and
defence cooperation.

Airbus
Airbus is a global leader in aeronautics,
space and related services. In 2019,
it generated revenues of € 70 billion
and employed a workforce of around
135,000. Airbus offers the most comprehensive range of passenger airliners. Airbus is also a European leader
providing tanker, combat, transport
and mission aircraft, as well as one of
the world‘s leading space companies.
In helicopters, Airbus provides the most
efficient civil and military rotorcraft solutions worldwide.

Bechtle
Bechtle AG is one of Europe‘s leading IT
providers, with some 80 system houses in Germany, Austria and Switzerland
as well as 24 e-commerce subsidiaries
in 14 European countries. Founded in
1983, the company is headquartered
in the south-ern German town of Neckarsulm and currently employs over
12,000 people. Becht-le provides more
than 70,000 customers from the industrial, trade, financial and public sectors
with a comprehensive, vendor-neutral
portfolio that covers all aspects of IT
infrastructure and operation. Bechtle is
listed on the MDAX and TecDAX indexes. In 2020, the company generated
revenues of around 5.82 billion euros.
Read more at: bechtle.com.

Atos
Atos is a global leader in digital transformation with 110,000 employees in 73
countries and annual revenue of € 12
billion. European number one in Cloud,
Cybersecurity and High-Performance
Computing, the Group provides endto-end Orchestrated Hybrid Cloud, Big
Data, Business Applications and Digital
Workplace solutions. The Group is the
Worldwide Information Technology Partner for the Olympic & Paralympic Games
and operates under the brands Atos,

Boeing
Boeing is the world‘s largest aerospace
company and leading manufacturer of
commercial jetliners, defence, space
and security systems, and service provider of aftermarket support. As America‘s biggest manufacturing exporter,
the company supports airlines and U.S.
and allied government customers in
more than 150 countries. Boeing products and tailored services include commercial and military aircraft, satellites,
launch systems, advanced information

and communication systems, and performance-based logistics and training.
Fighter jets, rotorcraft, embedded product support, cyber security products,
surveillance suites, advanced weapons,
missile defence and commercial aircraft
derivatives all fit in Boeing‘s portfolio.

Chiffry
Since 2014, CHIFFRY GmbH has been
developing the communication platform
CHIFFRY with the trust mark “IT security
made in Germany”. With Chiffry, users
can make tap-proof phone calls and
send their pictures, videos, contacts and
voice and text messages confidentially.
All data is transmitted securely using
modern encryption methods and digital signatures. The basic version of the
CHIFFRY communication app includes
all the above functions and is available
to all users free of charge. The premium
version offers additional security features and convenience functions.
The business version is especially adapted to the needs of authorities and organisations with security tasks (BOS) and
includes the installation of the server in
the IT infrastructure of the client. In addition, there is the option of integration
into hardened operating systems, container solutions and VPN infrastructures.
The Chiffry e-mail gateway enables conventional e-mail communication to be
combined with modern communication
via smartphone messenger.
CHIFFRY GmbH from Teutschenthal is a
member of the Federal Association for IT
Security (Bundesverband IT-Sicherheit
e.V. TeleTrusT) as well as in the German
Association for Defence Technology e.V.
(DWT).

CISCO
Cisco makes the internet possible. We
securely connect people, data, processes and things - driving innovation that
benefits business and society.
Cisco helps businesses, government
agencies and other organizations seize
the opportunities of digitization - the secure, intelligent networking of everything
with everything else. To this end, Cisco
develops and sells products and solutions around the network, i.e. network infrastructures, cyber security, data centre
equipment, video communication and
collaboration solutions, cloud/software
and services. Cisco concentrates on the
market segments for large enterprises,
medium-sized and small companies, the
public sector and service providers. In
Germany, Cisco relies on indirect sales
via around 1,800 certified partners. In
order to support Germany in advancing
digitization, Deutschland Digital was
launched, a program to accelerate digitization worth 500 million dollars.

Compugroup
CompuGroup Medical is one of the leading e-health companies in the world.
With a revenue base of EUR 837 mil-

lion in 2020, its software products are
designed to support all medical and
organizational activities in doctors’
offices, pharmacies, laboratories and
hospitals. Its information services for
all parties involved in the healthcare
system and its web-based personal
health records contribute towards safer
and more efficient healthcare.
CompuGroup Medical’s services are
based on a unique customer base of
more than 1.6 million users, including
doctors, dentists, pharmacists and other healthcare professionals in inpatient
and outpatient facilities.
With locations in 18 countries and products in 56 countries worldwide, CompuGroup Medical is the e-health company with one of the highest coverages
among healthcare professionals. More
than 8,500 highly qualified employees
support customers with innovative solutions for the steadily growing demands
of the healthcare system.

Constella Intelligence
Constella Intelligence is a global leader
in Digital Risk Protection that works in
partnership with some of the world´s
largest organizations to safeguard what
matters most and defeat digital risk.
Our solutions are a unique combination
of proprietary data, technology, and
human expertise to anticipate, identify,
and remediate targeted threats to your
executives, your brand, and your assets
at scale-powered by the most extensive
breach, surface, deep and dark data
collection on the planet, with over 100
billion attributes and 45 billion curated
identity records spanning 125 countries and 53 languages.

Damen
Damen Naval is the naval shipbuilding
division of Damen Shipyards Group.
With roots stretching back over 140
years Damen Naval has a rich tradition
in naval shipbuilding and has delivered
over 400 vessels since 1875. Today,
Damen Naval operates yards and specialist engineering companies in both
the Netherlands and other European
countries and additionally constructs
vessels at non-Damen locations of clients‘ choosing.
Damen Naval is proud of its long tradition of serving the Royal Netherlands
Navy (RNLN), the launching customer of eight successive generations of
Damen Combatants. This relationship
continues today; Damen Naval has recently secured the contract to build the
RNLN‘s new Combat Support Ship.
Damen Naval is a trusted partner in the
international marketplace, designing,
building and integrating naval vessels
for customers all around the world.
Most recent example is the MKS 180
programme for the German Navy. On
June 19th Damen Shipyards Group and
the German Bundesamt fur Ausrüstung,
Informationstechnik und Nutzung der
Bundeswehr signed the contract for the
design and construction of four MKS180 frigates.
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DICONDO
DICONDO is an IT consultancy for companies and authorities in the field of
defence. We support the planning,
implementation and provision of military IT systems and digital change. Our
consultants have extensive expertise
in digitalisation from both industrial
companies and the public defence sector. We achieve high-quality results by
combining these different perspectives
in one solution. We have bundled this
knowledge from industry and the armed
forces in DICONDO‘s consulting services
to support our customers in achieving
their goals.

Digitrade
DIGITTRADE GmbH has been developing
and producing external encrypted hard
drives and USB sticks for the secure
protection of confidential and personal
data since 2005. Banks, companies
and public authorities use these highly
secure data storage devices both for the
everyday transport and postal dispatch
of particularly sensitive information and
for the creation of data protection-compliant backups.
DIGITTRADE data storage devices have
received numerous innovation awards,
IT security certificates and approvals.
In 2017, the HS256 S3 hard drive received the German IT security certificate
from the Federal Office for Information
Security (BSI) (BSI-DSZ-CC-0825-2017).
The external encrypted hard drive KOBRA Drive VS and the USB-C memory
stick KOBRA Stick VS are approved by
the BSI for the storage, processing and
transmission of confidential information
up to classification level VS-NfD (classified information for official use only) as
well as NATO- and EU-RESTRICTED (BSIVSA-10338).
The company is a long-standing member
of the federal associations BITKOM and
TeleTrusT as well as the German Association for Defence Technology (DWT)
and the Alliance for Cyber Security (BSI).
In addition, the company has the trust
mark “IT-Security made in Germany”.

DLR
At DLR, research and development
activities in the fields of aeronautics,
space, energy, and transport that have
relevance for defence and security are
planned and controlled in cross-focal
projects in coordination with partners in
government, science and industry. DLR
has comprehensive end-to-end system
competence for space-based and airborne platforms and offers expertise for
numerous key sub-systems. DLR has a
number of satellites and the associated
operational facilities and data reception infrastructure, as well as numerous research aircraft, various recording
and evaluation procedures and special
simulation environments. In addition to
that, DLR has recently established the
Responsive Space Cluster Competence

Centre (RSC3) in Trauen/Lower Saxony.
DLR‘s independent analytical and assessment expertise contributes to maintaining and strengthening their ability to
assess the state‘s security precautions.

Ecolog
Enabling our clients to focus on their
operation by taking care of their needs,
is our leading philosophy at Ecolog. Providing services and solutions in a wide
range of environments, including some
of the world‘s most remote and challenging locations, is our commitment.
Our determination to create and maintain comfort, even in a daily changing
environment and to provide our customers with customized turn-key solutions,
drove us to further expand our portfolio
from a single service provider to a fullfledged integrated and smart service
provider for large operations revolutionizing a dispersed market into a united
one. Our experience, dedication, and
expertise of more than two decades has
enabled us to become the most reliable
partner in providing a wide range of services that include support services, industrial & facility management services,
food logistics and men-power dynamic
changes. Following the development
of the markets, we conceptualized the
challenges that arose with it and developed solutions that include cyber security & digital, infrastructure projects development, Eco-City, and retail. Through
our global expansion we have built solid
partnerships with commercial organizations, as well as with governmental,
non-governmental & intergovernmental
organizations.

ESG
ESG Elektroniksystem- und Logistik-GmbH has been one of the leading
German companies for the development, design, integration, operation
and support of complex, security-related
systems, mission equipment, software,
and IT. In addition, ESG is a certified aviation company for aircraft and aviation
equipment for the Bundeswehr (German
Federal Armed Forces) and an aviation
engineering company in line with EASA
Part 21J, LBA Part G and LBA Part 145.
Independence, entrepreneurial spirit
and a profound domain knowledge are
the core of its corporate DNA. As a reliable technology and innovation partner
for the German Federal Armed Forces,
government authorities and industry,
ESG has been providing tailor-made,
customer-specific solutions, services,
and products for security in a networked
world for over 50 years.

General Dynamics European Land
Systems
General Dynamics European Land Systems-Deutschland GmbH, headquartered in Berlin, concentrates the activities of General Dynamics European Land
Systems (GDELS) in Germany. GDELS,
a European company of the General
Dynamics Corporation with more than
2400 employees, is one of the leading

manufacturers in the field of groundbased vehicle and combat systems with
production sites and offices throughout
Europe. The product portfolio includes
protected wheeled and tracked vehicles
(ASCOD/PIRANHA/EAGLE),
(amphibious) bridge and ferry systems (M3/IRB)
and mobile bridges. With more than
4500 European suppliers and partners,
GDELS reliably supports its 45 customers worldwide. 20 NATO and EU member
states rely on GDELS products and services. The German Armed Forces have
been successfully using the light tactical
vehicle EAGLE and bridge systems (M3,
FSB, BIBER) for years. In 2018, GDELS
expanded its service business by the acquisition of FWW Fahrzeugwerk GmbH,
a certified maintenance, repair and service company for military vehicles and
equipment based in Neubrandenburg.
Today, GDELS employs around 600
workers in Germany.

Helsing
Helsing is a new type of security and
artificial intelligence company. Our purpose is to attain technology leadership
so that democratic societies are free to
make sovereign decisions and control
their ethical standards. We’re building
a real-time platform for information processing in the defence, intelligence and
security domains, to aid sense making
for faster and more reliable decisions.

IAI
Israel Aerospace Industries (IAI) is Israel‘s largest Defence Company and a
global leader in the development and
manufacturing of advanced systems for
air, space, marine, ground, and cyber
applications, for the military-defence
as well as for the civilian markets. Positioned in the forefront of technology, IAI
has developed throughout the decades
of its existence a broad range of breakthrough products and systems that help
advance Israel‘s national security as
well as industrial, technological, and
economic standing.
IAI was founded in 1953 as an aircraft
maintenance company. From an early
stage, it worked closely with Israel‘s Air
Force, fulfilling its evolving needs, thus
contributing to the defence of the young
state besieged by its neighbouring countries. Since the 1950‘s, IAI has been
expanding in multiple directions, becoming a national know-how centre and
authority on aerial defence, missilery, radar, satellites, unmanned vehicles, civil
aviation, intelligence systems and cyber.
IAI‘s profound involvement in the design
and manufacturing of advanced defence
system for Israel‘s national security has
won it dozens of Israel Defence Prizes.

IBM
IBM is the global leader in business
transformation through an open hybrid
cloud platform and AI, serving clients
in more than 170 countries around the
world. Today 47 of the Fortune 50 Com-

panies rely on the IBM Cloud to run their
business, and IBM Watson enterprise
AI is hard at work in more than 30,000
engagements. IBM is also one of the
world‘s most vital corporate research organizations, with 28 consecutive years
of patent leadership. Above all, guided
by principles for trust and transparency
and support for a more inclusive society,
IBM is committed to being a responsible technology innovator and a force for
good in the world. For more information
about IBM visit: www.ibm.com.

Leonardo
Leonardo is a global high-tech company
and one of the key players in Aerospace,
Defence and Security. Headquartered
in Italy, Leonardo has over 49,000 employees. The Company has a significant
industrial presence in four domestic
markets (Italy, the United Kingdom, the
United States and Poland) as well as
strategic partnerships in the most important high potential international markets. Leonardo‘s structure is organised
into seven Divisions. The Company also
operates through subsidiaries and joint
ventures.
Main subsidiaries and joint ventures
are: Leonardo DRS (which is based in
the U.S. and focuses on the supply of
products, services and integrated support to the Armed Forces as well as to
intelligence agencies and defence companies), Telespazio and Thales Alenia
Space (joint ventures established with
Thales respectively for satellite services and for the manufacture of satellites
and orbiting infrastructure), ATR – Regional twin-engine turboprop aircraft,
MBDA (joint venture established with
BAE Systems and Airbus for missile systems), Avio Space launchers and spacecraft propulsion, Elettronica Electronic
defence systems and equipment.

Lockheed Martin
Headquartered in Bethesda, Maryland,
Lockheed Martin Corporation is a global
security and aerospace company that
employs approximately 114,000 people
worldwide and is principally engaged
in the research, design, development,
manufacture, integration and sustainment of advanced technology systems,
products, and services.

MBDA
MBDA Germany is part of the European MBDA Group. MBDA is the only
European defence group capable of
designing and producing missiles and
missile systems that correspond to the
full range of current and future operational needs of the three armed forces
(land, sea and air). In total, the group
offers a range of 45 missile systems
and countermeasures products already
in operational service and more than 15
others currently in development. MBDA
Germany is, among others, involved in
the development and production of the
TAURUS modular stand-off weapon, the
development of Remote Carriers under
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the FCAS project, the German PATRIOT
air defence system, high-energy laser
weapon systems and the Enforcer lightweight weapon system for infantry and
special forces.
MBDA is a joint venture between Airbus (37.5%), BAE Systems (37.5%) and
Leonardo (25%).

Medizell
CO medizell is the supplier of disposable medical products and complementary products for disaster management and emergency response. From
the classic, the Thermotex blanket,
the DEKON clothing sets to the alcohol-free TRIONIC disinfection, we offer
everything that makes the tough practical emergency use safer, cleaner and
easier. For information and orders of
our products of the CASUALTY CARE,
first response kits and hypothermia
management please contact us via the
contact form. Learn more about our
products and services on our website.
www.medizell.de.

MSAB
Mobile technology changes the world.
There are billions of mobile devices
such as phones, tablets, GPS units
and watches. Even where there are no
computers, people use mobiles. Wherever we go, whatever we do, we bring
our mobile devices. This is also true for
people who break the rules of society.
They use mobile devices and that can
be a good thing.
Mobile technology leaves traces, like
digital footprints. These can reveal a
hidden world – a fragmented world at
times, but a world that points to the
truth. It is our task to help our customers search for that truth, in order to
make the world a safer place.
MSAB takes responsibility for delivering the best possible solutions for
mobile forensics. This means that we
also stay ahead of the game; with our
products and services, with our vision
and energy, with our people and how we
do things. We are the pioneers of our
industry. Our promise is simple: MSAB
– When you want to stay ahead.

Nammo
Nammo is an international aerospace
and defence company headquartered
in Norway. With more than 2,700 employees, 28 production sites and a
presence in 12 countries, Nammo is
today one of the world‘s leading providers of specialty ammunition and rocket motors for both military and civilian
customers.
Nammo was formed in 1998 through a
merger of the ammunition businesses
in the three Nordic countries, Norway,
Sweden, and Finland. Today Nammo
is owned by the Norwegian Ministry of
Trade, Industry and Fisheries and the
Finnish Aerospace & Defence company Patria Oyj, each owning 50% of the
shares in the company.
Our day-to-day operations are managed
through four business units: Commer-

cial Ammunition, Small and Medium
Calibre Ammunition, Large Calibre
Systems, and Aerospace Propulsion.
Our product portfolio includes shoulder-launched munitions systems, ammunition for both military applications,
as well as sports shooting and hunting,
rocket motors for military and space applications, and environmentally friendly
demilitarization services.

Nexter
Nexter (company of KNDS) is a systems architect and integrator providing
armed forces around the world with
high-end systems (design, development, production, and support). Nexter
is the main supplier of the French Army
and a key player of its future backbone:
the SCORPION program. SCORPION has
also already been adopted by the Belgian Land Forces.
Nexter‘s portfolio includes armoured
vehicles (LECLERC MBT, TITUS®, VBCI),
artillery systems, (CAESAR®, 105LG1),
as well as turrets & canons (20-40mm).
Nexter is also a main European player
in ammunition (20-155mm /smart
ammo. BONUS). Nexter also offers
digital and robotic solutions. In 2018,
the French and German governments
launched the Main Ground Combat
System (MGCS) program, aiming at
developing the European multiplatform
tank of the future. Considering the
experience of KNDS (Nexter + KMW),
the company is a central player in this
project.

Northrop Grumman
Northrop Grumman is a leading global
security company providing innovative
systems, products and solutions in
autonomous systems, cyber, C4ISR,
space, strike, and logistics and modernization to customers worldwide. Please
visit news.northropgrumman.com and
follow us on Twitter, @NGCNews, for
more information.

PwC
Our clients face diverse challenges,
strive to put new ideas into practice
and seek expert advice. They turn to us
for comprehensive support and practical solutions that deliver maximum
value. Whether for a global player, a
family business, or a public institution,
we leverage all our assets: experience,
industry knowledge, high standards of
quality, commitment to innovation and
the resources of our expert network
in 155 countries. Building a trusting
and cooperative relationship with our
clients is particularly important to us –
the better we know and understand our
clients‘ needs, the more effectively we
can support them. PwC Germany. More
than 12,000 dedicated people at 21
locations. €2.3 billion in turnover. The
leading auditing and consulting firm in
Germany.

Quantum-Systems
Quantum-Systems GmbH, founded
in Munich in 2015, specializes in the
in-house development, design, and
production of small Unmanned Aerial
Vehicles (sUAV). Our drones combine
long reach and electrical efficiency
with the ability to vertically take off and
land (VTOL) without additional equipment. We continuously integrate high
precision sensors into our systems for
increased aerial data intelligence. This
way we transform decision making
processes for the professional user in
both, the commercial and governmental sector.
After starting research in 2008 in the
field of autonomous flight systems, the
founder team around Florian Seibel
successfully completed the first autonomous transition already in 2012.
Our eVTOL ixed-wing systems unite the
benefits of helicopters and airplanes in
one innovative and patented automatic
transition aircraft – what makes them
unique. The convenient handling of a
helicopter and the efficient aerodynamics of an airplane is combined in one
system. Our UAVs can cover an area of
up to 700 ha with just one flight. This
is by an order of magnitude bigger than
a regular multi-rotor drone can cover.
Whereas our systems are equally easy
to control and to operate.

Samsung
Samsung is committed to complying
with local laws and regulations as well
as applying a strict global code of conduct to all employees. It believes that
ethical management is not only a tool for
responding to the rapid changes in the
global business environment, but also
a vehicle for building trust with its various stakeholders including customers,
shareholders, employees, business partners and local communities. With an aim
to become one of the most ethical companies in the world, Samsung continues
to train its employees and operate monitoring systems, while practicing fair and
transparent corporate management.
The Vision 2020 is at the core of our
commitment to create a better world
full of richer digital experiences, through
innovative technology and products. The
goal of the vision is to become a beloved
brand, an innovative company, and an
admired company. For this, we dedicate
our efforts to creativity and innovation,
shared value with our partners, and our
great people. We have delivered world
best products and services through
passion for innovation and optimal operation. We look forward to exploring new
business areas such as healthcare and
automotive electronics and continue our
journey through history of innovation.
Samsung Electronics will welcome new
challenges and opportunities with joy.

Raytheon Technologies
Raytheon Technologies Corporation is
an aerospace and defense company
that provides advanced systems and
services for commercial, military and
government customers worldwide.
With four industry-leading businesses
― Collins Aerospace, Pratt & Whitney,
Raytheon Intelligence & Space and
Raytheon Missiles & Defense ― the
company delivers solutions that push
the boundaries in avionics, cybersecurity, directed energy, electric propulsion,
hypersonics, and quantum physics. The
company, formed in 2020 through the
combination of Raytheon Company and
the United Technologies Corporation
aerospace businesses, is headquartered in Waltham, Massachusetts.

Secunet
secunet – Protecting Digital
Infrastructures
In an increasingly connected world, Germany‘s leading cyber security company,
secunet offers a combination of products and consulting services, robust digital infrastructure and the highest level of
security for data, applications and digital
identities. secunet specializes in areas
with unique security requirements, like
the cloud, IIoT, machine learning and
eHealth. With secunet‘s security solutions, companies can comply with the
highest security standards in digitization
projects and advance their digital transformation.
More than 700 experts strengthen the
digital sovereignty of governments, businesses, and society. secunet‘s customers include German federal ministries,
national and international organizations
and more than 20 DAX-listed corporations. The company was established in
1997, is listed on the SDAX and generated revenues of around 226 million euros
in 2019. secunet is IT security partner of
the Federal Republic of Germany and a
partner of the Alliance for Cyber Security.

RUAG
RUAG is a future-oriented technology
partner of international armed forces
and security organizations, we focus on
life cycle management, operations, and
availability of military systems. With our
technologies, products, and services
we establish the conditions for successful missions and security operations –
both nationally and internationally.
Our comprehensive product and service portfolio includes unique subsystems and components for tracked and
wheeled vehicles, fighter jets, military
helicopters, and air defence. In addition, RUAG also provides information
and communication solutions as well
as comprehensive maintenance and
repair services.

Secusmart
Since being founded in 2007, Secusmart GmbH has developed into the global expert in secure communications it is
today. Secusmart, a BlackBerry® subsidiary since the end of 2014, has been
providing German government agencies,
ministries, and other official bodies with
anti-eavesdropping solutions for mobile
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devices for more than eight years.
Secusmart is managed by its founder Dr Christoph Erdmann and Daniel
Fuhrmann, who has been working for
the company from the outset. Under
their leadership, Secusmart has steadily grown and now supplies its trusted
solutions to more than 20 governments
worldwide. Today the German Federal
administration alone has more than
12.000 devices in use.
Thanks to its spirit of innovation and
development skills, Secusmart will
continue to enjoy success by further
transforming the provision of secure
mobile communications for many years
to come.

Stashcat
stashcat® as end-to-end encrypted
police messenger is inserted national
and international in mission critical authorities. Two of these state projects are
“HePolChat” in Hesse and “NIMes” in
Lower Saxony which use the stashcat®
technology since 2018 nationwide.
The stashcat® Messenger is compliant
with GDPR. stashcat® is addressed
to corporations, public authorities and
Mission Critical Authorities and meet
the requirements of confidential communication and data exchange. The
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messenger combines the functionalities
of well-known messengers and cloud
applications, as WhatsApp and Dropbox.
The solution is hosted in our German
datacentre in accordance with the Federal Data Protection Act (Germany) or
on premise. The further features are for
instance a mobile number independent
contact database with LDAP interface,
a real end-to-end encryption and georeferencing. All mobile devices (iOS &
Android) and static terminals (PC, MAC,
Notebook) are supported. Furthermore,
stashcat® can also be operated and
branded as an own app.

Strategy&
Strategy& is a global strategy consulting
business uniquely positioned to help deliver your best future: one that is built on
differentiation from the inside out and
tailored exactly to you. As part of PwC,
every day we‘re building the winning
systems that are at the heart of growth.
We combine our powerful foresight with
this tangible know-how, technology, and
scale to help you create a better, more
transformative strategy from day one.
As the only at-scale strategy business
that‘s part of a global professional services network, we embed our strategy
capabilities with frontline teams across
PwC to show you where you need to go,
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the choices you‘ll need to make to get
there, and how to get it right.
The result is an authentic strategy
process powerful enough to capture
possibility, while pragmatic enough to
ensure effective delivery. It‘s the strategy that gets an organization through
the changes of today and drives results
that redefine tomorrow. It‘s the strategy
that turns vision into reality. It‘s strategy,
made real.

Systematic
Systematic is the largest privately-owned
software company in Denmark, with
more than 1,000 employees located
across 11 countries. Our mission-critical
defence software is in service in over 50
countries and is operationally proven,
supporting a range of missions including
peacekeeping, kinetic warfare, naval operations, and humanitarian assistance
and disaster relief.
Customers include armed forces in Australia, Denmark, Finland, Germany, Sweden, the UK, and the US, and our solutions have been employed in support of
EU, NATO, and UN missions.
Our SitaWare and IRIS software
solutions deliver world-leading command-and-control capabilities, providing
the tools necessary to achieve mission

success at all levels of the battlefield.
In addition to the defence sector, Systematic delivers solutions to healthcare,
libraries and learning, and renewable
energy industries, among others.

SVA
SVA System Vertrieb Alexander GmbH is
one of the leading system integrators in
Germany. The company has a workforce
of more than 2000 employees at 25 different locations. Thanks to this well-established, nationwide branch network,
our customers are guaranteed comprehensive support and short distances
to our offices. SVA’s company goal is to
achieve high-quality IT solutions for our
customers.
Among our clients are authorities and
institutions at federal, state and local
levels, authorities for domestic and international security, companies from the
automotive industry, telecommunications, banks, insurance companies and
the healthcare sector.
The public sector office specialises
in the sale of hardware and software
from various well-known manufacturers
alongside the sale of corresponding IT
services; from conception, planning and
consulting through to the integration and
operation of system solutions and specialist applications for public clients.
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